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ABSTRACT
Although the phenomenon of compensatory renal growth has been
under investigation for more than a c e n t u r y , its mediation has not
be e n elucidated. The participation o f a circulating, kidney-specific
growt h factor, either stimulatory or inhibitory, h a s been hypothesized,
bu t its existence has not been proved. Theoretical considerations
p r e d i c t that iE.. vitro methods could be profitably used in these
cir c ums t a n c e s , since these methods would allow d i ssociation of the
effe c t s of the postulated f a c t o r from t he complex physiological change s
whi c h accompany compensatory r enal growt h iE.. vivo .
The work of this thesis consists o f the development of a cell
cu l t u r e system suitable for testing serum from prev i o u s l y unlneph-
rect omi z e d or sham-operated animals for t h e presence of such a growth
fac t o r . A method of primary culture o f a du l t Fischer rat kidney
epit he l i um is described. The mor p ho logy o f t he se c u l t u r e d cells is
comp ati b l e with that of proximal t ubule epithelium iE.. situ, these
being t he ce l l s stimulated to divide iE.. vivo by uninep hrec t omy. The
chief find i ng r eported i n t h is t hesis is tha t tre atment with serum
from ra t s un i ne phrectomized 48 hours p rev i ously resu l t s in consls t en t,
signifi can t increa s e in upta k e of tr i tia ted thymi dine by cultures ,
whe n compared with control sera from s h am- op e r a ted r a t s . Serum f r om
rat s uninephrectomized 18-36 hours previously is not consistently
stimu l a t o r y. Preliminary investigation with thi s culture system i nd i-
cates t hat: (a) the differen t i a l effect of control and uninephre c tomy
sera is due t o the presence o f a stimulato ry f a cto r in the lat ter
i ii
rather than an inhibitor in the forne r ; (b) s o l ub le fractions of
homo gen a t e s of both kidney and live r tissue exhibit inhibitory dose-
effect s in cultures; (c) xanthopte r in, a compound tha t stimulates
kidney tubule epithelial cell divi s ion lE. vivo,has no stimulatory
effect lE. vitro; (d) serum obtaine d from human kidney transplant
donors 24-72 hours after uninephre ctomy stimulates increasing
thymidine uptake in cultures.
Us e o f this culture system ha s confi rmed the exi s tence of a
serum f a c t or i n vo lve d i n co mpen s atiozy renal growth, an d shoul d prove
to be a valuable tool for its ch a r a cterization .
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REVIEW AND DISCUSSION OF LITERATURE
A. I n t r od uc t i o n
The ph en ome no n of compensatory r enal growth h a s b een under
i nve s t i ga t i o n for more than a century; the liter a ture comprises well
ove r a t ho us a nd citations. Most of this e ffort has been directed
towards de s c r i b i ng the morphological, biochemical and functional
events whi c h follow unilateral nephrectomy. Relatively few investi-
gators ha v e addressed themselves to the question of the control or
mediation of this growth . Although e v e n t s occurring as soon as f i ve
minutes a f t e r unilateral nephrectomy have been described (Lowenstein
and Toba c k , 1978), t h e nature of the primary stimulus is unknown .
In thi s chapter I shall consider f i r s t the phenomenon of
co mpensator y renal growth, and secondly, the stimulus to growth.
I have been critical in both the s e l e c t i on and discussion o f papers,
paying par t i c u l a r attention to such variables as characteristics of
the an i ma l used, sam ple size , ass a y method, varian c e of data and us e
of ap prop r i a t e controls . The mos t r ecent publications were not
necessar i l y sel e c t e d i n p r e fere nce to t he i r predec e ssors. Some
i n f o rma tion wa s deriv ed f r om pape r s i n wh i ch it wa s presented
inciden t a l l y , or i n the co u rse o f e xp e r i me n t s pertain i ng t o a dif -
feren t s ub jec t . This review was designed t o provide a summary of
soundly- b a s e d i n f o rma t i o n concern i ng the -p he nome no n of comp ensator y
renal growt h , especially as seen in rats a nd humans. I have also
attemp t e d to present a n unb i a s e d bu t c r i t i c a l surve y of the more
contr ov e r s i a l aspe c t s o f the subj e c t, whi ch r elate to contro l of
the growt h.
B. Descr i p t i o n of the phenomenon
Or g a n and cellular hypertrophy
Wh e n one kidney is removed, the remaining kidney increases in
weight during the succeeding days; this is not due merely to an
increase in contained blood volume o r to accumulation of fluid, but
is caus e d by: (a) an increase in the size of some of the cells
(hypert r op hy ) and (b) an increase, by cell divisi.on, in the number
of the cells (hyperplasia).
Th i s mass increase has been found in all mammalian species
studied , with the possible exceptions of the baboon (Dicker and
Morris , 19 7 2 ) and the cat (R. Janicki, in the general discussion
include d in Nowinski and Goss, 1969).
A statistically significant increase in rat kidney mass occurs
by 24 hours after unilateral nephrectomy (UNx) (Halliburton and
Thoms on , 1966). At the end of a week, the mass increase is in the
range o f from 30 t o 40 per cent when c omp a red wi.th sham-operated
contro l s (Katz and Ep s tei n , 1967; Kurnick and Lindsay, 1968a) . 'fhe
time c ou r s e of kidney mass increase i n t he Fischer rats used in this
study is de s c r i be d in the Results s e ction.
The proportion of dry mass to wet remains constant at about 24
per c e n t during the course of compensatory growth (Ha l l i bu r t o n and
Thoms o n , 1965b; Threlfall et al., 1967; Kur n i c k and Lindsay, 1968a).
Therefo r e , measurement of either wet or dry weight is an equally
relia b l e index of growth .
When more than half of the r enal mass is excised, the
compensat o r y growth is greater: Kaufman et: al. (1974) report that
r emova l of about 70 per cent of kidney mass from adult rats results
in resto r a t i o n of about 75 per c e nt of the original mass by four
weeks, or about 65 p e r c ent of t h e kidney mass in sham animals at
four wee k s . Th i s is an increase o f about 2 . 7 times the weight o f the
t i s s ue wh i c h remained after surgery . UNx rats restored 90 per cent
o f the o r i g i na l mass and 76 per cent of sham mass , or an increase
of about 1. 8 times the residual ma s s .
The observation that k i d ne y mas s increase aft.er UNx shows an
invers e c o r r e l a t i o n with age raise s several questions : (a) what is
the no rma l course of kidney growth in unoperated animals - i . e. ,
what i s t he background of growth upon which compensatory growth i s
superi mpo s e d ; and (b) do the relat ive proportions o f the hyper-
trophic an d hyperpl astic compone nt s of the compensatory growth c ha nge
with age ? Consideration of these que s t i o n s will be limited to
invest i ga t i o n s on rats and humans.
Rats continue to i nc r ease i n b od y and kidney weight throughout
their lives , the rate s o f g a i n d e c r easing with age. Using data on
unoper a ted Sprague - Dawl e y rats ob t ained from Pot.ter et a l . (19 69 ) ,
plots of body weight, kidney weigh t, and kidney weight expresse d
as a per c e nt a ge of body weight vs. age (Figure 1 ;) show that the rate
of b ody weight gain d e creases with ag e , and kidney weight gain does
not ke ep pace with that of body weight. Kaufman et al. (1974)
report that in male Sprag ue-Dawl e y rats, kidney weight shows a line ar
relat i o n s h i p with b ody we i ght thro ughout life, but that the
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Fi g ur e 1 . Influence of age on kidney and body weights i.n sprague-Dawley
rats. Kidney weight increases at a slower rate than body
weight in young male rats . Th ese data are from Potter e t al.
1969 .
regression line has a decreased slope for animals over 150 gm.,
compared with that for smaller animals. Potter et al. (1969),
report that Fischer strain rats gain body weight at a slower rate
than sprague-Daw1eys, but that their kidneys bear the same
proportion to body weight throughout life. Allowance must be made
f o r these age correlations when kidney weight data after UNx in rats
of different ages and strains is analyzed.
Five authors who report data on rats undergoing UNx conclude
that compensatory renal growth is greater in young animals than in
old, but these data must be looked at in the light of the considera·-
tion just discussed.
Dicker and Shirley (1973) used male albino rats of unspecified
strain, divided into two groups by age, each including sham-operated
and UNx rats: one group consisted of rats five days old at operation,
and the other of "adult" rats - their age not stated by the authors.
The data were expressed as per c e n t difference between UNx and sham
k i d ne y weight expressed as per c e n t body weight. There '-laS no
difference between age groups until t e n days post-operation, after
wh i c h the younger g r o up showed an increasingly greater compensatory
growth than the older group until the last data point at 70 days.
MacKay et al. (1932) used male albino rats of unspecified strain,
of ages 5 to 720 days. They measured t:he difference between UNx and
sham kidney weights expressed as per cent of body surface area 40
days after sham operation or UNx. The authors state, with reference
t o their own publ i shed work, that the ratio of kidney weight to body
surface area remains constant at all ages (unlike the ratio of kidney
wei gh t to body weight). They f ound a r a pid decrease in compensatory
growth from age five days to sixty days, and then a slow decline until
thei r last data point at 540 days.
The other three papers report concl usions, based on absolute
weigh t gain of young and adult Sprague-Dawley kidneys, that com -
pens a t o r y growth is greater in young animals. However , as we have
seen , absolute kidney weight data from different ages of rats may
be mi s l e a d i n g , since there is not a direct correlati.on of kidney
weigh t with age. From data included in two 'p ap e r s (Kaufman et al. ,
19 75 and Galla et al., 1974), I have calculated kidney weight gains
as a percentage of body weight. Both authors performed sham and UNx
oper a t i o ns , and collected data f o u r weeks later. My calculations
sh ow that the UNx kidney is 154 per cent of sham in 50 to 80 gm.
. rat s , and 143 per cent in 155 to 210 gm. rats using Galla 's data;
150 p e r cent in 55 gm. rats and 140 per cent in 175 gm. rats using
Kau f ma n ' s data. In the third pape r (Barrows, 1962) no body weight
da t a are given, so n o interpretation may be made. Since the raw
da t a a re not given, i t is not po ssible to analyse these results
sta t i s t i c a l l y ; it ap pe ars , howeve r , that t h e y are in li.ne with
tho s e o f MacKay et a l., and Dicke r and Sh irley, in showing that a fter
a l l owan c e is made fo r normal growth characteristics, there is indeed
a decreased growth response to UNx as age advances in the rat. The
de c r ea s e in response is probably not apparent until about 10 days
after surgery, and t he rate of de creas e is much greater between
bir t h and about 60 d ay s of ag e than thereafter.
The change in response to UNx which occurs at puberty may result
from s e x hormone changes . The di r ect effe c t s of sex ho rmon es o n kidn e y
size, in both normal and compensatory growth, have b e en investigated,
primarily in male rats using testosterone. Se ve r a l approaches to the
problem have been made : (a) admin i stration of testosterone to normal,
unoperated rats; (b) castration; (c ) castration with r eplacement
testosterone treatment.
Most authors have found that administration of testosterone to
normal male rats results in an increase in kidney weight (Selye,
1940; Lattimer, 1942; Ludden et al., 1949). MacKay (1940), however,
found no increase due to testosterone treatment, which may be because
he gave less frequent injections than the other investigators (on ly
five injections in 29 days as opp os ed to daily injections by others) .
This increase in kidney weigh t has been found to be due to
hypertrophy, and not hyperplasia , o f the tubular epithelium
(Selye, 1939; Ludden e t al. , 1949; Kassenaar et al., 1962).
Castration of ma le rats has been r eporte d to decrease kidney
weight (Korenchevsky a n d Ross, 19 40; MacKay, 1940). Korenchevsky
a nd Ross (1940) a l so repo r t that the decrease i s reversed by
t e s t o s t e r on e injection . The atrophy occurs without any cell loss ;
the existing cells be c ome smaller (Ko ch akian , 1948; Jelinek
et al., 1964).
Testosterone t he r e f o r e ap p ea r s t o have a generalized protein
anabolic effect ; it als o cause s, secon da r i l y , sodium, potassium and
wa t e r retention (Ganong, 1977b). The testosterone stimulus to
i nc r e a s e in kidney size may be ei ther the d i r e c t protein anabolic
eff e c t , or the mechanisms involved with salt and water retention,
or both. Testosterone influences kidney s ize by means of tubular
ce l l hy p e r t r op hy or atrophy, without e f f ect o n cell numbe r i in fact,
the r e is evidence that testosterone is a mitotic inhibitor in the
kid ne y epithelium: as discussed below puberty and the associated
i nc r e a s e in testosterone production inhibits tubule epithelial cell
hyperplasia, and yet, the kidneys ·do not decrease their growth rate
during this · same time . An increase in cellular hypertrophy con-
c omi t a n t with the decrease in hyperplasia must be occurring.
What then, is the influence of testosterone on compensatory
renal growth? Zumoff and Pachter's (1964) results are discussed
b e l ow: they found an inhibition of hyperplasia after UNx during
p uber t y in rats, with resumption of mitosis in adulthood. Castration
p r ev e n t ed the inhibition e ffect of puberty, a nd testosterone admin-
istra t i on reversed the eff e c t o f castra t i o n.
MacKay (1940 ) e xami ne d kidney we ight in a d u l t male rats, but
u s ed only two animal s per e xpe r i menta l group . He concluded that
c a s t r a t i o n had no effect on, and tha t testosterone administration
i n c rea s e d , kidney mass after UNx. Howev e r , there are difficulties
with this report: i na de qua t e sam p l e s ize s , and a lower body \...eight
gain in testosterone-treated rats than in controls.
Mor e recently, ther e h ave be e n r epor t s t ha t t e s tosterone has
no effect on c ompens a t o r y renal g rowth i n ra t s. Ba s inger and Gittes
(19 74 ) measured kidney weight seven and thirty days after UNx in
int a c t and castrated adult male Sprague-Dawley rats. The authors
f ou nd no increase in kidney wei gh t caused by testosterone in s ham-
operate d or UNx rats as compar ed to controls. Cas t r a t i o n alone
decr e a s e d kidney we ight at seven and thirty days; testosterone
adm i n i s t r a t i o n .e l i mi na t e d the e f f e c t. Castrated rats undergoing UNx
h a d smaller kidneys than controls at seven days, but not at thirty
da y s ; the deficit was reversed by testosterone.
Schlondorff et al. (1977) measured kidney weight in adult male
Sp r a gu e - Dawl e y rats one or two weeks after UNx. The authors found
no differences in kidney weight gain among control, castrated
a nd testosterone-treated animals. Testosterone was administered by
p e l l e t implantation; evide nc e i s given that this method is more
effective than inj e c t i on for increasing body weight in female rats.
Thus, the best-controlled ex p e r i me n t s with adequate sample sizes
indicate that testosterone has no e f f e ct on compensatory growth
(k i d ne y mass) afte r UNx. Pe r haps the opposing eff e c t s of testo-
sterone - inhibition of hy per;::las ia .a nd stimulation of hypertrophy -
are balanced in t h is s i t ua t i on, or p erhap s t:estosterone simply has
no effect on the k i dn ey after sex ua l maturity. The question is far
f r om b eing resolve d.
Th e human capability for comp ensatory renal growth,and its
possible correlation with age, ha s been studied by radiographic
measurement of kidne y s i ze in transplan t donors. Measurement of
l ength, or p l a n ime try of kid ney area , wa s done by intravenous
10
urog r a p hy before and after UNx in t h e s e healthy adults. 'l'his
tech n i q u e is an inaccurate index of growth compared with weighing
t he kidney; the following sources of error are recognized (Dos s etor,
1975 ) : (a) a orie-e or two-dimensional measurement only approximat:es
the volume or mass of the organ; (b) the experiment:al error in
mea s u r i ng kidney length is about 0.5 cm. (about four per cent error);
(c ) there are physiological changes in kidney size; (d) there is
some t i me s an increase in kidney size at the beginning of I. V.
gra p h y .
The results of three data collections on healthy human kidney
dono r s are shown in Table 1 . No correlation of kidney size was
foun d with age, sex or interval after UNx, except by Edgren et al.
(19 76 ) ,who found an inverse correlation with age, with all patients
in this series showing some compensatory growth.
Ta b l e 1. Increase in contralateral kidney size in human kidney donors.
# of Age Interval Parameter Mean Reference
Patients Range After UNx Measured Per Cent
(y rs . ) Increase
2 2 22-63 2 wks-4 y rs . length Boner et al.
(1972)
15 30 - 60 6 mos. - length Heideman and
4 yrs. Rosenbaum
(1970)
46 20-74 2 mos.- 23 Edgren et al .
5 yrs . (1976)
There have also been studies of a du l t patients (Dossetor, 1975)
and children (Laufer and Griscom , 1971) who underwent UNx consequent
to unilateral kidney disease (neoplasm, hydronephrosis or pyonephrosis) .
11
Of 19 adult patients 60 per cen t showed no e v i de n ce of co mp e n s a t or y
growth after intervals of one month to eight y ears, and 40 per ce n t
sh owe d a 3 per cent mean increase in kidney length. It is quite
p r ob ab l e that some of these pati e nts had undergone compensatory
grow th befo re UNx du e to destruc t i on of kidney tissue in the disease
proc e s s.
In a series of 24 children born with one multicystic dysplastic
kidne y and studied b y Laufer and Griscom (1971) , the contralateral
kidn ey was of normal size at b irth. After UNx was performed during
the fi rst month of life, compensatory growth occurred over the ne xt
18 months, resulting in a total re na l volume (ap p rox imat e d by the
k i dn e y length) of 100 per cent of normal. This length increase, from
which volume was calculated, is a bo ut 120 per c ent o f the expected
norma l. The observation that th e normal kidney in these children
was not hypertrophied at birth wil l be d i scussed next .
These admi ttedly i mperfec t mea suremen ts l ead one to the con-
clusi on tha t the c apabi l i t y fo r co mpe ns a t o r y kidney growth in human s
exi s t.s t h roughout l i fe , wi t h a po ssi ble i n ve r s e correlation with age.
Certai nly, in the neonatal pe r iod, th e growth r e sponse afte r UNx
i s l a r ge enough to co mpensate fully f o r the loss in renal mass.
We have seen that neonatal rats and humans respond to UNx with
vigo r o us compensatory growth. Can we extrapolate to fetal animals?
The presence of kidney tissue in the mammalian fetus i s not e s s ent i al
for its surviva l: renal homeo s t a tic f uncti o n s a r e carr i ed ou t via
the placenta by the mother ' s kidney s. The fetal ki.dneys do excrete
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a di l u t e urine , contributing to amniotic f luid; oligohydramnios is
associ a t e d with r enal agenesis (Laufer an d Gr i s c om, 1971; Goss and
Walke r , 1971).
Two e xper i ments have been report e d on 1:h e effect of UNx o n f e tal
rat kidneys and there is a paper r eporting observations at birth of
humans with unilateral non-functioning kidney . Rollason (1969)
uninephre c t omi z e d inbred albino r a t s on day 18~ of g estation. All
incis i o n s were sutured, although the fetuses were not r eplaced in
the u t e r u s . Umbilical cords remained patent. Sham op erations wer e
done on some fetuses, and others were untouched and used as controls.
Feta l body weights and contralateral k i dne y weights were determined
24 a nd 48 hours a f ter surgery. Th e authors plotted kidney vs . body
weigh t for each animal, r esulting i n a linear distribution with
all p oints falling closely about the mea n. Ne i t he r kidney no~ body
weigh t is decreased due to deleteriou s e ffec t s of surgery in UNx
or sham a n imal s compared with unop e r ated controls. Al though the
number of fetuses per g roup i s s mal l - fiv e t o e i gh t - there is a
clear indic a tion t hat no comp e n s ator y growth has occurred du e t o UNx.
Go s s and Walk e r (1971 ) _r e po rt a s i mi l a r exper i ment using Sp rague-
Dawley rats. Th e y did s h am or UNx operations on t:h e fe t u ses on t he
19th day o f gestation . The kidney an d body we i g h t s of these and o f
unoper a t ed c on t rol a nima l s were determi ne d 24 , 48 or 72 hours late r.
(The last time was the final day of ges t a t i o n - day 22.) Unlike the
prev i o u s investig a tors, these d id not s uture the f etuses or ute rus.
The r a te of surv i v a l was low (from 25 - 50 per cent with an invers e
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rela t i o n s h i p to time after surg e ry); bu t s uf f i c i e n t operations were
done to y i e l d at l east 50 survivors in eac h group. Operations were
also d o ne on rats on t h e i r day o f b irth. These rats were killed one,
tw o or three days later . The authors calcu l a t e d (for each group)
the me a n values of kidney weight ex p re s s e d relative to body weight.
They did a statistical comparison of groups and plotted the relative
we i gh t s vs. time. They found a s i g n i f i c a n t increase in relative
kid n e y weight after UNx only on day 21 of gestation, and on days one,
tw o an d three postnatally . Th e y conclude that fetal rats can com-
pen s a t e after UNx, although the magnitude o f the response is less
tha n in the neonatal period. However, if these data are plotted
(F i g u r e 2) in a fashion similar to that emp l oy e d by Rollason (1969),
the evi den c e for f etal kidney hypertrophy after UNx seems to disappear.
The r a t e of gain o f both body and kidney weight after sham or UNx
sur g e r y is l ess t h a n in unope rat e d controls, and there are two points
of interest in thi s diff e rence : (a ) the r elative d ecrease in weight
gai n mus t be a no n - s p e c i fic r e s u l t of s urger y since sham and UNx rats
show s imi l a r we igh t s ; (b ) k i d ney weig ht c orr e l a t e d with body weight
in spite o f rate changes , a s s hown by the poi n ts falling in a linear
p l o t .
The · l o s s of body we i g h t and high rate of mortality, increasing
with time, indi cate s t h a t the fe t u s e s were in distress as a result
of the surgery. A par a l lel s i t u a t ion in older rats may b e that of
s t a r v a t i o n : body weight and kidn e y weight decrease concomitantly both
i n 10 - 3 6 day old rats (Fra ser a nd A~leyne, 1974) and in adult rats
(Ku r n i c k , 1955) . Starvat i o n h a s i nh i b i t e d compensatory growth a fter
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Figur e 2 0 Compensatory renal growth in rats during the perinatal pe.r i.od ,
Sprague-Dawley feta l rats do not appear t o undergo compensatory
renal growth when un i neph r e c tomi z e d three da y s b e for e t e rm.
When uninephrectomized on e day after birth, their contralateral
kidneys increase in mass mor e than those of sham-operat.ed animals .
These data are from Gos s a nd Walker , 1 971.
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UNx ei ther partially (Wachtel a nd Co le, 1 9 6 5) o r t o t a lly (Williams,
1962), or the we i ght of the contralat eral kidney has even d e cre ased
(Goldma n , 1971).
Nei t her experiment o n fetal rat s h as s hown good ev i dence o f
c omp e n s a t o r y growth: the animals s e emed t o be in good condition in
one (Rollason, 1969), and there wa s low var i a nce in the data, even
though the number of animals u s ed wa s sma ll; in the other (Goss and
Wa l k e r , 1971) sufficie nt animal s were used, . but their poor condition
mi gh t have preclud ed the capability t o r e spond to UNx. \fuat i s needed
for c o n c l u s i v e evidenc e is a large s amp le o f animals, surgical
techniq u e s which result in low mortality, and an experimental design
i n whic h fe t u s e s receive UNx and a r e kill ed at 24 hour intervals over
the per i na tal p eri od up to three o r f ou r days after birth. Such an
experime n t would b e difficult, but fea s i b le , to carry out.
Mi c r o d i s section p r epara t i on s give a qua l i tati ve but clear
illustr a t ion of the e n l a rgeme nt o f r a t kidn ey tubules that occurs
after uninephr e ctomy . Figu r e 3. i s a reproduc t i o n of cam era lucida
tra cings of nephrons from normal and hypertrophie d rat kidneys
prepar e d by Jean Oliver (1 944) .
Quantitativ e mea s ureme nts h a v e been repor ted by Hayslett et a l.
(1968 ). Table 2. g ives the percenta g e incre a ses in size of adult
ma l e Sprague~Dawley rat nephrons t wo to fo u r weeks after uninephrec-
t omy . The lengths we r e determi n e d f r om formalin-fixed, micro-
dis s ected s pecimens, d iamete rs were measured from s e c t i on e d , rapidly-
f roz e n specimens, vo l umes were c alculated from length and diameter
Normal rat
1'/
(j
Figure 3. Carrera lucida tracings of rat nephrons. These preparations, made by Jean Oliver (1944), show
the enlargement of rat k Ldney tubules 110 days after removal of three-quarters of the renal mass ~
(on the right) , compared with tubules from an unoperated rat of the same age (on the left).
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Table 2 . Increas e i n nephro n size af t e r uninephrec t omy i n t he rat*
luminal ou t s i de len g t h volume
diameter diameter
% incre a s e in 17 % 14 % 35 % 9 6%
proxima l
convoluted
tubule
% i nc rea s e in 12 % 10 % 17 % 25 %
distal
convoluted
tubule
* Data a r e from Hay slett et al. (1968), c omp a r i ng mean tubule
d imensions two to four weeks after UNx with those of control
a n i ma l s .
mea s ureme n t s . The ne ar- do ub l i ng of proximal tubule volume is
particu l a r l y inter e sting: this implies t h e ability of the nephron
t o h a nd l e twice the no rm a l volume of glomerular filt rate. If this
i s so, then the modes t mass increa s e o f 30 to 40 per cent seen after
u n i n e p h r e c t omy represent s a doubl i ng o f func t i o n a l c ap a c i t y .
The large s i ze increa s e in p r o ximal r elative to distal t:ubule
co r r e l a t e s with the higher mitotic i nd i c e s observed in proximal cells.
The volume of the glomeruli also increases after UNx. Shea
(197 8 ) , using two-dimen sional measurements o f ultrathin s ections of
glome r u l i , reports that mea n glome rular vo l ume has increas ed 2.75
times at 21 weeks af t e r UNx in the a du lt ra t . During the same
i n t e r v a l , sham-op erat e d r a ts I g l omeru l ar vo l ume h a s doub led , due
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to no nna l kidney growth , so that the eff e ct o f UNx is to cause a
38 per c ent greater increase in volume.
In the 50 yea r s around the tur n of t he c entury there were at
least twenty publishe d reports on the q uesti o n o f whether or not
new ne p h r o n s are formed during compensatory r enal growth. Various
ages, s ome t i me s unspecified , o f fou r mamma l ian s p e c i e s (rats, rabbit',
guinea pig and dog) were used f or exper iments . The authors a rrived
at di f feren t conclusions, probably p a r t l y b ecause t.h ey used v ery small
sample sizes. Th e four author s which h ave been most commonly quot ed
in di s c u s s i o n s of this question (Arata k i , 1926; Shiels , 1926-27;
Jackso n and Shiels, 19 27; Saphir, 1 9 27) al l concluded that no new
nephron s are formed a fter UNx. Non e of these investigations included
suffic i e n t animals (there were one to fou r per group) , and the
technique of serial sections which was u s e d is not suitable b ecause
the i n v e s t i g a t o r s did not take into acc o u n t changes in morphology in
the g r o wi ng cortex. Jackson and Sh i els noted a "nephrogenic" zone
at the p e r i mete r of the kid ney c ort ex. Th is undi fferentiated tissue,
thought to be the s ource o f new nephrons , wa s o f greatest mass in
newborn rats , and had f u l ly d ifferentia ted by 20 days. Jackson and
Shiels' c oncl u s i o n was bas ed on the data from on e seven-day-old rat
using , a s a control, t he data f r om o n e other ra t whose glomerulus
count was done b y anothe r person. Ar ataki (1926) , using the same
str a i n of rat but starting his e xp eriments at 20 days , also found
no n ew n ephrons. Sa p h i r used e ight l ittennate rabbits of unspecified
age (but yo un g o n e s , as evi denced by their body we i.qht.s ) ; lie killed
them from three d a y s t o 'o n e y e a r after UNx . There were thre e control
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rabbit s . Glom erulus c ou n ts were ma d e in every tenth ser i a l sect i on ;
the author s t a t e s that sometimes g l omer u l i we r e counte d twice u sing
this met h od. Although the incre a s e in numb e r of glomeruli counted
is prop o r t i o n a l to the kidney mas s increas e, the author discounts
the re s u l t , due to the probable error s in counting .
Eve n though the conclusion that no new nephrons were formed was
based on s u c h inadequate experimental data, further work was not
repo r t e d until the 1960' s. Hiramoto e t al. (1962) treated nine rats
of body weig h t range 300 - 400 qms , with rabbit, anti-rat kidne y
(g l ome r u l a r membrane), antiserum. After 24 hours they performed
unin ep h r e c t omi e s on s i x of the animal s, keeping three as controls.
Seve n mon ths later , t hey r emoved t h e r emaining kidneys, sectioned them
an d staine d with f l uo rescei n- l a b e led anti-rabbit antiserum, and
doub l e - s t a i ne d with r ho d ami n e - l a beled anti-rat kidney antiserum .
Any g l ome r u l i formed a fter the UNx s u r ger y would have s t a i n e d
rho dami n e red, and a l l pre-existing o nes would have double-stained
ye l l ow (rhod amine r ed p lus fluore s c e in green). They found no n ew
ne p h r o n s . Th e i r method was succe s s ful in s howi ng the d evelopmen t
of new n ephr on s i n t he outer zo ne o f t he cort e x in v ery young rats ;
Hi r amo t o a nd his colleagu e s ex amin ed t:i s sue from six -w eek old rats
o nly ; and thus did no t mak e any ob s ervations about the time cours e
of new nephron formation in the neonatal p eriod.
Bonvalet et al. (1972) examined two groups of rats, one of ag es
fou r to seven we eks and t he other greater than s even weeks at the
t i me of UNx, and found that the younger group but: not the olde r
f o rm e d n ew n ephrons . He ob t aine d c o n s i s t e n t data f rom two dif f eren t
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me t hod s : (a) a count of glomeruli; and (b) calculation based on
who le k i d ne y and single nephron glomerular filtration rate data.
Since the report is an abstract of a paper, there is no information
availabl e about sample size or met ho ds. Bonvalet (1978) has reviewed
this s ub j e c t and stated that young mice, but not guinea pigs, are able
to pro d uce new nephrons, but no data is given in support of these
finding s .
There is an indication from these reports that the formation of
new nephrons, or the capability to do so, might disappear at some
point in the late neonatal period - an hypothesis which is compatible
with the known ontogeny of the mammalian kidney. Canter and Goss
(197 5) tested this hypothesis . Th ey used a method wherein a sus-
pension of the glomeruli from kidney tissue was used to obtain an
accur a t e count of nephrons . Th ey found that in unoperated Sprague-
Dawley rats the numb er o~ nephrons stops increasing by about 40 days
of age. They showed an increase in nephron formation due to UNx
betwee n birth and 50 days, but no t at 70 days. 'l'his effect of UNx
had an inv erse corr ela tion with age .
Kune s et a1. (1976) used 18 and 80 day-old rats for UNx, and
killed them 27 da ys later. Using techniques s i mi l a r to those of
Canter and Goss the y found seven per cent more nephrons than controls
in the younger group, and no di f f erence from controls in the older
rats. Administration of a high sal t diet produced no change in the
younger controls or op erated rats, but resulted in an i.ncrease in
nephro n number in all older rats. This work confirmed that of
Canter and Goss with re sp e c t to the situati.on after UNx but presents
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some p r ovo c a t i v e new q uestions abou t the formation o f nephrons in
the ad u l t rat.
It seems r easonable to make the f o l l owi ng s t at.ement;s regarding
post-natal nephron formation in r ats: (a) the production of n ephrons
continues for about six weeks afte r birth in the outer zone of the
cortex ; (b) UNx during this p e riod , an d probably for a short time
after it , stimulates production of new nephrons.
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II Hype r p l a s i a
The r e nal growth following UNx i s o ften re fe r red to a s comp ensa-
tory ren a l hypertrophy .". a corr ect t e r m if organ hypertrophy i s b eing
referred t o , but a misleading on e with r e spec t to cellular growth,
since bo t h cellular hypertrophy and hyperplasia o ccur.
unt i l 1949, when Rollason reported otherwise, it was the pre-
vailing opinion that r enal e p i t h e l i um, like neurons, did not have
the c a p a c i t y for c ell division. In 1 966, J oh n son a n d Vera Roman published
experimen t a l r e sults and a discussion of the relative contributions
of hyper p l a s i a and hy p ertroph y a f te r UNx in mice. They derived a
calcul u s e qu a t i on whose solution gives the percentage increase in
number o f kidney epi the l i a l c ells. Th e d a ta r equired are fraction
of ep i t h e l i a l c ells labeled at various times after UNx or sham
operation , and the estimated mean duration of the synthetic phase
of the ce ll cycle . They f ound an increase i n c ells of 4.4 per cen t
at three days , a nd 7 . 0 per cen t a t fiv e d ay s. At five day s , the
kidney dry weight h a d i ncreased b y ab out 30 p er cent ; therefore
about o ne- f ou r t h o f the ma ss incre a s e was du e to hyperplasia.
Th e se authors used the data of Goss a nd Ra nk i n (1 960 ) to
calcul a t e the same par ameters fo r the ra t (young adult , male,
Sprague - Da wl e y ) , and found a 5.6 per cent increase after three d a y s,
and 6 .8 per cent after four days. Kidne y weights were not reported ,
so the contr i b u t i on of hy p erplasia c a n no t be c a lcu l a ted ; how ever,
it wou l d be of the same order a s t hat f o r mi c e .
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The diploid DNA content of cells is const:ant (Vendrely, 1955) ,
so there is a direct correlation between number of cells in the kidney
an d its total DNA content. Enesco and Leblond (1962) have quantitated
thi s relationship for rat cells: number of nuclei in kidney := total
kidney DNA (mg.) /6.2 x 10-9, since each diploid nucleus contains
. 6.2 x 10-9 mg. DNA. A comparison of the per cent increase in total
DNA wi t h mass increase at various times after uninephrectomy wou Ld
yiel d an estimate of the proportion of growth due to hyperplasia.
The assumption would have to be made that all cells have the same
mass , and that no multinucleated cells are present ; in fact , recent1y-
divid e d cells are smaller than others, so the amount of hyperplasia
would be underestimated by this method. Multinucleated cells are
rare in kidney tissue (unpublished personal observations ) .
Threlfall et al. (1967), using inbred male rats aged six to
eight weeks and of body weight 90 to 120, gm., found an increase of
25 per cent in total DNA content and of 35 per cent in ki dney wet or
dry we i g h t 14 days after UNx. The c ontribution of hyperplasia in
these young adult animals is then 25 (100) /35 := 71 per cent.
Uninephrectomy in the rat results in an elevation of the mi.t:otic
index of the contralateral kidney with a peak at 40 to 48 hours, and
a sec o nd , smaller peak at three to four days (Williams , 1961; Goss,
1964 ; Saetren, 1970). There is no significant increase in mitotic
i nd e x in male Sprague-Dawley rats 24 hours after UNx (Go s s and Rankin ,
1960 ) . Dividing cells are most frequently seen in the proximal
conv o l u ted tubule epithelium, muc h les s frequently in the distal
c onv o l u t e d tubule epithelium, and very rarely in the renal corpuscle ,
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blood vessels, connective tissue, loops of Henle and collecting
ducts ; therefore, the hyperplasia occurs almost entirely in the
cortex (Wi l l i a ms , 1961).
DNA synthesis , as measured by tritiated thymidine uptake , s hows
a sligh t increase one and f our days a f t e r UNx, and a f i ve-f o l d
increas e at two and three days , according to Mayfield et a l. ( l 967).
since only two rats per day were used , these resul ts can b e t a k e n
only a s a general indication of DNA synthetic activ i t y . Threl f all
et al. (1967 ) r e p o r t e d a similar experiment , again u s i ng only t wo
rats per group: they found a five-fold increase on day tw o , s mal l e r
increases on d ay s three and four, and no differen ce from cont r ol s
on days one, seven and fourteen.
One may conclude only that t he r e is some corresponden ce between
mi tot i c index and DNA synthesis after UNx 'in the r a t . Al though the
time seq ue n c e o f change in DNA s ynthesis is predict a b le f rom existing
data on mitotic rate s , correlat i o n of the two phenomena h a s no t been
well i nvestigated.
The normal rat k i d ne y has a ver y low rate of ce l l divis i on ;
Messier and Leblond (19 60 ) classified the kidney as h a v ing an
"expan d i n g " cell population: L e., one that , although normally
nearly quiescent, has the capacity for proliferatio n in c e r ta i n
c i r c ums t a n c e s (a nd t herefore might b e better n amed " e xpand a ble").
There are no stem cells, but each tubule cell (p r e s uma b l y) h a s the
capaci ty for division.
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A daily mitotic activity in the range of 0.8 to 1.5 per cent in
adult male rats is just sufficient for cell number to keep pace with
body weight increase (Leblond and Walker, 1956). The parenchymatous
cells of the kidney fall into this range. McCreight and Sulkin (1962)
report a mitotic index (M. I . ) of 0.10 per cent among proximal
convoluted tubule cells. Goss and Rankin (1960) report 0 .024
per cent in cortical cells. The latter data are based on observation
of about 20,000 cells per kidney, while the former on only about
2,000, so the figure of 0 .024 per cent is more reliable . Since the
duration of mitosis in the rat kidney tubule is about 45 minutes
(saet ren , 1970), the pr~portion of kidney cells dividing in 24 hours
can be approximated from the index at any point in time : there are
16 intervals of 90 minutes each per day and an average of 0 .024
per cent M.l. at anyone time, so the daily index will be about 0 .77
per cent, since any discrete observation will reveal half the number
of cells dividing over a total range of 90 minutes.
The normal low level of cell division in the rat kidney exhibits
a diurnal rhythm. This variation has not been studied in a very
rigorous manner: only three intervals of two hours each (out of 24)
have been compared. Williams (1961) found the mitotic index at 2 to
4 p.m. twice as great as at 6 to 8 a.m. Blumenfeld (1938) reported
a higher index at 2 to 4 p.m. than at 10 - 12 p.m. This indication
of a maximum in the afternoon may also help to explain the discrepancy
between the mitotic indices given above: McCreight and Sulkin' s
rats were killed at 3 p.m., Goss and Rankin I s at 10 a.m.
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The use of live animals in e xp e r i me nt s on com p en s atory renal
growth intr od uces a l arge numb e r o f variab l e s. Failure to appreciate
or co n t r o l these h a s contributed to variability in results and confusion
in inter p r e t a t i o n . Th e e x i s ten c e o f diurnal variation in the mitotic
rate o f k i d n ey ce l l s i s only on e examp le o f s u c h a variable. The daily
max i mum mitotic index is at l east twice as large as the minimum,
and the wav e of hyperplasia fol l owing UNx has b een variously reported
as only about a six-fold increase (Go ss a nd Rankin, 1960), a s even-
fold increase (McCr eight an d Su l k i n , 1959) or an eight-fold i n c rea se
(Ar g y r i s , 1961).
saet.ren (1972) looked specifically at the influence of the
endo g e nou s diurnal r h ythm on t h e wav e of hy perplasia f o l l o wi ng UNx.
He f o u nd and analy z e d a large effec t : the highest peaks were three
t im e s the lowest, and reached the ir maxima about eight hours earlier.
The highest p eak s o c curred arou nd noo n and weze due to nephrectomies
per f o rme d two d a y s earl i e r at thre e t o nine p.m. This finding i s
ill u s t r a t i v e o f t h e l a rge influe n c e t ha t biological variables can
have on e xp e r i me n t a l data.
I t is imp o r t a n t t o exami ne t h e i n f l ue nce of age on the relative
p r op o r t i on s of hyperpl a sia an d hyp e r trophy i n both normal and comp en s -
ato r y k idney growth of the kidney . Recognition of these age-related
c ha ng e s is necessary for critical" interpretation of experiments which
u s e mitotic inde x o r DNA synth e s i s as a me a sure of comp ensatory growth.
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Five investigations of normal kidney growth in rats agree that
the re l a t i v e contribution of cell division, compared with increase
in cell size, decreases at about s i x or seven weeks of age. Shirley
(1971) f o u nd that the concentration of DNA in kidney t:issue decreases
from bi r t h to six weeks, when it has reached adult values. 'foback
and Lowe n s t e i n (1974b) report that DNA concentration in rat kidney
cortex decreases from birth to eight weeks, decreasing at a faster
rate betwe e n about six and eight weeks , when it has reached its
adult v a l ue . The total amount of DNA should parallel that of cell
number. To interpret this information , one wou Ld have to calculate
the t o t a l number of cells per kidney from DNA concentration and
kidney weight; then the change in rate of cell division with age would
be obvi ou s . Therefore, the only conclusion that may be drawn from
Shirley I s experiment i s that a decrease in cell division occurs at
about six weeks, since the rate of kidney weight gain remains constant.
Potter e t al. (1969) determin ed kidney weight and total DNA in
Sprague - Da wl ey ma les , and from the s e data calculated cell number and
mean ce l l size. They c on c l u d e d t hat hyperplasia contributed to
kidney growth up to about s even we eks; thereaft:er (unti l. three months ,
when t heir experiment ended) growt h wa s due to hypertrophy.
Winick and Noble (l965) reported their very carefully-obtained
and comp l.e t.e data on the increases in weight and protein , DNA and RNA
cont e nt of various organs, including the kidney, during growth of the
Sprague - Dawl e y rat. Ki d ney DNA content increased linearly from birth
to six weeks, when there was a one-week duration of rate decrease ,
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after wh i ch DNA increased only v e r y slightly until the experiment
ended a t 14 weeks. Weight per nucleus , an indication of cell size,
decreased slightly until about two weeks , and then increased steadily.
These r a t e s of change in DNA and weight may be interpreted to mean
that on l y hyperplasia is occurring during the first two weeks after
birth ; then both hyperplasia and hypertrophy occur until about seven
weeks, after which growth is almost pure hypertrophy .
Zumo f f and Pachter (1964) measured total cell number directly
in kidne y s of growing Sherman rats. They prepared suspensions of
nuclei isolated from whole kidney homogenates . When they plotted
number of kidney cells vs. rat body weight, they found a plateau in
the rate of increase - and therefore a cessation of hyperplasia -
from about 60 to 120 gm. in males, and 75 to 140 gm. in females.
These body weights probably correspond to age ranges of three to seven
weeks in males and four to eight weeks in femal es of the Sherman
strain , although the authors do not give age/weight correlations.
This i s the only r e port in which there is an indication that mitosis
resumes after a p eriod of cessat ion . Since the hiatus in cell division
coinc i d e s with puberty, the au thors s u s p e c t e d sex hormones might be
invo lved . They castrated a serie s of animals of both sexes, and found
that the inhibition of hyperplas i a was abolished; hormone replacement:
res t o r e d the plateau, and extended it as long as the hormone was given.
There is a consensus that kidney cell division occurs until six
or seven weeks after birth in the normal rat. There are indicat:ions
t hat following puberty the rate of cell division remains low , the
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decrease being causally related to the increase in blood sex .h o r mo n e
level s .
Knowi ng the background of normal kidney growth, it is possible
to exami n e compensatory growth which is s uo e r i.mpo sed on it. As
we have seen, there is agreement among published results that kidney
cell hyp e r p l a s i a after UNx decreases in rats after sexual maturity.
Two groups of researchers assayed protein , RNA and DNA in
rat k i d ne y s remaining after UNx at various ages . Paulini et al .
(1970 ) used two to thirteen month-old males four weeks after UNx.
Total DNA per kidney increased steadily with age in control rats;
there wa s no change in the rate of increase at puberty. These rats
were o f a strain not used in other work (SIV-50, obtained in
Germ a ny ) , which may account for the differences between these results
and t h o s e discussed above. The DNA content of contralateral kidney
four we e k s after UNx (when compensatory growth would have been
accompl i s hed ) , increased at the same r a t e as controls at all ages
except in animals o f ages four to s even months, when the DNA content
decrea s ed with age. Th ese rats, thre e to six months old when surgery
was per f o rm e d , must have been post-pubescent.
Karp et al. (1971) measured total kidney protein, RNA and DNA
in male Sprague-Dawley rats two weeks after UNx. Three groups of
rats were used: four days, six weeks, or three to four months of
age at surgery. Hyperplasia, as determined by relative amounts of
DNA, RNA and protein , occurred to an equal extent in the two younger
gro up s of rats, but to a far lesser e x t e n t in the adult group. The
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author s state that Sprague-Dawley rats attain sexual maturity at
40 days of age. These results were from groups consisting of
three, three and ten rats, respectively.
Two groups of investigators found that the mitotic index of
kidney epithelium in control, unoperated rats decreased with age.
Uninephr e c t omy caused a similar "degree" of increase in mitotic
index in all ages of rat studied, but since the increase was super-
imposed on a decreasing baseline, the absolute index after UNx also
decrea s e d with age. McCreight and Sulkin (1959), using a small
number of rats (a total of ten) of the C.F. Nelson strain, found
a seve n - f o l d increase in mitotic index 72 hours after UNx in four
month - o l d rats, and a five-fold increase in senile rats aged 3.2
years (see Table 3,). The kidneys removed at uninephrectomy served
as the controls.
Table 3. Influence of ag e on contralateral mitotic index after
uninephrectomy in the ra t:
Reference # of Age Operation Mi totic Index
Animals (percentage)
McCreigh t 4 mos. pre-UNx 0.10
and Su l k i n UNx 0.69
1959 3. 2 yrs . pre-UNx 0.03
UNx 0.14
Philli p s 4 wks. 0.056
an d Leong 4 wks. UNx 0.30
19 6 7 4 mos. 0.0062
4 mos. UNx 0.088
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Phillips and Leong (1967) used four week a nd four month old
spra g u e - Da wl e y males, and found a five-fold increase in mitotic
index 36 hours after UNx in the yo u ng e r rats, and a nine-fold
incre a se in the older ones (see Ta b l e 3 ). Rats receiving no
oper a t i o n were c on trols. There were f i ve rats per group .
Both of these experiments c a n be criticized for the small
sampl e sizes; adequate numbers of rats are especially necessary
whe n measur ing such small values - as low as 62 mi t o s e s i n 10, 000
cel l s .
Zumoff and Pachter (1964) determined the t otal numbe r o f nuclei
per k i d ney in Sherman rats. As desc r i b e d above , they f ou nd an
inc r e a s e with ag e except during the time o f p ubert y (a t. thr e e to
seven weeks), during which there was a plateau . Castration abolished
thi s cessation of hyperplasia. These authors a l s o r epo r ted t he
effect s of UNx on k idney nuclei counts. The Sherman r a ts use d f or
this s eri es of e xp e r i men t s showed a normal kidney-cel l-number plateau
between about 8 0 and 200 grams bo d y weight. Rats we r e un ine p h r e c t om-
ized at 160 qms , (t en to eleven wee ks ) . Sixteen d a y s l ater the
remain i ng kidne y s were assayed, a nd no increase i n cell nu mbe r wa s
found . Other groups were castrated at the time of UNx: t hese
an i ma l s showed a 27 per cent incr e a s e in cell munber. . 'freatment
wi t h isosexua l hormo n e (t es t o s t e ron e prop i o nate in males) gave
resu l ts similar to uncastrated animals.
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It i s not possible to draw any conclusions from these five
reports because of variation among techniques and strains of rat ,
and inad e qu a t e sample sizes. However, there is indication that
the cap a c i t y for a hyperplastic re s p on s e t:o UNx is compromised
at pu b e r t y due to the increase in sex hormones , an effect which
probab l y continues throughout the remainder of life. Because
the c o r r e l a t i o n among age, body weight , time of puberty and
capac i ty for hyperplasia vary with strain of rat, i n f o r ma t i o n
regard i ng strain is necessary for interpretation of mitotic index
and DNA synthesis data .
Both hyperplasia and hypertrophy of the remaining kidney after
UNx are modest compared with liver regeneration : more than 90
per c ent of hepatocytes undergo mitosis , and the liver returns to
its pre-partial hepatectomy mass (Bucher and Malt , 19 71 ). There
are several possible explanations for the difference in growth
resp on se seen in these two organs.
Compensatory liver g r owt h a fter partial ablation is not true
r eg e n e r a t I o n - the e x c ised lobes d o not regrow , but the residual
t i s s u e enlarges. The rate of ce l l divi sion parallels that of mass
increa s e , and all the cell types e xh i b i t hyperplasia. New lobules
are formed, so that normal micro- anatomical architecture is preserved.
In the rat kidney, no new nephrons are formed after about
s i x weeks of age. The contribution of hyperplasia to the mass
inc rea s e falls at puberty, so tha t compensatory renal growth in adult
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rats is pri ma r i ly a matter of cellu l a r hype rtrophy. Both hyper-
plasia and hypertrophy occur to t h e greate st extent in the proximal
tubular e p i t h e l i um. Thus the only p o s s i b i l i t y for kidney gro\"th
i n a du l t animals lies in e n l argemen t of existing n ephrons , and e v e n
this growt h is limited by the narrow range of surface-volume
rel a t i o n s h i p s permissable for the function of the ' nephron (Hayslett )
et al., 1968). A t eleological view is that the growth of the
ne p h r o n i s limited i n order to pre s erve its functional efficiency .
Fr om a nother viewpo int, mech ani sms f o r th e limitation of growth have
evolved s i n c e the r e may b e a select i v e advantage for a l i mi t e d
ne p h r o n s i ze . Th e mechanisms may involve a low mitotic capacity
c oup l e d with a maximum p o s s ible cel l s ize , a s discus s ed by Mitchison
(1971 ) .
Ano ther possibil ity is t hat the tough, fibrous tissue capsule
covering the kidn e y limits its growth . Anyone who performs
uninephr e c tomies i n r ats has ob s e r v ed that the kidney capsule is
not able t o be stret ched. It i s comp o s ed o f dense , collagenous
c on n e c t i v e . t i s s ue , the fibre s o f wh ich a re inelastic and randomly
arranged. In the mongrel d og , the e l astic modul us (f o r c e/u n i t
area r e q u i r e d to double the l ength of the s p e c i men ) of the kidney
caps u l e was found to exc e ed that o f the aorta (He b e r t et al. , 1976) .
The s e authors propose that the capsule i s a major determinant of
who l e - k i d ne y volume/pressure r elationships .
In g eneral , the amou n t o f connect i ve tissue collagen increase s
with ag e. Although there is no in formation available specifically
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about the influence o f ag e on the k i d ne y c apsu le lit may b e hypo-
thes i z e d that on e factor respo n s ibl e fo r the decreas e in comp ensatory
rena l g r owth (mas s i ncrease) with age i s an increase in density and
de c r e a s e in elastici ty of the c ap s u l e .
Choie and Richter (1973) have r eported that renal d ecapsulation
stimu l a t e s a six-fold increase i n t r itia t ed thymidine incorporation
int o p r ox i ma l and d istal tubule cel l s of adult f ema l e Sprague-
Dawl ey rats. Th e max i mum rate o f DNA s yn thesis occurred at abou t
42 hou r s , and labele d c ells we r e s e en most frequently near the outer
co r t ex . There was no e f f e c t on the contralateral kidney when
c omp a r e d with sham-op e rated controls. No trauma due t.o the decap-
su l a t i on procedure was detected.
Uninephrectomy with simulta neous decapsulation of the contra-
lat e r a l kidney is an ex per i men t t ha t obviously should b e done .
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III Bi o c h e mi c a l changes
One of the components of the phenomenon o f compensatory growth
followi ng UNx is the biochemistry of the synthesis of new RNA, DNA
and prote i n by t he cells of the c o n t r a l a te r a l kidney . These changes ,
the necess a r y basis for c e l l u l a r hypertrophy and hyperplasia , have
been desc r i be d in ever-increasing detail by biochemists and molecular
biologists . It is frustrating that in spite of our kn owledge of these
events, wh ich occur b eginning just a few minutes a f t e r removal of
one kidney , the stimulus which sets them in motion is not yet under-
stood .
It h a s b e e n e s t a b l i s h ed that adenosine 3',5 ' - mo nop h o s p h a t e
(cyclic AMP ) , functions in cells as a second messenger mediating a
variety of non-steroid hormonal effects (Su t h e r l a nd et a l. , 19 68).
With resp e c t to the k idney, this compound has b e en implicated in the
action of anti-diur etic hormone (vasopressin), parathyroid hormone ,
calci t on i n , glucagon and catecholamine s (Dousa and Barnes , 1977).
Intracellular l e v e l s o f cyclic AMP are r a i s e d by these hormone s .
Intracellu l a r phosphodieste r a se, which d egrades cyclic AMP, is
inhibited by methyl xant hines. Administrat i on of thes e compounds ,
caffeine o r t heop hyl l i n e for e xample, r e s u l t s in augmentation of
hormo n a l effects mediated via cyclic AMP.
Cyclic AMP and cyclic GMP (guanosine 3 ' , 5' -monophosphate ) also
play a role in regulation of c ellular growth. In general , an
increas e in cy clic AMP content of ce l ls is a s soc iated with
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inhibition of growth, and an increase in cyclic GMP content with cell
growth and proliferation. The two compounds show a reciprocal
relationship. A good review of the role of cyclic nucleotides in
growth stimulation of cultured cells by various serum factors has
been written by Schonhofer and Peters (1977).
Three groups have reported the effects of UNx on the cyclic
nucleotide content of contralateral kidney tissue. Schlondorff
and Weber (1976 and 1978) used adult male Sprague-Dawley rats .
They found a decrease in cyclic GMP to 20 per cent of normal levels
at 15 minutes, followed by an increase to 200 to 300 per cent of
normal from 1 to 72 hours . Cyclic AMP decreased to about 75 per cent
of normal during 1 to 8 hours after UNx, and returned to normal by
24 hours. The authors ascribe the increase in cyclic GMP to an
increase in its synthesis rate .
Dicker (1977 and 1978) reported similar results using adult
male Wistar rats, except he found a different temporal pattern to
the changes in cyclic nucleotides: cyclic GMP increased by ten
minutes, fell to less than normal levels by 20 minutes, and returned
to baseline by 90 minutes. Cyclic AMP had decreased by ten minutes,
and did not rise again to baseline values until three hours.
Solomon et al. (1978), also using adult male Wistar rats, found
no significant change in either cyclic nucleotide between two hours
and seven days after UNx.
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These dissimilar results, using apparently similar experimental
condi t i o n s , probably indicate that a variabie is not being recognized
and co n t r o l l ed .
Another phenomenon, possibly related to cyclic nucleotide
induc t i o n of growth, has been reported by Lowenstein and Toback
(1978): rate of synthesis of acid-insoluble phospholipids in kidney
cortic a l cells is increased by five minutes after UNx in rats. This
may repre s e n t increased synthesis of membranes, associated
with a membrane-mediated second-messenger stimulation mechanism .
Alterna t i v e l y , it could, as the authors suggest, be a prelude to
proli fe r a t i on of membranes of mitochondria and e nd op l a s mi c reticulum.
A group of aliphatic amines - putrescine, spermidine and spermine
(collect i v e l y named polyamines) - are normal cell constituents of
kidney and various other tissues. By virt~e of their basic nature,
polyami n e s interact with the acidic phosphate groups of nucleic acids.
The se c omp o u nd s exert a s t a b i l i z i ng a nd stimulatory effect on nucleic
acid s y n t h e s i s : (a) they effect changes in the secondary structure
of RNA wh i ch facilitate i t s removal from DNA after transcription;
(b) they s t i mu l a t e the DNA-replicating enzyme, DNA-primed DNA
polyme r a s e .
Putrescine is derived by decarboxylation from ornithine, and
sperm i d i n e and spermine are metabolic products of putrescine. The
acti v i t y of the enzyme ornithine decarboxylase and the amount of
p o l y ami ne s are markedly increased in tissues which are undergoing
comp e n s a t o r y growth . These changes are among the earliest detectable
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a f t e r growt h stimulation, and probably form a link in the c hain of
ev e n t s wh e r e i n the growth s timulant elicits the second messengers
(c yc l i c AMP and GMP) , which effect an increas e in o r n i t h ine
d e c a r boxylase activity , which stimulates p o l ya mi n e synthesis and
t h e r e b y nucle ic acid synthesis.
Th e r e have b e e n tw o reports o f investigations o f o rnithin e
d e ca r bo xylase act i vity a nd po lyamine s y n t hesis du r i ng comp en s a t o r y
k i dne y growth; t he results do not support the hypothes is tha t these
ev e n t s are amo ng the earl iest dete c table after uninephre ctomy,
al t h ough the experimental design may be at fault.
Br a nd t et al . (1972) , using young adult Holtzma n rat s , measured
orn i thine decarboxylase activity a t six-hour intervals a fter UNx.
The y fou nd a negligibl e increase at six hours , a maximum, f i ve-fold
i nc r e a s e at 24 hours, a drop to normal at 30 hours , an d a sec ond
t h r e e - fold maximum at 36 hours. Sham-operated anima ls showed " s ma l l"
i n c r e a s es in activity. Spermidine concentration in kidne y tis s u e
s howed a sharp ma x i mum at 36 hours, twice as high a s normal value s.
Me l v i n and Thomson (19.72 ) found a six-fold i n c rease i n en z yme
a c tivity in rat k i d n ey f our h o urs a f t e r UNx, retu r n i ng to normal by
tw e l v e hours. Sh am operation p rodu c ed a s imilarly - t i med but smaller
r e s po nse, and t h e authors a r e o f t he opinion that som e o f the e nzyme
ac t i vity is due to t he non-specific stress of surgery .
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It is possib le t hat the fir s t g r oup o f i nves t iga t o rs miss ed
a sharp rise in enzyme activity b efore six h ours. One would like
t o see e n zyme activity assays ma d e at f requen t intervals over the
f i r s t few hours after UNx, sinc e it i.s during this time that an
i n c r e a s e sho u l d be seen if the p o l y amines are playing a role in
t he growt h s t i mu l a t i o n .
I t is an interesting aside tha t Brandt et al. (1972) found a
consisten t l y higher , by 30 per cen t , ornithine decarboxylase
activi t y i n l eft kidne ys compared to right in sham or unoperated
rats. The right kidne y is about 2 .5 p er cent heavier than the
left in Sprague-Dawley rats (Kaufman e t al., 1974). It is difficult
to specu l a te o n the r e a son "f o r eit her difference. The possibility
must b e r uled out t h a t the investigators introduc ed a bias by
always removi ng t he s ame-si de d kidney first, thus changing the
contrala ter a l r e nal b lood flow. I f t.he amount of blood contained
i n the r ema i ning kidne y we re i n c r e a s ed immediately after UNx, then
the ma ss o f t ha t kidn e y wou l d b e in c r e a s e d .
Ther e has b een no inv e stigat i o n of t:h e e f fec t of blood flow
on orn i t h i n e d ecarboxylase a c tivit y . S i t u a t i ons of rapid growth
wh i c h are a c comp an.ied by inc r e a s e i n t:hi s e nz yme 's act.ivi ty also
incl u d e an incre a se in b l oo d flow, e . g . , in liver remnant after
parti a l hepa tec tomy . I t is possibl e that the relationship may b e
causa l. Also cyclic AMP mediate s man y cardiovascular control s ystem s
(Su t he r l a nd e t al. , 19 68) . Th e combination of shaky hypothesis and
circums t a n t i a l evidence induce one to consider the possibility
that hemody n ami c changes after UNx in the contralateral kidney
might p l a y a part i n growth stimulation.
Th e simplest assessment of t he 'effect of UNx on the RNA of
the co n t r a l a t e r a l kidney i s measurement o f t h e total RNA content :
in rat kidney , it is increased b y s ev e n per cent at 12 hour s, and
by 33 per cent at 48 hours , declining thereafter (Ha l l i b u r t on and
Thoms on , 1965b; Threlfall et al., 1967 ; Kurnick and Lindsay , 1968a).
A good review o f RNA me t ab o l i sm after unin e phre ctomy a p p e a r s
as a c h a p ter in the bo ok Compensatory Renal Hypertr op hy (Ma l t,
1969a ). The surrunary of this review foll ows :
"Bulk RNA in the mouse or rat kidney increases rapi dly
after contralateral nephrectomy. Wi t h i n 2 day s , a lthough
the renal mass increases by 10% or l e s s, RNA/ DNA increas es
20-30%. The elevated RNA/DNA in the mouse pers ists u n -
changed f or nearly 4 weeks as the mass increases b y 50% ;
total RNA c ontent increases 36 % a nd total DNA content 14 %.
As turnover time of renal r RNA is about 4 days in bo th
nephrectomized a nd sham-nephrectomized mice , the a c c r e t ion
of RNA must repr e s ent enhan c ed RNA synthesis . 'f h e s e d a t a
show that hypertrophy, defined as a n increase in RNA, is
the e a r l i e r and more prominent process during thi s perio d ,
bu t hyperplasia i s a l s o imp ortant later.
An accelerated s y n t h e s i s o f rRNA contributes to t he
increased numb er of polysome s in the r enoprival kidney .
Free ribosomes are labeled with nucleic acid precursors
somewhat b efore membrane-bound ribosomes , but the l a b e l ing
of both increases perhaps threefold in the first few days
after nephrectomy. Deductions about the rate of RNA
synthesis wait upon measurements of the specific a c t i v i ty
o f the nu cleo tide precurso r pools . The normal 3/1 ratio
of free/bound ribosomes d o e s not c ha nge d urin g comp e nsator y
growth. Al though equally active in general protein s ynthesis ,
bound ribosomes are 13-16 times more active i n glycoprotein
synthesis than are free ribo somes .
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The synthesis of mRNA may also be increased and may
vary in reciprocal relation to the synthesis o f r RNA. r RNA
synthesis is highest at 2 and 8 days after nephrectomy at
the same times that mitotic indices have been reported to
be elevated.
The metabolic steps leading to increased RNA synthesis
have not yet been defined. Compared with other systems,
kidney seems to be poor in the 45 S precursor of rRNA and
rich in species between 41 Sand 32 S. Labeling of 45 S
RNA is enhanced after unilateral nephrectomy as might be
expected, but the significance of the diminished labeling
of HnRNA 28 S within an hour of nephrectomy is obscure. II
since publication of this book in 1969, some new information
has been reported. Toback and Lowenstein (1974a) found that the amount
of uracil nucleotide increases within the first hour after UNx.
Their data were obtained using renal cortex slices from young adult,
male Sprague-Dawley rats. The phenomenon of increase in RNA
nucleotide precursors soon after UNx was confirmed by Cortes et al.
(1976), using kidney cortex slices from adult male rats. The authors
attempted to decrease the differences in precursor quantities in
i.!!. vitro preparations derived from sham or UNx animals; the result
was a significant decrease in the difference between the two groups
in uptake of labeled RNA nucleotide precursors. The authors postulate
that the increased amount of nucleotides might result from an
increased turnover rate of nucleoplasmic heterogeneous RNA (HnRNA).
Willems et al. (l969) found that UNx in mice causes accelerated
processing of HnRNA at one hour, but not at ten minutes. No function
has been definitively associated with HnRNA; this postulated one
might be a generalized mechanism for provision of an increased RNA
precursor pool size in preparation for increased RNA synthesis. It
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has also b e en proposed that HnRNA plays a role in regulating trans-
cription, but so little is known that no hypothesis may be made to
relate this to renal growth .
In the discussion quoted in Van Vroonhoven et al . (1972) , R.A.
Malt states that the most sensitive assay for a serum factor mediating
compensatory renal growth is the disappearance of the heterogeneous
nucleoplasmic RNA, but that the test is impractical because of its
difficulty.
It is generally accepted that the majority of RNA in mammalian
cells is ribosomal (Hoagland, 1960). Over 85 per cent of RNA in
rat liver cells is ribosomal RNA (rRNA) (Hirsch, 1967) . Although
kidney cells may differ , it is reasonable to examine rRNA as an index
of RNA metabolism. Both single ribosomes (Halliburton, 1969) and
polysomes (Sendecki et al. , 1972) are increased at 24 hours after
UNx. An increase in single ribosomes within 15 minutes of UNx in
the mouse is often cited as the earliest observed effect of UNx
(unpublished data referred to in Malt and Lemaitre, 1968) .
Hill et al. (1974) found no evidence for an increase in rRNA
synthesis from 20 minutes to 48 hours after UNx in mice. They
ascribe an observed 20 to 40 per cent increase in RNA content per
cell during the first 48 hours to a decrease in degradation of rRNA.
As discussed above, polyamines may play a role in increasing rRNA
stability.
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The f i nd i ng that rRNA synthesis rates do not increase seems
p a r a dox ical in light of the increased precursor pool size. It is
c l e a r tha t the complexities of RNA metabolism after UNx are not yet
understood .
The amounts of the various s p e c i e s of RNA in a cell are
regulated both by their synthesis r a t e s and their catabolism rates.
The va r i o us RNAses playa primary role in catabolism, and are there-
f o r e relev a n t to the investigation of RNA changes occurring after UNx,
but the interrelationships of the various RNAs and the effects of
RNases on them are not completely understood.
Nuc l e a r RNas e activity, in both nucleoli and nucleoplasm, is
elevated at three hours after UNx in adult male Sprague-Dawley rats;
its a c t i v i t y decreases to control levels by 24 hours, and rises
again at least until 96 hours (Rosso et al., 1973). Perhaps the
initial increase stimulates the accelerated turnover of lInRNA.
Royc e (1967) has put forward the interesting hypothesis that
elevated plasma l evels of RNas e res u l t from reduction of renal mass,
and t he c on s e que n t i nc r e ase in renal handling of RNas e by the
remai n i ng kidney stimulates compensatory growth. He presents evidence
that t he proximal t ub u l e cells normally take up RNas e from the
glomer u l a r filtrate, thus producing a decrease in RNase concentration
from the renal arterial to the venous p l asma.
In tissues where polyploid a nd binucleate cells are uncommon,
the amou nt of DNA p er cell is cons tant. This has been shown to be
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the case i n the kidney cells of unoperated r a t s (Kurnick, 1951).
The r e is a transient increase in the averag e amount of DNA per
kidney ce l l nucleus in the early stages of compensatory renal growth
in the rat (Ogawa, 1960-61), which is a consequence of some cells
be i ng in t he 4n state of the G2 phase of the cell cycle. Therefore,
the DNA co n t e n t of the kidney reflects its number of cells, and an
incr e a s e i n total DNA after UNx would indicate that hyperplasia has
oc c ur r e d.
Thre l f a l l et al. (1967) found no increase until four days (13
pe r cent ) , and then further increases at seven and fourteen days
up to 25 per cent in young adult, male inbred rats. Kurnick and
Li nd s a y (1 96 8a ) , using adult, female inbred rats, found no significant
di f f e r e n c e in kidney DNA content between sham and UNx animals during
the firs t nine days. Miyada and Kurnick (1960) found no increase in
DNA for th e first six days after UNx, but then an increase of 30
pe r cent by 16 days. (The report is in abstract form, with no
i nf o rma tion on the rats used.) A good discussion of this work and
o t h e r s is found in Goss , 1964.
These sparse data, obtained by method s yielding variable results
(Kur n i c k and Lindsay, 1968a) , do not allow any conclusion on the effect
o f UNx o n kidney DNA content , but one may reasonably expect an increase
conc omi tant with observed mitoses in the p r ox i ma l tubular epithelium;
i. e. , an increase, inversely correlated with age, during the first
f ew day s after UNx.
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A more sensitive assay for DNA synthesis i s me a surement of
uptake of its precursors . Thymidine is inc orporate d i nto DNA v i a
this pathway :
dCMP -+- dUMP -+- dTMP ~ dTdP ~ dTTP
~ ~ +
TdR DNA
dCMP = deoxycytidylic acid
dUMP = deoxyuridylic acid
dTMP = deoxythyrnidylic acid
dTdP = deoxythyrnidine diphosphate
dTTP = deoxythyrnidine triphosphate
TdR = thymidine
The usual pathway is via dUMP; exogenous TdR, commonly used to provide
the radioactive label for DNA, is incorporated as shown . The rate
of incorporation of exogenous TdR into DNA depends on : (a) its rate
of passage through the cell membrane; (b) the rate of synthesis of
dTMP via dUMP; and (c) the rate of depletion of the nucleotides by
incorporation of dTTP into DNA. There is no report in the literature
regarding rates of membrane passage of TdR after UNx.
The rate of DNA synthesis is usually determined by incorporation
of labeled precursors - a situation with internal contradictions.
Only an approximation of the rate may be made from observation of
rate of cell division in the kidney, due to limitations of histo--
logical methods.
Some of the enzymes of this pathway show increased activities
after UNx (Mayfield et al., 1967): dCMP deaminase (catalyzing
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dCMP ~dUMP), dTMP kinase (catalyzing dTMp~ dTDP ), and TdR kinase
(cat a l y z i ng TdR ~ dTMP) are e levat ed at 24 and 48 hours after UNx,
indi c a t i ng t h a t synthesis via both endogenous and exogenous pat hways
is accelerat e d .
The t h ymi ne nucleotide (Td R, dTl'IIJ? , dTDP a nd dTTP) po o l siz e must b e
dete rmi ned before DNA l a b e l i ng rates can be i.nter preted . I f i nd no
repo r t in the literature of measurement o f DNA precursor pool size
in associat i on with c ompensatory renal growth. Toback a nd Lo wenstein
(1 974b) have inferred pool size changes from l abeled precur s or uptak e
data . They measured iE. vi tro incorporation of 14 c -thymidine into DNA
of renal c o r t e x slices from young adult , ma l e Sprague-Dawl e y rats.
Inco r p o r ation per mg . DNA decreased until 18 h o urs post-UNx , wit h a
min i mum a t 12 hours of 21 per cent below control v alues; t h e maximum
was attained at 27 hours, five times the contro l. Upt ak e was stil l
elev a t e d a t 36 a nd 48 hours. The depression of l a bele d t hym i d i ne
upta ke imme d i a t e l y following UNx is interpreted b y the authors as
b e i ng du e to an increa se in endogenous thymine nucleotide poo l size .
Howev e r , un t i l these me asurements of membrane permeability and pool
siz e are ma de , on e c an only assume t h a t t he uptake o f labeled
t.h ym.i.d i.ne re f lec t s DNA s yn t h e s i s . Reassurance i s giv en by the go od
temp o r a l correlation among labeled thymidine uptake , autorad iography
stUd i e s a nd mitotic indices after UNx.
Some of the earliest biochemical changes observed in the
co nt r a l ateral kidney a f t e r UNx are l i s ted in Ta ble 4 .
Table 4. Early b iochemi cal c hange s observed in contralateral kidney
t i s sue followin g u n ine phr e ctomy in the rat
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rats time observation of change r eference
us ed after UNx in kidney tissue
male, young 5 minutes t phospholipid Lowenstein and
adul t Sprague- synthesis Toback, 1978
Dawley
male, adult 10 minutes t cyclic GMP Dicker, 1977
Wistar -} cyclic AMP and 1978
male, adult, 15 minutes -} cyclic GMP Schlondorff and
Sprague-Dawley Weber, 1976
male, young 1 hour t uracil Toback and
adul t Sprague- Lowenstein, 1974a
Dawley
male, adult, 1 hour t cyclic GMP Schlondorff and
Sprague-Dawley -} cyclic AMP Webe r , 1976
male, adult 3 hours t nuclear RNase Rosso et al.,
Sprague-Dawley activity 1973
not reported 4 hours t ornithine Me l v i n and
decarboxylase Thomson, 1972
activi ty
young adul t, 12 hours t omi thine Br an d t e t al.,
Holtzman decarboxylase 1 972
activity
male, adult 12 hours t RNA con ten t Hal l iburt o n and
Th o mso n , 1965b
young adul t, 24 hours t s p ermidine Brand t e t a l. ,
Holtzman con centra t ion 1972
not reported 24 hours t single ribosomes Hal l iburt on , 19 6 9
male, y o un g 24 hours t polysomes Se n de ck i e t a l.,
adult, Wistar 1972
mal e, adult, 24 hours t d CMP de aminase J.~ayfield et al . ,
Houston t dTI1P k ina se 196 7
t Td R k ina se
I V Functi o na l changes
No one investigator has attempted to measure simultaneously
the comp lex renal and cardiovascular physiological changes that
fo l l ow UNx . Such an attempt would be fraught with pitfalls because
the techn i qu e s available for monitoring these parameters themselves
oft e n cau s e changes in the systems under observation. The best one
can do at this time is to examine each parameter separately. I will
co n s i d e r experimen ts measuring r enal blood flow , glomerular
fi l tratio n rate and sodium reabsorption.
The k i dn e y I s vascular system is unique in many respects. The
organ I S f un c t i on as a monitor for the size of the erythron and for
ho meo s t a sis of the cardiovascular system is compatible with its
rela t i vely large blood supply. I quote Frank Hinman I s description
of the ren a l vessels, from an address he gave to the Kansas City
Clin i c a l So c i e t y in 1924 (Hinman, 1926 ):
"There is no anastomosi s bet we e n arteries: they are
distin c t l y terminal in distribution, and this type of
distribu t i o n has no paralle l in other gland structures.
The s hort course from the ao rta direct to glomeruli , the
almos t complete absence of nutrient: vessels, and the double
capi l l a r y bed, p r i ma r y in glomeruli and secondary of t:wo
types , cortical and medullary I are unique. 'fhe arrangement
permi ts an enormous amount o f blood to pass quickly through
the kidney, an amount unparalleled in other gland structures ,
even nineteen times as much a s the average supply to other
organ s , and an average estimated as six times the amount
neces s a r y for its own nutrition. The system, furthermore ,
is an ideal on e for the maintenance of blood pressure . 'fhe
tree l i ke arrangement of the main vessels, the acute angle
a t s u bd i v i s i o n s , the extraordinarily rapid diminution in
diamet e r as branching proce e ds, the smaller caliber of
efferent vessels compared to afferent, and the absolute
termin a l distribution of each branch is a .perfect cons·truction
for this purpose."
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There a re two r eas ons tha t ch a ng e s i n renal blood flow (RBF)
a r e re lev a n t to c ompe n s a t ory r en al g r owth: (a) an immediate
i n c r e ase in RBF ma y act as a stimulus t o t he growth after UNx i
(b ) REF may change a s a consequence o f the r emaining kidne y increasing
in mas s .
The kidneys each receive about on e-eighth of the cardiac output
i n hu ma n s and dogs. About half the output leaves the aorta before
t h e ren a l arteries, l eaving on e quarter in the final segment of the
ao r t a (Krohn et a1. ,1970). What e ffec t would removal of one kidney
ha v e on this blood distribution? If the a s s ump t i o n is mad e that
peripher a l r e sistanc e doe s not immed i ately change, then the proportion
o f f l ow i n the distal aorta to t hat in the renal artery will remain
the s ame , L e., 2 :1. The patent renal artery would receive about
one- s i x t h of the cardiac output (an increase of 33 per cent) and the
distal ao r ta , on e -third. Th e veno us re t urn is unchanged i presso-
recept o r s of the carotid s i nus and the aortic arch are not stimulated.
I t is diff icul t to see h ow hyp e r emia of th e body suppli ed by v e ssels
d i s t a l to th e renal arteries c an tri gger a s y s t emic cardiovascular
response . It is poss i b le tha t t h e peripheral arteriolar vessels of
the lower limbs will constrict in respons e t o increas ed f 1 0\"" thus
shunt i ng eve n more blood to t he r ema i n ing k idney.
Re na l blood flow has b e en t este d in dogs using a renal artery
prob e transducer connected to an electromagnetic flowmeter, and in
rats , by measuring p a ra- ami no hippu r a t e c learan c e . 'I'he former
method can b e c ritic i z e d because i t e n t a i l s clearing the tissues
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around the artery in order to attach the transducer, which will
prob a b l y damage the sympathetic nerve supply to that kidney with
consequ e n t alteration of vascular responses.
There are three reports of experiments using mongrel dogs in
which renal blood flow was measured during the ligature of the
vessel s of one kidney, which probably has the same immediate effect
on RBF of the contralateral kidney as uninephrectomy. All three
report an immediate rise in renal blood flow: Krohn et aL (1970)
found an average 30 per cent increase in five dogs; Roding et al.
(1971 ) , a 16 per cent increase in nine dogs; Stojkovic et al. (1972) ,
a 32 pe r cent increase in thirteen dogs. Krohn's and Roding I s
groups also did actual uninephrectomies and made subsequent
measureme n t s ; the former found a 33 per cent increase at one to three
hours ; the latter found a 48 p er cent increase at four weeks, and
66 per cent at ten we eks. Two of the three immediate measurements
agree wi th the theoretical prediction of a 33 per cent increase.
The main ten a n c e of this increase for a t least three hours indicates
that the c a r d i ov a s c u l a r system and the kidney do not react t.o bring
the rena l blood flow back to normal. The longer-term measurements
at fou r and ten weeks probably corre l ate with the kidney I s mass
increase .
An estimate of renal plasma flow (RPF) may be made by determining
the c lea r a n c e of para-amino hippurate (PAH) , which is both filtered
by the glomeruli and excreted by the tubules. Nearly all of the PAll
in the arterial blood supply to the k i d n e y s is removed as it passes
through, so that the PAH clearance value represents that volume of
plasma in which it was dissolved and which circulated through the
kidneys in one minute. The renal blood flow (REF) may then be
calculated from the RPF and the haematocrit value.
The PAH clearance does not take into account: (a) blood that
passes from the arterial to the venous side without going through
a glomerulus or a peritubular plexus; (b) plasma which leaves the
kidney as lymph; (c) the diffusion of PAH into erythrocytes
(Morrison and Howard, 1966); (d) the necessity to infuse PAH into
the rat, which means that there is danger of expanding the extra-
cellular fluid volume, thus increasing REF by the method itself;
or (e) that the use of this technique in rats means that blood
sample sizes are small, and errors inherent in the chemical assay
for PAH are therefore exaggerated . Clearance of PAH is therefore
only an estimate of REF , p a r t i c u l a r l y in a small animal.
Rous and Wakim (1967) measured PAH clearance in ten mongrel
dogs, and found a 31 per cent increase at 24 ho brs after UNx, 12
per cent at two weeks, eight per cent at four weeks, and 27 per cent
at eight weeks. The decline in clearance at two and four weeks is
unexplained, and there is no information about the rate of mass
increase in the remaining kidney.
Potter et al. (1974) measured PAH clearance in adult rats,
weighing 200 to 300 gm., prior to and four to five hours after UNx.
Twenty-four rats were infused with a mannitol and PAH solution for
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one ho ur prior to surgery and five hours afterwards . The infusion
rate f o r UNx rats was one-half that for shams. Th e results are given'
in Table 5.
Table 5 . Cardiovascular changes f o l l owi ng uninephrectomy in the rat*
UNx Sham
**CpAH control value 7.2 6.5
(ml . / min. ) post-surgery value 9.2 7.2
per cent change +28% +11%
Hematoc r i t control value 45.6 43.8
(p e r c e n t ) post-surgery value 40.7 41.1
per cent change -11% -5%
**RBF control value 11.0 11.6
(ml . / mi n. ) post-surgery value 13.2 12.3
p er cent change +20% +6%
* Data are from Potter et a1. (1974~
C
PAH and RBF values a'r e for one kidney
The dec r e a s e in h ematocrit during the time of the experiment, greater
i n UNx than sham, may indicate that p Lasma volume e xpen s i.on has occurred
du e to the infusion. Part or all of the increase in CpAH and RBF
wou l d b e due to the volume expansion, so it is not possible to make
a ny conc l u s i o n s from these data.
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Northrup and Mal vin (1976) deter mi ned PAH clearanc e in 200 to
400 gm. r a t s , 18, 24 and 30 hours a f t e r sham op eration or UNx.
Animals were given i s otonic s a l i n e i n f us i o n s for about three hours
du r i ng cleara nce s t u d ies ; t h e i n f u sion rates were similar to thos e
u s ed by Po t t e r e t a1., described above . These authors state that
. t h e inf u s i o n was designed to achie v e an expansion of extracellular
f l u i d and s aline diuresis . Their me an results for six to nine rats/
group are tabulated b elow :
RPF at 18 hrs. post-surg e ry: 1.16 m1./min. 1.11 m1./min.
RPF at 24 hrs. post-surg ery : 1.46 m1./min. 1.13 m1./min.
RPF at 30 h r s. pos t-surgery : 1,93 m1./min. 1.45 ml./min.
The difference between s ham a nd UNx values is not significant
unt i l 30 hours . Th e r e i s no r a w data given for CpAH or haematocrit.
Aut oreg u l a t o r y mechan i s ms and/or the sympathetic nervous system
may in normal s i t uatio ns (a nd perh ap s not when interfered with by the
blood flow measurement appa r a tus used i n dog s) counteract t .he flow
increase by constricting the r e n a l aff e r e n t arterioles. 'rhis
~ t o the inc r eas e d b l oo d flow cou l d b e part o f the postulated
stimulu s , so t hat ev e n if there we r e a n accurate method available
t o mea s u r e REF, it might b e discov e r ed that no immediate change
r e s ul ts from UNx: Careful clearance studies, with no expansion of
ECFV, mus t b e do ne du r i ng t h e fi r s t minute s and hour s after UNx in
order to est ablish whe ther or not t he r e are c ha nges in r enal blood
flow.
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Theoretical considerations and experimental results, flawed
as they are with technical difficulties, lead one to conclude that
there is an increase in renal blood flow immedia::ely after UNx.
But it is possible that such an increase in REF could be dissociated
from increase in single nephron blood flow if the increased blood
flow was shunted through glomeruli not previously patent. There
is evidence in many species of intermittent glomerular blood flow,
reviewed by Hartman and Bonfilio; 1959. These same authors used
a ten-second exposure to fluorescent stain specific for vascular
endothelium to determine the number of patent glomeruli in rats
after UNx. They found no change in number of patent glomeruli per
unit area of cortex immediately after UNx in adult rats, and an
increase four to seven days later. The counts were corrected for
kidney mass increase, which dispersed glomeruli over a larger area.
The kinins are a group of vasodilator peptides found in plasma
and urine. They are formed from circulating globulins called
kininogens by the action of proteolytic enzymes called kallikreins.
Plasma kallikrein is formed from an inactive precursor by the action
of proteolytic fragments of the active form of clotting factor XII
(Hageman factor) (Spragg, 1974). The vasodilator properties of the
kinins are well-known: they relax vascular smooth muscle and
increase capillary permeability. They produce local vasodilation in
a variety of circumstances, including reg ional warming and the
inflammatory response. A role for kinins in renal sodium handling
has been proposed (Adetuyibi and Mills, 1 972; Marin Grez et al.,
1972 ) . Besides their p o s s i b le r o le in sodium hom eostasis, these
p ep t i d e s are of interest with r e spect to comp ensatory renal growth
b ec a u se of the possibil ity that they might: mediate an increased
r ena l b l oo d flow. Antonello e t al. (1975) measured kallikrein
a c t i v ity i n rat kidney homogenates 5, 10, 15 and 20 days after UNx.
Ac t i v i t y in the remaining kidney wa s increased 68, 66, 128 and 170
p e r c e n t respectively, compared with that iri the kidneys removed at
UNx . These increases do correlate with observed increases in renal
b l ood f l ow as the kidney mass e n l a r g e s , but the evidence implicating
kinin s is only circumstantial. It would be interesting to determine
the effec t of kininases on renal blood flow after UNx: interruption
of b l o od flow increase would indicate that kinins mediate the flow
incre a s e and interruption of hypertrophy or hyperplasia wou Ld
indi c a t e that increase i n blood flow plays a role in mediating the
growt h .
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Gl omer u l a r f i l t r a tio n r a te (GFR) depends on the hydrostatic
an d cnco t i,c pressures o f the b l o od and of the filtrate in
Bowma n I s capsule . If s urgica l t e chn ique for performing UNx is good,
then l i t t l e blood (excep t t h at co n ta i ne d in t:he excised kidney) wi.Ll.
be l o s t and litt le bo dy wate r wil l be Jost from t:he surgical op ening
by ev a p o r a t i on ; blood and filt r a t e on cotic pressure should not
cha ng e significantly. Filtrate hydrostatic pressure ·will remain
t h e sam e since the physical aspect s o f the tubule are unchanged.
Howe v e r , the blood hydrostatic pre s sure is affected by the arterial
b l ood pressure an d f l ow rate and by the relative diameters of t:he
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afferent and e f fe ren t arterioles. Th e effec t of removal o f o ne
kidney on many of these parameters is not known, although it seems
from the work of Diezi et al. (1976 and 1978) that femoral arterial
pressure in the rat increases within five minutes of UNx. Abolition
of this hypertensive response by aortic p a r t i a l clamping
diminished but did not totally prevent functional compensation. A
prediction of the immediate effect of UNx on GFR can not be made
from the available information.
Five groups of authors have reported measurements of GFR in
rats during the first 24 hours after UNx. Their results are shown
in Table 6. The investigators used either inulin or labeled sodium
iothalamate, which have similar clearance properties (Pitts, 1971,
Potter et al., 1974). The only cases where there is a possibility
that extracellular fluid volume (ECFV) was not expanded are in
the experiments of Katz and Epstein (1967), Katz (1969 and 1970), and Diezi
et al. (1978), where the infusion rates were relatively slow. It is
interesting that these are among the authors who report n o change in
GFR after UNx, which brings up the possibility that increased renal
blood flow and GFR might be a result of the combination of lack of
on e k i d n e y and an expanded ECFV. This possibility wi l l be further
discussed in the section on translation of n e phron loss to a growth
response by a change in workload.
After 24 hours, when the kidney I s mass increase h a s begun ,
would expect to find a concomitant increas e in GFR : Katz and Ep stein
(1967) report a 29 per cent increase at thre e d a y s, 61 per cent at
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Table 6. Change in glomerular filtration rate following uninephrectomy
in the rat.
# hours
after UNx
0-3
1-3
2-4
18
18
24
24
24
Change Other Reference
in GFR* treatment
+8-15% hypotonic ECFV Potter et al.,
expansion 1974
no change unknown Katz, 1969
no change 1.25 ml/hr/180- Katz, 1970
430 gm. rat
isotonic saline
infusion
no change 3 ml/hr/160- Diezi et al.,
240 CJI'1. rat 1978
isotonic saline
infusion
+15% ECFV expansion Potter et al., 1969
no change 0.3 ml/kg/min. Peters, 1963
isotonic saline
infusion
+13% isotonic ECFV Potter et al., 1974
expansion
+26% ECFV expansion Potter et al., 1969
+60% 0.3 ml/kg/min. Peters, 1963
isotonic saline
infusion
+21% hypotonic ECFV Potter et al., 1974
expansion
+24% H20 loading, 5% body wt. Dicker and Shirley,
+44% 0.6% saline, 5% body wt. 1971
no change 1.2 ml/hr/250- Katz and Epstein,
400 gm. rat isotonic 1967
saline infusion
* relative to half the whole-body GFR either in shams or in the
same animal before UNx.
sev e n days and 76 p e r c ent at 1 4 t o 2l days in rats. Dicker and
Sh i r ley (1 971) r epor t a 77 p e r c e n t i nc rease a t two weeks in rats.
GFR h as increased e q ua l l y i n super f i c i a l and juxtamedullary
g l omer u l i in dogs ten days after UNx (Carriere, 1978) and in rats
two to four weeks after UNx (Hayslett et al., 1968).
A prime ·function of the kidney is maintenance of body fluid
homeo s t a s i s , and one aspect of this is regulation of sodium ion
c on cen t r a t i o n . Renal sodium handling has been of special i nterest
in r elation t o mediation of comp e nsatory renal growth because
s elective sodium r e absorption co nstitutes most of the energy-
req u iri ng work of t he kidney. Th e idea that an increase in work
acts as a stimulus for kidney growth (the ."wo r k hypothesis ") will
be discussed b elow i n the s ecti on o n med i a t.Lon of comp ensatory
re na l growth.
There a r e five reports o n r e n a l sodium handling during the 24
hours afte r UNx in r ats, e xp r e s s i ng results variously as rate of
sodium r e a bso r pti o n, frac t i on a l reabsorp t i o n , 0 rate of sodium
e xcre t ion. I n all except, on e (Ka t z, 1969 , an abstract in which
no relevant information is given), the ex tra- c e l l u lar f l u i d volume
was ex panded by wa ter or saline load i ng . The results are given in
Ta b le 7.
From these data, it is not possible to conclude whether or
no t s od ium r e a b sor p t i o n c h anges immed iate l y after UNx; there is
agreemen t of an increase of about 10 per cent by three hours , and
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Tabl e 7. Renal handling of sodium in the rat during t he f irst day after
uninephrectomy
# of hours
~
0-3
1-3
18
Change in
Na Handl~
T
Na:
no change
TNa: + 11% avera ge
*F. R.: -1. 1%
Na excretion: -33 %
(p e r whole ani ma l )
* *T : +10%Na
T : + 29 %
Na
F . R.: no change
Katz, 1969
Potter et al., 1969
P e t ers, · 1963
Potter et a1., 1968
Potter e t a1., 1969
24 F. R.: no change Dicker a nd Shirle y, 19 71
with water l oad
+ 0.2% with
saline load
* F. R. = fractional reabsorption of sodiu m (p roportion o f
filtered sodium r e a b s o r b e d ) o f UNx co mpared t o
control
** T
Na
= rate of s odium r eabsorption o f UNx c omp a r e d to
control
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f u r t he r incr e a ses with time. Th e r e is either no change or a small
de c r e a s e r e p o r t e d in fractional reabsorption. Sodium excretion
p e r whole animal is decreased at three hours - but increased if only
on e kidney is considered.
Just as with respect to renal blood flow and glomerular
f i l t r a t ion rate, differing values of sodium reabsorption during the
f i r s t 24 hours after UNx are reported for the rat. No firm
conc l u s ion may be made on the immediate effect of UNx on any of these
parameter s . It is possible that the small size of the rat precludes
a c c u r ate measurements with the methods presently available . A larger
a n i ma l, t he human kidney donor for example, might yield valuable
information . Also, advances in unde r s t a nd i ng of cardiovascular and
renal phy s i o l o gy will allow better interpretation of results .
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C. Media t i o n
I Intro d u c t i o n
Perh a p s the most intriguing a spect of compensatory renal q.rowt.h
i s its me d i a t i o n . There are two aspects o f t he problem , nei the r
o f which is yet resolved : (a) what is being mon itored - a c h a ng e
i n fun c t i o n a l demand on the remaining kidney , o r a d e fi c i t in k i dn e y
t i s s u e p e r ~; and (b) how is the monitored change translated into
a growt h response? I will discuss e a c h of these q uestions , giving
theoretic a l considerations and experimental results from the
l i t eratur e tending to prove or disprove each h ypothesis, and wh ere
possible , outlining an untried experimental a p p r oach t hat woul d be
appropr i a te . The complexity of the phenomenon of comp e n s a t ory r e n a l
growth - with its multitude o f changes in physio l og y , mo l e c ular a nd
c e l l bio l o gy , biochemistry a nd morphology at the c ell a nd tiss u e
level - does not n eces sarily imply a complex mediatio n. And y e t,
the e lus i ve nature of the stimulus t ends to make one assume tha t
no s i ng Le factor mediate s the r e s pon s e: Occam I s' Ra zor must b e
ap plied so that hypo t heses are no t mul t i p l i e d unnecessarily .
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II Moni t o r i ng of nephron loss
a. By functional d emand
Th a t the functional mas s of a n orga n s hou l d b e monitored by the
f unc t i o na l de ma nd upon it i s a log i cal idea. This efficient f e edback
a r r a ng eme nt is known to control both skeletal and cardiac muscle
s i z e a nd the ma s s of the e ryt h r o n , for example. In the healthy ,
unob e s e a n i ma l , the proportion of kidney mas s to body mass is
r ema r kab ly c o n s t a n t , and (in dogs) is about t h r ee times more than
t h a t requ i r ed for survival (Peters, 1978). So it appears that the
f u nc t i o nal capacity of the kidney i s f ar in e xce s s of its normal
l o ad . I f functional d emand is invoked as a controller of kidney
ma s s i n norma l animal s, o r as a stimulus for compensatory growth
a f t e r r emoval of on e k i dney , then the assumption is ma d e that
capacity i s larger than load by a constant proportion , and therefore
changes concomi t an t ly with it.
I n order to t e s t the function al d emand hypothesis , it is
necessar y f irst t o ide nt i fy the k idney 's functions. Some requi r e
the expend i t u r e of e n e r g y (work) by kidne y c ells, whil e others do
not; cons i d e r a t i on of f unctio nal d emand t:h e r e for e differs from that
of wor k in thi s r espect, s inc e the former i s a broader term. As an
e x ample o f the dissociation of work a nd function, attention may b e
called t o the role of the renal (Malpighian) corpuscle . This
func t i o n s to prepare the glome r ula r f iltrate, but the energy required
is der i v e d from the wo r k of the l e f t ve n t r i c le of the heart, acting
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by way of arterial blood p ressure .
Rena l functions may b e classed as follows: (a ) elimination of
c e r t a i n sol ub le , no n-volatile substanc es - the e xc r etory rol e of the
k i d ne y ; (b) maintenance of homeostasis of body fluids , including
vo l ume , osm o t i c pressure, e lec t r o lyte con c entration and pH;
(c ) sec r e t i on into the blood of regulatory substances - the kn own
on e s bei ng renin and renal e r y t h r op o iet i c factor . Of all these
func t i o ns , the reabsorption o f s odium a c counts for most of the
en e r gy used by the kidney (Kiil , e t al. , 19 61; Thurau , 1964;
J ohn s on and Knudsen, 1965). For this reason , sodium reabsorption
ha s rece i v e d muc h attention as a p o ss i b l e controlling factor in
c omp e n s a t o r y renal growt h. Still, if functional d emand , not just
wor k l oad , i s to b e c on s i d e r ed, a numb er of other kidney functions
mus t be inves t iga ted . I know of no theoretical r eason why ability
t o moni t o r an e n e rgy - req u i r i ng funct i on would have constituted an
ev o l u tionary s electiv e a dvantag e ov er o n e e q ua l l y necessary to life
bu t not us i ng e ne rgy; to rationalize the biased opinion that sodium
r e a b s o r ption is b eing mon itore d, on e must hypoth~size that the
me ch a n ism for translating the c ha ng e i n r eabso rpt i o n into a growth
r e s p o n s e incl udes energy-pr oduction c hange s as an integral part.
Th e prop e r t y of energy-require me n t i s not kn o wn to b e necessary in
co nt r o l o f growth-stimulation systems. And no matter what function is
b e i ng mon i t o r e d , it will , by d efinition , have some unique property ,
vi z ,.; e x a c t l y t ha t prop e rty wh i c h is be ing mo n i t ored .
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b. By mass deficit
Altho ugh t he r e are a numb e r of g eneral hypothese s extant which
i mp l i c a t e t i s s ue-mass-mo n i t o r i ng i n a feedback growth- control system ,
no example ha s b een d efinitively p r ov e n . These hypotheses, which
i nvok e t i s s u e - s p e c i f i c mitotic stimulators (growth factors )
i nh i b i t o r s (chalones), will b e discussed below in the section on
c i r cu l a t i ng substanc es. Mass d e ficit may also be monitored by neural
or hemody n ami c mec hani sms , o r by ch a nges .in kidney-related blood
cons t i tuen t s (not thems elv e s growth s t i mu l a t o r s ) , as will b e dis cussed
in the next sections.
c. Experimental da ta
Exp e r i men t s designed t o discriminate between the monitoring of
ma s s defici t a nd that of f u n c t i o n a l d emand would involve compromising
one var i a b l e but not the other. For example , the kidney mass could
b e ha l ve d b y UNx, b u t the mi ss i ng kidney • s function retained , by the
use of h emod i a lysis o r periton e a l dia l y s i s . An experiment of this
type has not been reported i indeed it would b e difficult to accomplish
because the amount of renal funcU on e f f e c ted by dialysi s would have
to be regu l a t e d to e qu a l that of t h e miss i ng kidney. Al so , substanc es
elabo r a t e d by the missing kid n e y , s uc h as renal erythropoietic
fac t o r and r enin, would b e prese nt in smaller than normal blood
concen t r a t i on s .
Al t ernatively, the no rma l amo un t of kidney tissue could be left
in t he body, bu t the f uncti o n of ha l f the nephrons disallowed. This
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has been attempted (a) by unilaterally r educing glomerular filtra-
tion rate to a point where no urine is formed, or (b) by removing
one kidney, mincing and returning the tissue to a non-renal site in
the animal or (c) by diverting the urine from one ureter back into
the blood.
In order to reduce GFR, experimenters have used partial clamping
of the renal artery. Diminution of blood flow will result in
complex physiological reactions both in the partially clamped kidney
by autoregulation and for the whole animal by the renin-angiotensin
system and the auton omic nervous system . These adjustments will
differ from those resulting from UNx, since the partially clamped
kidney will produce larger amounts of renin and changes in afferent
activity via the renal nerves. Such animal preparations, originated
by Goldblatt et al. (1934),have been used to investigate the etiology
of human essential hypertension .
The second method of compromising kidney function while main-
taining renal mass, implanting minced or trypsin:dissociated tissue,
is far less satisfactory: many cells are damaged and killed in the
process, and many others become necrotic before a blood supply can
establish itself (unpublished observations by Roberts, Hansen and
Hyam) , When the minced tissue is injected into the peritoneal cavity,
the resulting peritonitis has deleterious effects on the health of the
animal. The amount of healthy kidney tissue is less than before the
procedure, thus obviating the reason for the experiment.
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There are four reported experiments o f this nature , all u sing
rat s . Breuh a u s and McJunki n (1 9 32) measure d numb er o f mi t o s e s in
a transver s e k idn e y s ecti o n 14 days after UNx a nd intr a peritoneal
inj ect ion of c r u s hed kidney . Betwe en 2.4 and 4. 5 gm. o f kidney
from dono r a nimals wa s inj e c ted into rats weighing 100 to 150 gm.,
L e . , the injected tissue was about five to ten times the weight of
t he removed kidney. Th e uninj e cted rats had an average mitotic
i nde x of ten mitoses/ s ection, and the injected had 3D/section .
No raw d a t a or statistical treatments are presented. Th e v ery low
v a l ue s are due to the lack of u s e of a mitotic inhibitor to
a cc umu l a t e mi t oses , a nd to the timing - . two we eks post-Ullx , when
t he mitotic r espons e i s e sse nti al ly over . Th e infrequency of the
ev e nt being assayed and lack o f statis t i c a l analyses do no t allow any
co nc l u s i o n, and t h e discrepancy betwee n removed and inj e c t ed we i.qht;
o f tissue and t h e l a t e timing o f the assay mak e it an u n s uitable
ex p e r i me ntal de sign for the purpose b eing discussed h ere.
Williams (196 2 ) spread scissor- mi nc e d tissue from donor animals ,
eq ua l to th e weigh t of the remov ed kidney of the recipi e nt , in the
t i s s ue spaces of t h e anterior abdomin a l wall of rats at the time of
UNx . Mitoti c counts were ma d e at e i g h t - h ou r intervals f oz 40 hours .
The same p r o c e du r e was c a r ried o u t u sing liver or spleen t iss u e for
imp l a n t a t i o n, but unfor tunately no uninjected controls v..s ~e done.
Mi t o t i c i nd e x was lowe st for t h e k i dne y - i n jec t e d groups ~ ~ a l l times,
a s was t h e f ood i n t a k e except at 40 h ou r s . A r e Lat.Lonsh i ; ~etween
poo r nu t r i t i o n an d i nhibiti o n of mitos i s may b e inferre d .
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Goss (1963 ) g av e intraperito neal inj ections o f v i abl e c ells,
d i s s o c i a t e d by tryp sin, in Ha nk I s balanced sal t s o l u t i o n (BSS) to
r a t s 30 ho ur s after UNx. Cells f r om one to two gm. of kidney were
u s ed for 10 0 to 150 gm. rats, about 1.3 to 4 times the amount r emov ed
a t UNx. Mi t o t i c indic es were d ete rmined at 48 hours after UNx:
k i dn ey - i n j ected rats' mitotic index was about 40 per cent of Hank I s
BSS- i n j e c t e d animals and 50 per c e nt of uninjected ones. No data on
fo od intake or body weigh t chang e is given, and no statistical
a na l y s i s wa s don e.
Dicker e t al. (1 976) reported that intradermal placement of
fi ne l y chopped kidn e y c orte x cells i nhib i t e d contralateral kidney
ma s s increase a ft e r UNx in rats. Th e report i s in abstract form,
s o no data are g ive n .
No c o nc l u s i o n may b e mad e f r om t hese reports for the r easons
s t a t ed above . It should be no ted t hat the device of injecting
homoge n a t e s (r athe r tha n whole - cell prepa rations) of excised kidney
ha s been used to inve stigate the ex i s t e n c e o f both stimulatory and
inh i b i t o r y f a c tors, and these reports a re r eviewed in the section
b e l ow on tis s ue -specific g r owth f a c t ors .
The last method o f compromisi ng kid ney function while main-
t a i n i ng ren a l mas s is to d i vert ur i n e f r om one kidney back into the
blood . This is the on l y method in which the kidney remains ~ situ,
a nd the norma l bloo d circu l a t i on conti nu es so that the functions of
r ena l e rythrop o i e t i c fac tor a nd r enin produc t i o n are not eliminated.
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Howev e r, t here a r e methodolog i cal s ho r t - c omi n g s in these experiments .
The ear l iest attempts at ureteral dive rsion involved implant-
at i on i n t o the gut. In working out this tech n i q u e , Bollman and
Mann (1 9 27 ) investigated the e f fec t in dogs of bilateral implantation
o f ureter s to four l evels of gut - jejunum , ileum , colon and rectum -
i n order to determine th e fate of nitrog enous urine constituents.
In all an i mal s , blood urea nitrogen (B . U. N.) rose during the first
t wo days . I t fe l l sligh tly, b u t t hen deat h ensued by two weeks in
the high gut (j ejunum an d ileum) groups ; B.U.N. returned to normal
i n the colon and ·r e c t um g r oup s by two months . Blood creatinine was
no r ma l in a l l group s at all times, and wa s therefore b eing excreted
via the gut . Mor e reabsorpt i on of u r ea wa s occurring when the
ur i n e e n t e r e d t he gut at the l ev el o f the ileum or above than below;
co l on a nd rectum imp lantat i on a l l owed sufficient urea e x c r e t i o n for
no rma l B.U . N. l eve l s. Th ese sam e a u tho rs (Bollman and Mann , 1935)
als o s t ud i e d unilateral ureter i mplantation in the duodenum ,
h i gh e r l evel i n gut than those p reviou s ly stu d i e d . In these dogs ,
B. U. N. r o s e b y da y two bu t was no rmal again by day four . Since the
a u t h o r s had shown wi.t.h their · b i l a t e r al implant pre paration that
ur e a wa s certainly b eing reab sorb ed at this gut level , they as sum ed
t h a t the contr a late r a l kidney was a b le to excrete twice a s much urea
a s norma l. Fortner and Kiefer (1 94 8) confirmed these findings , again
u s i ng dogs . Th e pre s ence o f mod e rate to severe hydronephrosis due
to occl u s i on of the i mp l a n t ed u r e t e r was r eport ed by all these
inv e s tiga t o r s .
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Block et al. (1 953) c omp a red th e g rowth of contralateral kidney
i n rat s after UNx or unilateral ureteroduod e nostomy (UUD). They
us ed on ly five rats p er group; their body weights ranged from 170 to
400 gms . at op eratio n, and the r e was wide variation among body
we i ght c ha ng e at d eath three weeks later, including some rats in
bo t h g r oup s that lost weight. Expressing contralateral kidney weight
a s a prop o r t i on of body weight in an effort to compensate for these
v a r iati o n s , they found an average increase of 19 per cent in the
r ema ining UNx kidneys and an increase of 13 per cent in both UUD
kidneys , compared to the average weigh t of the kidneys removed at
UNx (p ercen t a ge valu e s calculated from the r eported raw data). The
i nc r ease in the UUD g r oup was calculated on the basis of both
kidney s , since a n y compens ato r y growt h would manifest itself equally
i n b o t h kidneys. With the possibility that hydronephrosis was
present (known f rom p rev i o u s exper iments) and had contributed to the UUD
kidney we igh t gain, it is i mpossible to conclude from these results
whe t he r or not comp ensatory growth occurred due to an increased
excre t o r y d ema nd. Hydrone phro sis might caus e kidney weight gain
both f rom increase d wa ter conte nt and f r om co mpensatory growth i n
heal thy tissu e int e r s p e rsed with damaged a r eas.
No information is given in any of these UUD experiments that
woul d indicate the general state of h ealth of the animals. It is
poss i b l e that urine could inflame the gut and inhibit absorption of
nu t r i e n t s . Since d eficiency in prote i n intake inhibits compensatory
growt h , this factor is important.
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Another method of urine diversion is to allow the cut ureter to
drain into the peritoneal cavity. Using this procedure in rats, no
increase in contralateral kidney has been found in mitotic index
(Goss and Rankin, 1960), uptake of p 32 into DNA (Simpson, 1961),
kidney weight or activity of Na-K ATPase (Fanestil, 1968). Ewald
and Mason (1963) and Mason and Ewald (1965) reported the common
occurrence of hydronephrosis and loss of body weight using this
technique. Royce (1963) suspected that peritonitis was occurring
after ureteroperi toneostomy, and inhibiting any compensatory renal
growth which might occur. He had noted striking peritoneal
inflammation and concomitant loss of body weight in such circumstances .
He tested his theory by giving intraperitoneal injections of talc,
known to cause inflammation, and determining its effect on body
weight and on renal growth after UNx. He found that inflammation
abolished kidney and body weight gain and increase in p 3 2 intake
into DNA. Starvation gave the same results as talc administration,
so Royce concluded that the growth inhibition was due to a reduced
p r o t e i n intake, which was due to poor appetite, ~hich was due to
peritonitis. In light of these findings, absence of compensatory
growt h may not be attributed to lack o f stimulation by functional
demand, since poor nutrition consequent to an inevitable peritonitis
ma y have abolished the response.
To circumvent this difficulty, Morris (1974, 1976) utilized
un i l a t e r a l uretero-caval anastomosis (UUC) in r ats. He mea sured
vari ou s parameters six weeks after sham, UNx or UUC op eration. The
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uue anima l s g ained on l y about 7 5 per cent a s much body weight as
the other groups. Since the uue animals I food intake was not
mon i t o r e d, it can only b e sur mised t h a t it was reduced. If dry
k i dn ey weigh t s expressed as a propo rtion of body weight are compared
wi t h sham weights, it is found that the two kidneys together of UUC
r a t s i nc r e a s e d 78 per cent as much as the one remaining kid ney in
UNx rats . Blood creatinine and B. U.N. were significantly greater
i n UUC than in UNx animals. Wat er content of the two kidneys in UUC
rat s wa s the s a me , indicating the absence of hydronephrosis . This
ex p e r im en t , in my opinion the b est-designed of those reviewed here,
i nd i c a tes that co mp ensatory growt h o c c u r s after uretero-caval
a na s t omos i s , but to a l e s s er exte nt than after UNx . However , it is
po s s i ble t hat under-nutr itio n i nhibited the growth; a similarly-
de s i g ned e xp eriment incorp o r a ting p a i r-feed i ng , to equalize the
nut r ition o f contro l and experimenta l animals, would clear up this
p o i n t .
Ki i 1 and Bugge-Asperhe im , 1 968, and Bugge -Asperheim and Kiil ,
1968, r epor ted det e rmina t ion s of f u n c t i on a l parameters in dog s
after .ure t erqperi toneo s t omy , but t:he i r re s u l t s must be considered
wi th the reservations sta ted a bo v e r e l a t i ng to the deleterious
effect s of p eri tonitis .
Co n c l u s i on s f rom these types of experiments relating to t.he
diffe r e n t i a t i o n betwe en functiona l d eman d and mass deficit hypotheses
mus t awa i t reliable a ssays of GFR a nd s o d i um handling. Such
mea s u r e me n t s wi l l ind i cate wh ethe r the g rowth is mediated in the
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s ame way as after UNx .
d . General considerations
Th e c h a r a c t e r i s t i c of the k idney that is b eing monitored is
no t neces s a r i l y identical with t h e t y p e of growth r esponse
e l i c ited or, the characteristic that is being monitored to turn
o f f the g rowth response may differ from that which turns it on.
Th e eco nomy of the body, however, l e a d s one to hypothesize a feed-
ba ck sys t em in which the stimulus to grow and to stop growing have
t h e same der i v a t i o n . According to this idea, the functional demand
hypo t h e sis is favoured, since, as we have seen above , the original
renal ma s s is not comple t ely r estor ed, while function is.
J oh n s o n a nd Amendo la (1969) have mad e an interesting point
about t he nature o f the e a r l i e s t ce l l u l a r changes after UNx: if
functiona l d ema nd we r e being mo n itored, the c ells should react by
increasi ng the functional capa c ity of their cytoplasm by hypertrophy.
If loss of tissue ma ss were b eing monitored, t:he cells .s ho u Ld react
by divi d i ng (as we l l a s by enlargement) . Th e relevant question is
whether t he e a r ly i ncreases in RNA a n d protein synthesis are directed
toward produc i ng structura l p rote ins a nd syntheti c enzymes 1 equired
for cel l division, o r toward respi r a tory enzymes and mitochondrial
membr a ne for increased energy production (assuming that the functional
demand is an energy-requiring one). Th e s e authors determined
number s o f mitochondria in mou se p r o ximal t ub u le cell s ections at
two-da y inte rvals a f t e r UNx. Th e p e r c e n t a g e increase in mitochondria
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was similar to the percentage increase in dry kidney we i ght t and much
highe r than incre a s e in cel l nu mbe r. Th ey poi n t ou t t h a t mitochondrial
prol i f e r a t i on is a generalized response o f proximal tubular epithelium,
while mi t o s i s occurs only in less t han one in 100 o f these same cells
at t h e pea k time of hyperplasia. Th e y postulate that:
"1 . Immediately after contralateral nephrectomy, there is an
increased functional load placed upon the remaining kidney.
2 . The increased work load somehow signals all functional
cells to e n l a r g e the capaci ty o f their cytoplasm to do
work.
3. Th e functional c ells r espond by cytoplasmic growth or
hypertrop hy t including mitochondrial proliferation.
4. As all f un c t i on a l cell s become hypertrophied, eventually
the largest reach a size .which gives an inefficient ratio
of nucle ar to cytoplasmi c mass. This then triggers the
sequenc e o f e v e nts l eading t o cell. division in those few
cells a t the upper e nd of the size distribution. II
The authors cite exa mp les of the "critical mass" stimulus to
cell divi s i o n in lymphocytes a nd in cu l t ured cells. This idea is
also cons i d e red by Mal t and Mill e r (1 967).
Evo l u t i on of the capacity for c omp e n s a t o r y renal growth r equired
that it bestowed a selective sur v i val advan tage, o r at. l east wa s not
detrimental to s u rv ival. Among cause s o f kidney d estruction in
mamma ls would hav e been infec tions a nd trauma . Tr.auma is l ikely to
be u n i l a t e r a l , leavi ng dam a ged tissue on that side. Infection could
b e e i t h e r on e- o r t wo-sided and mo s t l i k e l y s egm e ntal, but also
l e aving no n-functional tis sue behind. Considering the circumstances
under which the c apac i t y for compe n s a t ory r enal growth must have
evolved , unilateral nehprectomy i s q u i t e an artif i cal situa tion:
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no d ama ged , non-functioning tissue is left b ehind, and that ti ssue
which d o e s r emain is an entire, h e althy organ. This consideration
tend s to support a functional d eman d hypothesis for growth mediat ion ,
rath e r than one based on monitoring kidney mass.
Since survival during childho o d and until reproductive maturity
cons t i tuted the advantage for evolutionary selection , it is not
surp r i s i n g that the capability fo r compensatory renal growth is
comp r omi s e d during puberty since its continuation after that would
not have afforded s ignificantly mor e advantage .
As will be apparen t in the f ollowi ng discussion of the possible
means of transla t i ng kidney los s to a growth response , many o f the
mechani s ms c ou ld be monitoring e ith e r f un c t i on a l demand or mass
defic i t , or even both s i mul taneous l y ; therefore the separation of
these two asp e cts o f the los s i s somewh a t artificial.
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III Tran s l a t i on o f n ephron loss to a growt h r e s po nse
a. By a neur al mechanism
The p o ss i b i l i ty e x i s t s that the ne rvous system plays a role
i n the mediat i on of compensatory rena l g rowth. It could be the
pr ima r y sti mu l u s , or it could b e acting to mediate some other
stimulus.
Th e nerv ou s system could be postulated to monitor either a
de f i c it i n k i d n e y mass, or a ch ange in functional demand on the
rema i ning org a n . In the first instance, severence of the renal
ne r v e s by UNx would i nterrup t a ffere nt impulses from the removed
kid ne y; feedb a c k wou ld be possible via e f f e ren t autonomic nerves
to its remain i ng mat. e , Branch es of the autonomic nerves have been
s hown to innerv a te the proxima l tubular ep i t h e l i um (Norvell et al.,
1970) .
If t he n ervous system i s p os tulat e d to monitor functional demand
on the remaini ng kidney after UNx, t hen the feedback would have to
loop back on t h a t sam e kidney. Th e f eedb a c k loop might involve
a lter a t i on s i n renal b lood flow cau s ed b y autonomic, principally
symp a t h e t i c , e f f e rent s. In this case , t h e nervous system would
con s t i t u t e a necessary but not sufficient cause, and its possible
enab l i ng role should be k ept in mind while considering the sections
o n moni t o r i ng by h emody nami,c and r enal work changes.
Despi t e these inter e s ting spe culation~, there is evidence f r om
exp eriments u s i ng allografted kidneys t hat innerv a t i o n - is
unnecessary for no rmal compensator y g r owth . Norvell e t al. (1970)
de t ermine d that total denervation of kidney do es not result: from
s t r ipping the nerves and adventitia from the r enal vein and artery
a nd the ureter; sever a nce of the vesse l s is necessary since some
nerves l i e in the v e s s el walls. They found that kidney auto-
t r a nsplant a t i on in dogs results in n erve degeneration followed by
r eg enE7ra t i on beginning at about 12 we e k s (Norvell et al., 1969).
The s e same authors (No r vell et a l., 19 70 ) ex a mi ne d human kidneys
r emoved at various times after homotransplantation. All kidneys
we r e removed because o f immunological r ej ection, and therefore can
no t b e consi der e d h ealthy organs. The only kidney in which nerve
r eg e nerat i o n wa s f ou nd wa s removed five years after surgery; the
o t he r fou r ranged from 1 8 days to 40 months. In this same report,
unp ublished data wa s qu oted in whi c h ne r v e r eg eneration was found
a s earl y a s 27 days after human kidne y transplantation. 'fhese
p a t i ents had died from complications , and the kidney tissue was
ob t a ined a t autop s y .
Although t here a r e no investigations of k idney nerve regenera-
t i on in healthy transpl a n ted kidneys, t he avai l a b le data, and
kn owledge of n e r v e regenera t i on i n g en e r al, indicate that the
p r o cess i s far too slow for the nervous system to play any role at
all i n c omp e n s a t o r y renal growth .
Further evidenc e is supplied by ex per i me n t s showing that
co mp ensat o r y growt h do e s i n fac t occur i n tra n s p l a n ted kidneys.
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Kl e i n and Gi t tes (197 3), using adult , male Le wis r ats, transpl a n t ed
one kidn e y i n t o eac h bilaterally ne p h r e c t omi zed animal. Five to
s e ve n week s late r, the weight i nc r e a ses of the transplanted kidneys
we r e co mp a r e d to increases in sing l e kidneys remaining a fter UNx.
(Th e dono r s I contralateral kidneys a nd the organs removed at UNx
p r ov ided the baseline weights.) Th e groups showed a similar increase:
63 per cen t after UNx, and 68 p er c ent after transplantation.
Mi t c h e l l et al. (1974), also us i ng adult male Lewis rats,
t r a nsplanted a kidney into rats h aving less than one-fourth the
norma l amou n t o f kidney tissue - one kidney having been removed and
t wo - t hirds of the other infarcted by vessel ligation four months
previous l y . Three mon t hs a f ter transplantation, these kidneys were
found to h ave increas ed in length by nine per cent and in thickness
by 16 per cent.
St ud i e s o f r enal f u nc t i on i n human t r a n s p l a n t e d kidneys show
t wo thing s : (a) t hat an isografted kidney (from an identical twin
donor) functions t h e s ame as its mate l e f t in tH~ donor in all
respec ts test e d , except in handl i ng of extr acel l u l ar f l u i d volume
expansion (Bricke r e t al . , 19 56) i (b ) t hat isog r a f t e d kidneys show
the s a me increases i n GFR a nd RBF as their mates at one week and up
to six months after surgery. (Flanigan et al., 1968). Allografted
kidney s functioned somewhat less we l l in these respects than their
mates , wh ich is thought to be du e to immunologic reject:ion. Since
increa s e in these f un c tional parame t e r s correlates with compensatory
renal growth in huma n s (Don a d i o e t al. , 1967), we may conclude that
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he a l thy tra n s p l a n ted k i d ne y s undergo growt h co mp a r a b l e to lone
kid neys i:E. situ . Transplanted kidn eys also seem to function
no rma lly., with the exception noted, indicating that most vascular
r e a c t i o ns of the kidney to various stimuli are not compromised
by den e r v a t i o n .
b. By hemodynamic changes
Renal h emodynamic changes may be hypothesized eithe r to monitor
kidn ey mas s deficit directly, or to p a r tic ipa t e in the mediation of
co mp ensat o r y growth whatever the prime s t i mu l u s . There is no doubt
tha t rena l blood flow increases in parallel with the growth of the
kid ney, but the q uest i on of whe t.h e r there is an increase which
pre cedes (and p o s s i b l y med i a t e s ) the growth has not been resolved.
Int erpret a t i on of exp eriments d esigned to inve stigate these
p o s sibili tie s h a s d epended v ery much on temporal relationships,
a nd s i n c e the first evidence of . a growt h r e s p o ns e is s een within a
f e w minute s a fter UNx, i mme d i a te fun c t ion changes have b een looked
f or . The best evide n c e for an immediate c h a nge r elates to increase
i n ren a l blood f low - but t he t i mi ng o f even t h is response is
u ncertain due to d iff e r e n c e s in reported exper imental resul t .s ,
Exp eriments relating to rena l b l ood flow c h anges after UNx were
reviewe d , and some theoretical considerations discussed, in the
preceed ing section on descr i p t i o n of the phenomenon of compensatory
r enal growt h .
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If rena l blood fiow changes are t o mon i t:or kidney mass deficit
di r e c t l y , then the 33 p er cent inc r eas e in flow which results from
co nt r a l a t e ral vessel ligature (calculated a s discussed in the RBF
revi ew sec t i on ) must r esult in a chain of e v e n t s leading to kidney
growt h . The renal and systemic physiological accommodation to
ch a ng e s in renal blood flow are so complex that an hypothesis can
no t be f o rme d without good experimental data describing at least
so me of these physiological changes . Unfortunately, these data are
co n f l i c t ing or incomplete. One needs to know the temporal relation-
s h i p o f cha ng e s in renin-aldosterone and vasopressin blood levels;
RBF , GFR a nd systemic blood pressure; sodium and water excretion;
ex t r a c e l l ular fluid volume. If the interrelationships of these
p a r ame t e r s we r e kn own , then the role of renal blood flow changes
cou l d be postulated, and experiments designed rationally in order
t o tes t t h e hypothesis. The experiments which have been done const-
i t u t e attempt s t o manip ulate renal blood flow in order to investi-
g a t e i ts e f f e c t s on k i dney size.
Re du c t i on of f low by s everal mea n s has b een 's hown to compromise
kidney growth a fte r UNx . Goss a nd Ran k i n (1960) removed about one-
third of rats' blood v o lume s at 30 hou r s after UNx. At 48 hours, the
mitotic i ndices of bled UNx r ats were o n l y 2. 6 times control values,
while rats without b l ood loss showed a 6.I-fold increase. Inter-
preta t i o n of these res u l t s is complicated by the complexity of the
rena l re s p o n s e to h a emo r r h a g e of this ex ten t : not only will renal
blood flow b e d ecrea s ed, b u t con s e r v a t i o n of s od i um and water will
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be effect e d by aldo s t e r on e a nd ADH.
Ano t h e r way to reduce renal blood flow i s by partial
co ns t r i c tion of the r enal artery, but this leads, as has been
s e e n , t o complex physiological changes affecting many s y s t ems ,
r e s u l t i ng in secretion of renin and prolonged hypertension,
wa s shown first by Goldblatt et al. (1934).
c. By a change in workload
Se l e c t i v e sodium reabsorption constitutes most of the energy-
r equ i r ing work of the k idne y (Kiil et al., 1961; Thurau, 1964;
John s on and Knudsen, 1965) . If removal of one kidney is going to
r e s u l t in a n increas e d wo r k load f o r the r emaining kidney, the
i nc r e a s e c a n be measure d in terms of sodium r eabsorption. The
i de a that an increase in work a cts as a stimulus to compensatory
r e na l g r owt h (the "work hypothes i s") has b e en reviewed by Johnson
(1 969 ) . The hy pothesis necessarily implies that sodium reabsorption
increase s imme d i a t e ;Ly after UNx. Howe v e r , theo retical considerations
a nd experi me n t a l e v i d e nc e give n i n the s e ction on the ph enomenon o f
comp e n satory r enal g r owth indi c a t e t ha t s od ium reabsorpt:ion decreases
i mme d iately aft er UNx; both wate r a nd s od i um e xcret i o n double in the
r ema i n ing kidne y (see , f o r example , Pe ters , 1978). Sodium reab-
s o r p t ion does not rise above p r e - UNx rates until several days, and
the n as a r e s u l t of an elevated GFR. (I do not wish to imply that
t he ques t i o ns of the timing of the s e various changes in function are
s e t t l ed; I am presenting on e curre n t l y -accepted viewpoint which
co ns t itutes a working h ypothesis).
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A the o re t i c a l b a ck ground f or these ob s e rved changes follows: In
t h e huma n with a no rmal a mo u n t of d i etary sa l t - e.g., 3.5 gm. per
d a y - and a normal glomerular filtrat i o n rate of 120 ml./minute,
99 . 75 per cent of sodium in the f i l t r a t e wi ll be r eabsorbed. Values
f o r r a t s e a t i n g standard l a b o r a t o r y diets are similar: 99.8 per cent
r e absorpt i o n is reported by Dicker and Shirley (1971).
If diet remains constant, r emoval of one kidney should mean
t h a t the remaining one must excrete twice as much sodi.um , since a
ba l a nce mu s t be maintained betwe e n the absolute amounts of sodium
i nge sted .an d excreted. If the GFR remains the same, the tubules of
t he l o n e kidney will then be presented with the same amount of
f i l t e r ed sodium as b efore UNx, and in order to excrete twice as much
a s befo r e , r eabsorp t i o n will b e r educed by half of the total amount
exc r eted . For example, if each k idney in the intact animal is
present e d with 500 sodium ions /unit t ime, 499 are reabsorbed and one
is ex c re t e d per kid n e y/unit time - giving a reabsorption rate of
99.8 per cen t . Afte r UNx , the remai n i ng kidney is still presented
with 500 sodium ion s , but now mu st e x c r e t e b y itself two ions/unit
time , and t hu s reab s o r b only 498 , o r 9 9 .6 per cen t .
Th e GFR must increase only b y 1/500 (0 . 2 per c ent) in order to
c a u s e s o d i um reabsorption to return to its pre-UNx value of 99.8
p e r ce n t . Any greater i n c rea se i n GFR wil l r esult in the necessity
f o r the lone kidney to do more wo rk than norm a l reabsorbing sodium.
The e f f e c t o f UNx on r enal blood f l ow and GFR have not b een
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c l e a r l y discernable . Determination of sodium reabsorption in rats
i s made difficult by the l a r g e inacc uracie s i n measuring excreted
u r i n e vo l ume relative to the small c hang e s i n sodium concentrations
exp e cted .
In my experience, rats do not begin to eat until at least 24
hour s after surgery, and their drinking habits are disturbed as well.
Th i s cha ng e in amount of dietary salt and water intake will certainly
a f f e ct rates of sodium reabsorption and excretion .
Th e basis f or the formulation of the work hypothesis was that
t he r e is an increased workload for the remaining kidney af ter UNx.
The f i nd i ng that workload is decreased may seem paradoxical , but
t he r e is no r eason why a d ecrease in renal wor k for sodium reabsorption
s hou ld not be conside r ed as a growth stimulus, e v e n t hough t he short-
t e r m respon se to d e creas e d wor kload mi ght be ex pect e d to b e hypotrophy
r a t h er than the opposite. The situation is by no means so simple ,
however . Transplantation of a third f un c tio n i ng kidney in t he rat
do e s no t r e sul.t i n hype r t rophy (Silbe r and Ma l v i n", 1974 ) , so the
kidneys we r e not fool ed by this mano e uv r e into responding to decreased
wor kload b y growing. Al s o , h i gh i ntak e of d ietary sodium by intact
rats shou l d decr ease renal sod i um r e absorp tio n ; it has been reported
to inc r e a s e kidney size (Fregly, 1960; Hall and Hall , 1966) and
mi t otic index (Goss and Rankin, 1960), or to have no effect on kidney
we i ght or DNA content (Halliburton, 1969; deMuchnik , 1974) .
Co nv e r s e l y , the e f f e c t on kidney we i g h t of increasing sodium
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r e ab sorption i n inta ct anima l s h a s b e en inve stigated. lI.c1ult male
s p r a gue-Dawley rats ma i ntaine d on s odium- f ree diets for up to fifty
da y s showe d a decreased body we i ght gain compared with rats on a
normal d i e t (Hsueh and Rostorfer, 1974). Uninephrectomy in the low-
s od i um g r oup resulted in lower k idne y mass increas e "than controls,
bu t whe n the kidney weights were e xp res s e d as a p ercentage of body
we i ght, the compensatory growth did not differ from controls. The
effect s of sodium-free diet would b e similar to those of Addison I s
disea s e : loss of body water and loss of appetite result in loss of
body weigh t . These general effe c ts obscure interpretation of the
exper i me n t a l resul ts: the inve s t igators did not assay p ercentage
of wa t e r in kidney tissue or measure food intake. Because of these
side-e f f e c t s , this e xper i me n t a l design p r ob a b l y can not be success-
fully used for evaluating the influence of sodium reabsorption on
comp e n s a t o r y renal g r owth.
Ano t h e r expe rimental"me thod of inc r easing sodium reabsorption
is to rai s e it s e condarily t o i nc r e a s ed g l omer u l ar filtration rate.
Howev e r , t h e meth od s that have been used to rai~e GFR have mor e
gener a l i z e d effect s o n t he c a r diovascular s ystem and the kidney.
Neith e r methylprednisone (deBermudez and Ha ysl e tt , 1972) nor
un ila t e r a l ure ter operitone ostomy (Weinman e t a1., 1973) caused an
i nc r e a s e in kidney mass subsequent to increased GFR and sodium
r e a b s o r p t i on , but the othe r effe c ts o f "t h e s e treatments mak e
inte r p r e t a t i on o f the r e sults i mpo s sib l e. Daily hyposoc1ic p eritoneal
d i a l y s i s of r ats fo r t wo we e k s resulted in an increase in sodium
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r e ab s o r ption bu t no c h a ng e in kidney we i ght co mpared with control s
d i a l y z e d with normosodic solution s (deMuchn ik, 1974).
Even though there is an increasing tendency to view elevated
GFR and sodium reabsorption as effec ts of comp ensatory ' growth rather
t h an i t s cause (Katz et al., 1978; Peters et al., 1978) the view is
no t p r ov e n , and in any case, investigation of these phenomena is
i n t e r e s ting and valuable for a better understanding of renal physiology.
Al s o , a great d eal of emphasis has been placed on identifying a
p r i mary s timulus f o r compensatory growt h, but the stimulus may in
f a c t cons i s t of a series of stimuli op erating over the days following
UNx wh e n growth is occurring. In fact, there is evidence that the
gr owt h i s revers ible: interruption of cross-circulation after 48
hours in experiments in which one partner has received a bilateral
n ephrect omy reverses the kidney growth in the intact partner
(Dijkhu i s et al. , 1975) . Transplantation of a kidney into an animal
in whom a previous UNx h as caused kidney growth will reverse the
growth (Silber and Malvin , 1974) .
It mus t b e no t e d , however , that Kl e i n and Gittes (1973) found
that k idne ys t ransplant e d i n t o rats a f t e r UNx hypotrophied, while
the endogenou s k i dn e y s hyper t r op h ied. Th e i r s u r g i c a l protocol
meant that transplanted kidneys experienced cold ischaemia for
over tw o hours, which may have dam aged these o rgans. Silber and
Mal v i n (1974) do not give information relating to their handling
of tra ns p l a n t ed kidneys .
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Renal handl ing of sod i um is co n t r olled by the glome rular
f i l t ration rate, by aldosterone and by a hy p othetical "third factor";
good di s c u ss i o n s of sodium exc r et i on regulation a r e f ou nd in Bricker,
1967; Davis and Knox, 1970; and Mercer et al., 1974.
The increases in sodium and water excretion which result from
iso- o n co t i c extracellular fluid volume (ECFV) expansion may not b e
explic ab l e without postulating the e x i s tence of a natriuretic hormone
(third factor) (d eWarden er, 1977) . The r e a r e many experimental
and theo r e t i c a l similarities b etween the physiological adaptations
which o c c u r after UNx a nd ECFV expans i o n , and it is tempting to
post u l a t e a role in mediation of compensatory renal growth for the
pos t u l a t e d natriu r etic hormone. Lindheimer e t al. (1967) demon-
stra t e d in dogs that acute increase in GFR has little effect on
sod i um excretion unless the ECFV is e xp a nded . With a normal fluid
volume , there is co n stant fractiona l r eabsorption of sodium in the
prox i ma l tubule, and i n c r eas ed rea b s o r p tio n in the distal segment.
Proxi ma l t ubule r e a b s o r p t i o n i s inhibited i n sta t e s of ECFV
expan s i.o n r the mechanism i s pos t ula t ed t o b e via a humo ral natriuretic
hormo n e , cal led third factor.
Br icker (1 9 67) has prop o sed that the increase in sodium
excr e t i o n seen afte r UNx is ano ther e x amp le of the effect of third
f a c t o r . Experimental support of this hypothesis derives from work
by Coe e t a l. (1 968) , Gu igna r d a nd Dirk s (1968), Wong and Dirks (1971)
a nd Diezi and Michou d (1974) , who showed that natriuresis occurs
a f t e r UNx i n spite of unchang ed GFR, decr eas e in arterial blood
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pre s s u r e by aortic constr iction, or the prese n c e of large amoun t s
o f endoge no us a l do s te r on e .
d. By a change in a circulating substance
Rel e va nt circulating substances are of two kinds: (a) kidney-
re l a t ed s ub s t a n c e s , themselves n o t directly effecting growth, but
mon i t o r i n g kidney loss by virtue of their being added to or removed
f r om the circulation by the kidney (b) kidney tissue-specific growth
s ub s tances . These circulating subst a nces may act directly or indirectly,
a s mito t i c or cytoplasmic growth stimulators or inhibitors. They may
b e ef f e c t i ve by change in blood concentration, or by change in rate of
f l ow thro ugh kidney tissue, secondary to change in renal blood flow.
(I n the l a t te r case, the factor i t se l f would not monitor loss of kidney,
b u t wo u l d mediate t h e e f fe c t of increased renal blood flow.) Kidney-
r e l ated substances would monitor functional demand, while kidney-
speci f i c on e s wo u l d monitor deficit in tissue mass.
Any substance whose blood concentration is determined, whether
by a dd i t i o n or sub t r a cti on, by the function of. the kidneys fits
the qualifications f or the category o f kidney-related subst.ances.
These subs t ances have fun c tions no t dire c t l y related to kidney s ize
regul a t i o n ; their role in g rowth co n t r o l would b e an "opportunistic"
one. These substances I primary f un c t i o ns are not kidney-related:
their b l ood levels are regulated prima r i l y in relation to function.
The r esu l t i n g fluctuation in blood levels imposes a large r eservation
o n the i r acceptability as kidney g r owth regulators.
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substances known to be elaborated by kidney cells int o the b lood
are renal erythropoietic factor and renin; other s ub s t a n c e s are those
filtered by the .r e n a l corpuscle and subsequently reabsorbed back into
the blood. Removal of one kidney would decrease the amounts of these
in blood, so a negative-feedback situatiJon must be postulated if
they were to act (indirectly) as growth stimulators, or positive-
feedback if they were inhibitors. On the other hand, substances
removed from the blood by the kidney, such as urea, would exhibit
the op posite feedback and direction of action properties.
Historically, urea excretion was first considered as a candidate
for the regulatory function of kidney size. It used to be thought
(s ee Oliver, 1924, for example) that urea excretion required energy
expenditure by the kidney; it is now known that this process is a
passive one requiring no work by the kidney, at l east in rats and
humans (Johnson and Knudsen, 1965; Ganong, 1977P). The heart does
the work required for urea excretion by causing blood flow through
the kid n e y s , with a blood hydrostatic pressure high enough to form
the glomerular filtrate.
High dietary intake of urea does increase kidney size (Mac Kay
et al., 1931; Allen and Mann, 1935, and reviewed b y Ka t z et al., 1978).
However, the extent and character of the growth a r e diss imilar to
that f o l l owi ng UNx (Halliburton, 1969 ); g r owth is due t o c ellular
hyp ertrophy alone, and the mass increase is about a t h ird o f that
produc ed by UNx. Also, in order to p r oduce an y kid ney mass i ncr e a s e,
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b l ood urea nitrogen levels must be raise d co n s i d e r a b l y higher than
tho s e obse r v e d after UNx (Diezi, 1973).
Hi gh dietary intake of protein also causes kidney growth
(Ma c Ka y e t al. , 1928; Halliburton, 1969) and enhances compensatory
g r owt h following UNx (Smith and Moise, 1 92 7; Allen and Mann , 1935) .
Th e ch a r a c t e r i s t i c s of the kidney growth are similar to those
f o l l owi ng urea feeding (Halliburton, 1969), Lnc IudLnq the _absence
o f hyper p l a s i a (Halliburton and Thom son, 19 65a and b) . The major
me t a bo l i c e nd product of protein metabolism is urea , s o it is probable
t h a t t h e same mechanism is effecting kidney growth in both cases .
Co l d acclimitization resul ts in kidney growth in r ats (Reiter ,
1 966 ; Ho lec kov a and Baudysova, 1975) and ham sters (Reiter , 1968 ) .
Si nc e no n - h i b e r na t i ng mammals have an increased basal metabolic rate
a nd f ood intake during cold exposure , the renal growth might well be
a resul t of the increased dietary protein. Experiments could be done
t o cla r i f y this point in which p rotein intak e i s controlled , or in
wh i c h hiberna t i ng anima l s are comp are d with those who do not hibernate .
Ev en though g r owt h r e s ulting f r om h i gh prot:e i n or urea intake
o r cold acclimi t i z a tio n is dissimilar to tha t following UNx, its
me d iat i o n is of interest. A high urea concentration in glomerular
f i l tra t e r e sults in a n osmotic diuresis , and in som e unknown way
i nc reases the ability of the kidney to c on c e n t r a t:e non-urea solutes.
Sod ium r eabsorption in the proximal tubule a nd loop of Henle is
inhib i t e d b y chang e s i n c oncentr ation gradien t s du e to increases in
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tubu l a r fluid volume and medullary blood flow (Ga nong, 1977b). Th e s e
ch ange s may mimi c tho se caused by UNx a nd thus c a u se a growth
r e sp on s e . Careful study of the h emod ynamic a nd s o d i um- h a nd l i ng
ch a ng e s i nd uc e d by o smotic diure sis may in f a c t provide clues to the
sti mu l us f o r compensatory growth.
The kidney removes a large variety of other unwanted substances
f r om the blood, the concentrations of which depend on changes in diet
an d met a b o l i sm. Experimental evidenc e is lacking and theoretical
cons i de rations mak e it unlikely that they playa role in monitoring
kidne y l o s s .
Subs t a n c e s added to the blood by the kidney include those
s ynt h esized by s pecial i zed kidne y cells, a nd t ho se reabsorbed from
t h e g l ome r u l a r filt r a t e. Sodium, an example of the latter type, was
co ns idered separately in a prec eding section. The arguments concerning
t he p o s s i b l e role of s odium i n kidne y g r owt h may be generalized to
i nc l ude an y substanc e reabsorbed b y t h e tubular ep i t h e l i um, whether
or not its h a nd l ing requi r e s e nergy.
Su bstances synt h e s i z ed by specialized k idney ce~ls and secreted
i n t o the blood wh i c h have been c on s i dered a s c ons t i t u t i ng possible
f e edback growth control sys tems are r e n in a nd r e na l erythropoietic
f a c tor (REF ) . There is no good e xperi mental evidence that either of
t hese is i mp l i c a t e d : wide fluctuations of either one due to various
causes a re no t known to r e s u l t in kidney growth . Relatively li ttle
work has been done on t he possible r o le of either o f these kidney
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products in compensatory renal growth, no doubt because neither
seems theoretically a very promising candidate.
Renal erythropoietic factor (REF) is thought to be an enzyme
(Zanjani et al., 1967) probably produced by the podocytes of the
renal corpuscle (Busuttil et al., 1971) . It is postulated that the
enzyme converts an inactive, liver-produced substrate to erythro-
poietin, which stimulates bone-marrow production of erythrocytes.
The production of REF bears a direct correlation with the oxygen
content of theblood. For example, anemi.a , high-altitude hypoxia
and kidney ischemia all result in increased production of REF .
Uninephrectomy should result in decreasing blood levels of REF, and
consequently of erythropoietin, after a length of time dependent on
the lifespans of these molecules. Erythrocyte concentration in blood
would then fall, with a lag period determined by the development
time of these cells in the bone marrow. The remaining kidney would
recognize the consequent decrease in oxygen content of blood and
produce more REF. Mann et al. (1968) examined t he relationship
between renal mass and blood erythropoietin levels after sham
operation or UNx in young adult, female, Sprague-Dawley rats. Seven
weeks after surgery, UNx rats' total kidney weight/body weight was
68 per cent of sham. Bioassay of erythropoietin revealed that UNx
rats had only 54 per cent of that in shams. And ye t , the packed
b l ood c e l l v olurnes in the two groups were the sam e. Th i s discrepancy
is not discussed b y the authors, and is i nexplicabl e . Determination
of t h e e f f e c t of UNx on erythropoietin levels a waits f urth er
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experimentation. The dearth of experimental data disallows further
speculation on a postulated role for REF in feedback control of
kidney size.
Renin is a proteolytic enzyme secreted into the blood and lymph
by the juxtaglomerular (JG) cells of the afferent arterioles. It
acts on an alpha2 globulin synthesized in the liver, called angio-
tensinogen, to produce angiotensin I. Other enzymes convert this
product to angiotensin II, and then to angiotensin III. Angiotensin
I is physiologically inactive; angiotensins II and III are vaso-
constrictors, and act directly on the adrenal cortex to produce
aldosterone . It is thought that the main function of angiotensin II
is its pressor activity , while that of angiotensin III is aldosterone
stimulation (Ganong, 1977a) .
secretion of renin is stimulated by sympathetic nerve impulses
to the JG cells and by circulating catecholarnines. Secretion is
i nhibited by increased stretch of JG cell walls, increased sodium or
decr eased potassium reabsorption across macula ~nsa cel l s (wh i c h
lie in the convoluted distal tubule), and increased levels of angio-
tensi n II and vasopressin (anti-diuretic hormone ).
The current understanding of the function of the renin/angio-
tensin system, as presented above, is discussed by Davis (1 973).
Sinc e the system's role in cardiovascular ho me ostasis i s no t
co mp l etely understood, and since renovascular and s od i um a nd pota ssium
handl i ng changes due to UNx are not clear, i t is difficult to set an
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hyp o t hesis f or reni n i nvolvemen t in compensato r y growth; cause a nd
effe c t rela t i on sh i p s among r enin and renal b lood f l ow and sodium and
po t a s s i um handling are p r e sen t l y i n s c rutable. It is certain,
ho wev e r , that r enin do es playa role i n t he f u n c t i o n a l adaptation
a f t e r UNx. Whether change in renin l ev els is the primary stimulus
to growt h , or an intermediary in the chain of events initiated by a
d i f f e r e n t stimulus, can not be stated . Angiotensins, kinins and
pr o s t ag landins are all candidate s for vas o a c t i v e substances at work
i n thi s c i r c ums t a nce , but the angiot e nsins a r e of special interest
i n respe c t to growth mediation since they are controlled by the
k i dne y - p rodu c ed r e nin.
Se v e r a l investigat o rs have attemp t ed to relate renin activity
a nd comp e ns a t o r y r e nal growt h . Schaffe nburg et al. (1954) reported
that r e n i n , injected at four-hour intervals between UNx and death one
or two days later, inhibited kidney ma ss increase in young adult,
f ema l e ra t s . Th e i r expe r i men t us e d o nly three rats p er group, among
wh i c h t h e r e wa s l a rge variation. Th e in jected r enin was impure.
Th e rats lost b od y we i gh t (more in r e n in-treated groups than controls) ,
an d even uninjected UNx animal s d i d no t attain t:heir preoperative
bo dy weigh t s unti l at least eight day s - a far . longer time than i s
usua lly reported for r a ts . Roy c e (1 963) has suggested that peritonitis
re s u lting from intra-pe r itoneal inj ect ion of crude renin preparations
mi gh t be the cause of body weight loss and lack of renal growth since
the s e anima l s eat little du e to loss of appetite. Because of these
cri t icisms , Sc h a ff e nb urg a nd his co wo r k ers ' results must b e accepted
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with res e r v a t i o n .
Hsueh and Ros torfer (1974) measured kidney renin content
(ac t i v i t y!gm. protein) from two to fifty days after UNx in adult,
male , Sp r a gu e - Da wl e y rats; and found no significant change . Blood
leve l s wer e not measured. It is possible that in this circumstance
the JG ce l l s synthesize renin at the rate at which it is secreted,
thus ke e p i ng the cells I content unvarying. When rats were fed
a h i gh - sodium diet, the renin content dropped below normal ; low-
so d i um d i e t increased r enin. A shifting of the equilibrium between
ren i n s yn t h e s i s and secretion must have occurred, although som e
al l owa nc e must be mad e for variations in the renin content of the
bl ood a nd lymph c on t a i ne d in the kidney.
No conclusion r egarding a postulated role for renin in compen-
s a t o r y ren a l g r owt h may b e drawn from these reports.
As opposed to the known kidney-related substances just discussed,
t h e ex i s ten c e of k i.dney-especi.fLc growth factors ~as been hypothesized.
Th e subj e c t of general r egul a tio n of tiss ue mas s by tissue-specific
growt h factors has been we l l reviewe d b y Goss (1964 and 1972) and
Simnett and Fisher (1 9 73 ) . Th e various hy potheses involve : (a) intra-
c e l l u lar g r owt h stimulators in equilibrium with intra- and extra-
c e l l ular inhibitors, both of which are produced by the cell whose
gr owt h is controlled (Weiss, 1955; Weiss and Kavanau , 1957; Kavanau,
1960 ) ; (b) circulating mitotic inhibitors (named chalones : from the
Gr e e k " t o relax") p roduced by the sam e c e l l s affected (Bullough,
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1964 , 1965 ); (c) mitotic s t i mu l ators p roduced by lymphocytes in
r e sp o nse to decr eased c i r c ulating leve ls of t iss u e -spec i f i c p roteins
(Bur well , 1963; Burch and Burwell, 1965 ) . An outline o f the major
po i n t s o f these hypotheses follows.
St i mu l ator/inhibi tor equilibrium hypothesis of Weiss and Kavanau
1. Each specific cell typ e grows by a mechanism in which
a compound unique to that cell type acts as a catalyst
for growth. Such catalys t s are called templates by Weiss
and Kavanau. Th e growth r a te is proportional to the intra-
cellular concentration o f these templates.
2 . Each cell also produc e s antitemplates which inhibit
the catalytic action of the templates by combining with
them to form inactive complexes. The antitemplates may
be p roduced as a by-prod u c t of cell growth, and may b e
steric c omp lemen t s to t h e temp l a t e s . Contrary to the
case o f t emplates, the a ntitemplates are released from
the cell a nd circulate i n the blood.
3. When equilibr ium b etwe en ex t r a c e l l u l a r antitemplate and
intracellular template c on c entrations is attained, growth
will c ease. Th e mecha n i sm when e xpress e d mathematically
resul ts in a s i gmoid growt h curve for the total mass of
each cell t yp e; and inde e d this is found empirically to
b e tru e.
4. Removal of part o f the mass of a cell type results in
comp en s atory growth of t h e remainder b e cause the extra-
c ellular c o nc e n t r at i on o f a n t i t emplat es is r educed, thus
shifting the equi l ibr i um an d r ed u c i.nq the intracellular
antitemplate concentra tion an d uncomplex i n g more t e mplates,
which wi l l c atalyze growt h . The post u l a ted antitemplates
c omp rise t h e inhibito r s in a peg a tive feedback sys tem.
The chal o n e hypothesis of Bullough
Rev i e ws of e xp erimen t s designed to investigate the existence
o f cha l o n e s a f f e cti ng a variety of t i ssu es have been written by
Bar d (19 73 ), Bullough (1 97 3) , Ive r s e n (1973) and Rytomaa (1973).
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c r i t icisms of the chalone hypothesis have b e en put forward by
Ge lfant (1960).
The main points of the chalone hypothesis follow.
1. This hypothesis involves negative feedback inhibition
of mitosis, where the inhibitors of mitosis are termed
"chalones". Like Weiss' antitemplates, chalones are
tissue-specific, are released into the extracellular
circulation, and inhibit growth of the same cell type by
which they are produced. In contrast, they are produced
by all living cells, not just those which are growing.
2 . Their site of action is hypothesized to be at the g ene
level. All mammalian c ells can exhibit only two different
mod es of b eing: i. e., mitosis or functional activity.
Chalones would inhibit the mitosis, thus allowing the
functional activity to occur. Alternatively, the chalone
could act as a stimulator for functional activity and
inhibit mitotic activity s econdarily.
3 . Act i ve ch a l o ne must be complexed with adrenal in , whi ch,
Bullough states, may b e c o r r e l a ted with the diurnal mitotic
rhythm observed in most t i ssues .
The i mmu ne system hypothesis o f Burch and Burwell
Bu r n e t (1961) s ug g e s ted that "immunological recognition could
b e der i v e d from an aspect o f the proce s s by which all multicellular
animals succeed in ma i nta ining a c h a r a c t e r i s t i c ~orpholog i ca l and
functio n a l un i t y " . Bu r c h a nd Burwell c l a i m that the prime function
of the l ymphoid tissu e is to r e gu l a t:e differentiated tissue growth.
I n thei r view (1 9 65) : " t he size of each distinctive organ and tissue
du r i ng f etal d evelopment, normal growth, and maturity, is regulated -
a t lea s t in part - b y a f eedback i nte r a cti o n between specific
contro l l i ng elements of lymphoid tissue and the related target
t i s s ues . We regard the trophic f unc t i on ... of small lymphocytes a s
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seco nd a r y, and in a s ense corrt i.n q e n t; upon their primary function.
Hi t he r t o .. . it has b e en generally a ssume d that the immune system
ca r r i e s ou t a purely police action - apprehe nding non-self
co ns t i t uents at both the classica l antigen and homograft levels;
in contr a s t , we suggest that the d e f ense function can in some ways
be regar d e d as a secondary, although inevitable, concomitant of the
pr i ma r y f u n c t i o n of the immune s ystem, which is that of self-
r e cogn i tion and the regulation of tissue size".
The ma j o r points of their hypo thesis are:
1. Differentiated tissue c ells release tissue coding
f a c t ors (TCF) into the e x t r a ce l l u l a r fluids, and then
v i a the afferent lymphatics to the regional lymph nodes.
These TCFs a r e also on the surfaces of the c ells which
produc e them , which r esults in contact inhibition of
these cells.
2 . Certain lymphocyte s b e a ring cell-bound r eceptor molecules
interact wi th the TCFs, wh i c h promotes mitosis of these
r e cep t o r cells, thus arr e s t ing their differentiation into
effector small lymphocytes.
3 . Effector s ma l l lymph o c y tes bear cell-bound mitotic
c o n t r o l proteins (MCP) of the same specifity as the
receptors i n their paren t c e l l s . Th ey pass via the ef f erent
lymp ha t ics to the b l oo d , and to the tar~et tissue.
4. The MCPs o n the l ympho cyt:e s identify the TCF on t .he
target tiss u e a nd n e utralize the mitotic restraints imposed
by int e r c ellu lar content (contact i nh i b i t i o n ) . There fore,
the e f f e c t o r s mall lympho c yte has two functions: (1) it
must r ecogniz e and interrac t with the correct target
tissue, and (2) it must alter the cell in some \vay which
stimulates the occurrence of mitosis.
I shall now consider experiments designed to test these
hypo t hes e s .
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Exp e r i me n t s d e signed to inve sti g ate t he e x i s tence of a
circ u l a t i ng , k i dney- specif i c g r owth s ubstance fall into five
catego r i e s , which are: (I) inj e c tion of ho mogenate s of kidney
ti s s u e into animals; (2) manipulations of the immune system ,
co up l e d wi th UNx; (3) ect op i c gra f ting of small p i.eoes of kidney
tis s u e ; (4) exposure of one animal to the blood of another animal ,
thEl tw o h a v i ng differe nt amounts of kidney mass; and (5) exposure
o f i:E. vitro preparations of kidne y tissue to s erum from animals
ha v i ng di f fe r e n t amounts of kidne y mass.
Th e rationale for in j e c t i o n of kidney homogenate into animals
r e c e i v ing uninephrectomy is that the treatment would inhibit
comp e nsatory g r owth if kidney cells contain c h a l o ne s . Th e results
o f six s uch e xp erime n ts using ra ts are given in Table 8. Inhibition
o f hy p e r p l a s i a or hypertrophy, o r both , was found in nearly all
exper i me n t a l d esig ns. The o ne report (Roels, 1965 ) that the
i nhibiti o n is tissue-spe cific is b a sed on a small sample (n = 7 )
o f r a t s injec ted with liver homog enate. No investigator compared
body we i g h t s o f experimental a nd c on trol gro ups ; intraperitoneal
injec t i on s of oth e r substa nces and of mi n c ed kidney have b e en shown
to decrease body we i gh t , p r obably b y app etite depression, which
res u l t s in nonspe c i f i c inhibition o f compen s a t o r y renal growth .
Al s o , kidney homogenates contain r enin; since 1898 (Tigerstedt and
Be r gma n ) it has b e en known that such injections raise the recipient 's
blood pressure, and al t hough the e f f ect of r e n i n on compensatory
r e na l g rowth has not b e e n adequately i nves t i ga t ed , it may have an
Combined effects on the contralateral kidney of rats of uninephrectomy and intraperitoneal
injection of kidney homogenate
Recipients I n j ection Assay Effect* Reference
Method
youn g adult , 1-2 gm. whole **M.I. - Goss, 1963
male, UNx kidney, 30 hrs. 48 hrs. post-op. (not t issue specific)
post-op.
adult , male 1 kidney, -24, Kidney weight o at 0 & 18 hrs . Dicker, 1971a
or female, o o r 18 hrs. 48 hrs. post-op. -at -24 hrs. and b
UNx . post-op.
ad u l t , male 1/10 k i dn e y , M.L - Roels, 1965
UNx o or 24 hrs. 47 hrs. post-op. (tissue specific)
post-op .
adu l t, male 1 kidney , M.L - Williams, 1962
UNx 24 hrs. post-op. 40 hrs. post-op. (not t issue specific)
adult , male 1 who le kidney , Kidney weight, RNA, Whole kidney or cortex: Dicker , 1972
UNx cortex or med~.lla, DNA, protein, GFR - hypertrophy, 0 GFR;
at operation 1-14 days post-op. medulla: 0 both hyper-
trophy and GFR
(not reported) ? ·....ho1e kidney,
3/4 Nx 18 hrs. post-op.
M.L
48 hrs. post-op.
steuart, 1958
* - effect = decrease in parameter measured;
o = no effect; + = increase in parameter measured
** M. L = Mitotic index
\0
co
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i nh i b i tory effect du e to its effec ts o n renal blood flow and sodium
ha nd l i ng (see the s ection on kidney-related f a c t o r s ) .
I t is known that inj e~t ion of homogenate s or extracts of
va r i ous organs, including kidney, results i n des t r u c t i v e inflammatory
l e s i on s specific to that organ (Roitt, 1 97 2 ) . This phenomenon has
b e e n desc r i b e d by Dicker and Morris (1974) in the rabbit and guinea
p i g kidne y . This aut.o-d.mmune process prob ably exerts generally
d e t r i mental e f f e c t s which are s y ste mi c as well a s kidney-specific.
Howe v e r , the cumulative weight of e v i d e n c e makes it imperative
t ha t more rigorous experiments be done along these same lines.
Di ck e r (1972) has refined the method by isolating microsome and
s o l ub l e fractions of homogenates f r om e i t he r renal cortex or medulla,
a nd f ur t h e r (Dicker, 1976) by concentrating SOO-fold by cellulose
f r a c tiona t i o n the inhibitory activity of cortex homogenate on the
"gr owth" of renal cortex ~xplants (but no data are given in support
o f t h i s claim) .
The second type of e xp e r i me n t designed to investigate the
existen c e of kidney-sp e c ific growth f ac t o r s involves the manipulation
o f the irrunun e s y stem.
It s e ems self-evident that a central control system is respons-
i b l e f or coordinated body growth, for the ul t imate attainment of
body size within the genetically-determined normal range for that
s p e c ies , and for the phenomenon of comp ensatory growth. 'fhis
postulated con t r o l system mu s t c ontain a large number o f distinctive
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i nf o rm a t i o n eleme n ts, and its co o r d inati o n mu st d ep end on q ua nt i t a t i v e
i n t e r r e l a tionships a mo ng a ll the elements. The immune system is
un i qu e l y qualified for this function becau s e it has a wide e noug h
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rang e of specifi cations; t h e abi l i t y to rec ogn i ze "se lf", whose
pat ho logica l expression results in a ut. o -dmmune diseases; access
t o near l y all tissues of the body because of the wide distribution
o f the lymp h a t i c s and the ability o f long -lived lymphocyte s to
p e ne t r a te freely into all lymph nodes b y recirculation (Gowans, 1970)
an d the a b i l i t y of all typ es of lymphocyt es to pen e t r a t e into many
oth e r t i s s u e s by unknown control mechanisms.
Th e r e are observations which s uppo r t a role for lymphocytes in
med i ation of k i dn ey growth, although t h e ev i de nc e is circumstantial.
Up to one per cent of cells deriv ed from no rma l rat kidney, p erfused
a nd t h e n t.ryps i.n-di.s soc.i.at.ed , are lympho c y t es (Main et al., 1975).
Le ukocy t e infiltration o f t h e remaining kidney after UNx is said to
occur (Fox, 1969 - but this observatio n i s attributed to Albarran,
1899, who does no t, i n f a c t, d esc r ibe leukocy t e infiltration per ~.
He doe s sta te that he observ ed inflammato r y r eaction phenomena -
which inolude polymorphon uclear leukocyte i n f i l t r a t i o n ~ but he was
using human kidn e y s c o ntralateral to k idneys destroyed by various
disea s e pro cesses , som et imes infe c t i ous) .
Carre l (1922) p o s t ulat ed, a n d provided s ome preliminary experi-
men t a l evidence for, a growth-promot ing f un c tion of leukocytes. Main
e t al. (1975) c on f i rme d Carre l ' s f i ndings , using t he more sophisticated
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tec hniques of mixe d culture and l i quid s cint i llation c ou n t i ng :
dis s ociated rat kidne y cells stimulated DNA s yn t h e s i s of periphe ral
blood leuko c y t e s (at l east i 80 p e r cent lymphocytes) from the sam e
an imal.
Exper i me n t s designed to t est the hypothe sis of Burwell (196 3)
an d Bur c h a nd Burwell (1 965) h a v e been of two kinds: one, in which
lym p hocytes are exchanged betwe e n animals h aving different amount s
of rena l t issu e and t wo, i n wh ich the i mmune s y s t em is compromis e d
an d t he a n i ma l has on e kidney r e mov ed to see if compensatory renal
growth can still occur . Techniques used to attain the latter
go a l inc l u d e X-irradiation , neonatal thymectomy and treatment with
a nt i - l ymphocyte s erum. The last tw o t echniques are preferred since
X- i r radia t i on has many systemic e ffe c t s unrelated to the immune
sys t em.
Trans f e r of sple en cells from mi c e having UNx or sham-operation
to o t h er mi c e having the opposi t e operation wa s <;a r r i e d out by
Bab a eva (1 973) a nd Pliskin and Prehn (19 7 5 ) . Babaeva found an
i nc r eased mi t o t ic index of unoperated rec i p i e n t kidney proximal
t ubu l ar epithelium and l i v e r reticulo-endothelium after injection
wi t h UNx spleen cell s . Plis k i n a nd Pre h n X- i r r a d i a t.e d their recipient
mi c e , presuma b l y to prev e n t the o c curren c e of immune rejection o f t he
i n j e cted ce l l s , al though the mi c e used were inbred. They found
i nc r eased DNA synthesis in both kidne y a nd liver o f the recipients
a f t e r t r eatmen t wi th s p l e e n cells f rom UNx mi ce. These results must:
awa i t conf i rma t i on, inc luding control groups of animals, before
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conc l u s i on s can be drawn.
One must assume that the immun e s y s t em ,...as compromised by
X- irradi a t i o n in the experiment b y Pl i s k i n and Prehn. This
experimen t a l manoeuvre was used b y Wachtel and Cole (1965), Fox
and Wahma n (1968) and Fox (1969) in order to determine whether an
inta c t i mmun e system is necessary for compensatory renal growth.
Wa chtel and Cole X-irradiated just one kidney of rats and removed
i ts part n e r ; comp ensatory growth (DNA c o n t e n t and mass increase)
wa s norma l . Whole-body X- i r r a d i a tion with one kidney shielded and
t h e o t he r excised resulted in loss o f body weight and inhibition of
k i dney growth . Dietary restriction p r o du c i ng a similar loss of
bo dy weigh t also resulted in inhibition o f kidney growth.
Fox and wahman used a similar experimental design in mice and
i ncluded groups of animals receiving i s og e n e i c spleen cells, which
apparent ly restored the kidney mass increase after UNx which was
i nhibited by X- i r radiation . Unfor t un ately, no information regarding
b od y weight i s give n, and no s tat istica l analysis of data was done .
Neonatal thymectomy doe s no t i nh i b i t kidney ma s s increase
after UNx in mice (Bump and Malt , 1 969), nor doe s r eduction o f
T~ lymphocytes by treatment with anti -lymphocyte serum (unpublished
r e s ults - . Rober t s , Hansen and Hyam) . Neither of these methods
e l i minates all T-lymphocytes , so the eque s t.Lon remains unsettled.
It i s unlikely t h a t the immun e s y s t em could mediate the e a r l i e s t
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changes seen in the contralateral kidney after UNx since they occur
almost inunediately, but it is feasible that the inunune system could
regulate the hyperplasia component of the growth, and/or stop all
growth when the remaining kidney has attained an adequate mass. The
idea that the inunune system plays a role in tissue morphostasis is
a provocative one and is a research area needing rigorous investigation.
A technique which has been used to investigate the role of
humoral factors in liver regeneration (Leong et al., 1964) is also
a sui table one for study of· compensatory renal growth : ectopic
grafts are made of small pieces of excised tissue; cell division in
the graft is then compared with that in the tissue remaining ~ situ
and with that in autografts placed in control, intact animals . This
experiment using kidney tissue has not been reported . The technique
is feasible; it has been used for other experimental purposes .
Simnett et al. (1977) placed ectopic kidney grafts in the frog lung,
Muirhead et al. (1960) grafted kidney in the dog lung and peritoneum,
and Dicker et al. (1976) used intradermal kidney grafts in rats.
Liver regeneration researchers have also done successful grafting at
various sites in mammals (Bucher and Malt, 1971). This type of
experiment, with suitable controls, would give substantial evidence
for or against the existence of a humoral kidney-specific mitotic
factor.
Exchange of blood between two animals having different amounts
of renal mass will test the hypothesis that co mpensatory renal g rowth
is mediated by substances carried in the circulation. It mus t b e
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point e d out that this general expe rimental de sign, d ep ending on the
way in which the exchange is effected, may not allow distinction
among k i d ne y - s p e c i f i c growth f a c tor s , kidney-related mediators,
i
increa s e d functional demand, i ncreased workload, and h emodynamic
changes. This type of experiment i s d i s cu ssed in this section only
be c ause it has most often been used, rightly or wrongly, as a test
for k i d ney - s p e c i f i c g r owth factor s .
Th e r e are three versions of this experiment : serum injection ,
pa r ab i osis , and cross-cir culation o f t wo or more animals. 'fhe
i n j e c tion of serum from a donor having uninephrectomy t o an i ntact
recipi e nt , or v ice-versa, will test f or a stimulation in the former
a nd inhi b i t i on in the l a t t e r . Th is me t hod , however , is probably not
ve r y e f f e c t i v e , since t he exposure of the recipient to the don or ' s
b l ood i s intermittent and relatively small. A side-effect of intra-
venous ser um inj e ction i s hemodilution a nd expansion of extra-
ce l l u l a r fluid volume. It is possib le that intra-peritoneal
i n j e c t ions may resul t in p eritoni ti s , s i nc e many ; )t he r "p hy s i o l og i c a l "
s ub s tances c a u s e inflammation whe n in j e c t e d at this site .
No effe c t was f ou nd on k i d ney tissue hy p erplasia o f unoperated
or uninep h r e c t omi zed rat recipients of s e r um i n j e c t.i o n s f r om variously
unop e rated , sham-operated or uninephr ectomized donors by Williams
(1962) , Goss (19 6 3) , Re iter a nd McCr e ight (l964), Kurnick and Lindsay
(1967 ) and Connolly et a l., (1969) . A sti mu l a t o r y effect on cell
d i v i s i on in unope re t e d r a ts from intra- p e ritoneal in jections of UNx
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serum wa s reported by Lowenstein and Stern (1963), and vichi and
Ea rle (1970), and in mice by intravenous injection by Silk (1967).
A c o n s t a nt exchange of blood between animals can be accomplished
by p a r abi o s i s ., although sufficient t i me must be allowed for capillary
anastomo s e s to form, and the area of joining must be sufficiently
large f o r adequate mixing. The fate of methylene blue injected into
one par t n e r is commonly used to confirm adequate mixing, although it
ha s been reported (Thompson and Lytton, 1967) t:hat "mi x i ng of the dye
is no t necessarily an indication of the presence of patent vessel
ana s tomoses. Sibley and Huggins (1946) found that anastomosis of
p er i t oneal cavities was necessary for homeostasis after bilateral
nephrect omy in one of a parabiosed p a i r of rats. Skin conjunction
gave i n s u f f i c i e nt exchange between circulations.
Th e r e are three reports of stimulation of kidney growth by
remova l of kidney tissue in a parabiont. Lytton et al. (1969)
r epo r t ed increased DNA synthesis in t h e kidneys of the partner of a
unineph r e c t omi z e d rat, but not to t he extent of ·t ha t in the contra-
lateral kidney o f the operated a nima l. No single-rat uninephrectomy
controls were done in orde r to dete rmine whether the contralat:cral
kidney r e s p o ns e was less than expect ed i a stimulatory factor would
be di l u t e d in this situation and might give a reduced response,
whereas bilateral nephrectomy in on e partner would be expected to
result in the normal response, since the kidney mass (and function)
of the two-animal unit has been halved. However, Lytton and coworkers
(1969) rep o r t no hyperpla stic respon s e of the remaining k i.dneys after
bilatera l nephrectomy .
steuart (1958) removed three kidneys from parabiosed pairs of
rats and found an increase in mitotic index compared to unoperated
animals at 48 hours, and a greater increase at 72 hours. Bilateral
nephrectomy in two rats of parabiosed triplets did not result in an
increase until 72 hours. No control values were determined in lone
or parabiosed animals.
Kurnick and Lindsay (l96&» measured kidney weight in mice ten
days after removing zero, one, two or three kidneys. The increase
was proportional to number of kidneys removed, with the following
qualifications: (a) when only one kidney was removed, the increase
was larger in the remaining kidney of the uninephrectomized mouse
than in the two of its partner; (b) when two kidneys were removed,
the increase was larger if one kidney was removed from each mouse
rather than two kidneys from one mouse. It should be noted,
however, that intraperitoneal inj ection of anaesthetic had to be
given to both partners of each pair, indicating less-than-ideal
mixing of the circulations.
Negative results were reported by Thompson and Lytton (l967),
who measured kidney weight four weeks after uninephrectomy in lone
rats or in one of a pair. Weight increase was the same i n the
contralateral kidney of lone and parabiosed animals, while the
p artner I s kidney showed no increase. There was a d equate mixing of
methylene blue in these parabionts, but no mixing o f e rythr ocytes .
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No data were r eported in any of these parabiosis investigation s
relating t o animal b o dy weight or the possibility of uremia; often
inadequat e sample sizes we re use d, so that statistical significanc e
i
o f differ e n c e s was not d e term i n ed ; and appropriate controls were
no t alwa y s included .
Cr o s s - c i r c u l a t i o n by cannulation of large vessels results i n
mor e eff i c i e n t mixing of blood b e tween animals than does parabiosis
by anas t omo s i s of the microcircul a t: ion. Johnson and Vera Roman
(1968 ) c r o s s - c a nnu l a t e d carotid ar t e r i e s and jugular veins in f o ur
pa i r s of adult rats. Labelled albumin injected into one tail vein
equ i l ibra t e d in the pa.i r within 30 minutes. One kidney was removed
f r om e a c h pair a t the t ime o f cannulation. Labelling index o f renal
t ub u l ar ep i t h e l i um was determined b y radioautography 48 hours l a t e r .
Th e e l e v a t e d labelling index of the kidney contralateral to the
exc i s ed one was not statistically different from that in lone,
unineph r e c t omi z e d rats, while the lower index of the two kidneys in
the parabi o n t was the same as t h a t o f lone, unoperated rats.
A similar experi mental design was used by Van Vroonhoven et a l .
(1972): c r o s s-c i r c u lat i o n wa s established in young a du lt rats at t he
time o f sham op era t i o n or r e mov a l of t:wo or three kidneys, using 12
pairs of animals per ex p e r i men t a l group. Uninephrectomy in lone rats
was a l s o do ne. Af ter 48 ho urs, k i d ney weight and RNA/DNA ratio were
determi ne d . In the r emaining kidne y s of the .pairs in which on e partner
had rec e i v e d bilateral n ephrectomy , both parameters were elevated to
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the same extent as in the remaining kidney of the lone, uninephrect-
omized animals. Removal of three or four kidneys in pairs resulted
in ev e n higher increases i~ both kidney ,...eight and RNA/DNA.
The demonstration of an effect in this report but not in that
of J oh n s on and Vera Roman may be due to the latter I s removing only
one-fo ur t h of the kidney mass from e a c h pair instead of one-half.
Also, the earlier report assayed hyperplasia , while t.'1is. one
employ ed measures of hypertrophy. The positive f i.nd.i.nq s may be more
reliab l e because they are based on a larger sample size.
Con s i d e r a t i o n of all reports involving exchange of serum or
blood indicates that there is evidence for a role of the circulatory
system in compensatory renal growth. Inadequacies of the methods
used may account for negative results in many cases , while it is
diffic u l t to imagine any reasons for false positive results , except
perhaps ECFV expansion in serum inject:ton experiments. Unfortunately ,
these e xp e r i men t s do not help to differentiate among the various
postulat e d ways of mediating kidney growt h.
F i na l l y , I will consider ~ vi tro experiments designed t .o
investi g a t e the existence o f a kidney- specific growt:h factor. An
accepted principle of biological exp e rimentation is to control as
many p h y s i o l og i c a l variables as possible. It is obvious from the
precedi ng review of reports concerning a postulated renal growth
factor that it is difficult to eliminate variatior: among animals
an d unwant e d side-effects f r om t he proced u r e s used. Most of these
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vari a b les wh i c h c omplicate the design a nd interpre t a t i o n of i.!2. vivo
exp e r i me nts are eliminated in ~ v i t r o p r epar a t i o n s . Whole perfused
.k idneys , i nc ub a t e d s lices and fra gme nts o f kidney, and primary
i
cult u res o f kidney epit h e l i um hav e been used f or investigation of a
po s t u l a ted humoral factor mediat i ng compensatory renal growth. In
p r ep a r a t ions in which there is no functional organization of the
t i s s u e , effec t s of growth f a c t o rs c a n b e dissociated from the
i nf l ue n c es of normal rena l function . Pr imary cultures of tubular
ep i t he l ium would seem ideal f o r this pur pose: a ~yperplastic effect
on thi s cell type - the same one wh ich is stimulated by UNx to
d i v i d e ~ vivo - will b e unobscured and undiluted by other cell types
(" b a c kgrou nd noise" i s eliminated).
Tis s u e - s l i c e and fragment p repara t i o ns are necessarily short-
term sinc e many of the cut-surfac e c ells are damaged, and there is
da ng e r t h a t cells in the interior will die due to lack of adequate
dif f usion b etween these c ells and t he incubation me d i um. Perfused
who l e-kid ney prepar ations d e ter ior a t e after a f e w hours (Shames et
al. , 1976 a and b) .
On t he oth e r hand, the h eal t h a nd viability o f monolayer
c u l t ured cells can be mon itored, by microsc opi c e x a mi nati o n for
example . Replicat ion of primary c ultures can be assured by various
a s says , thus allowi ng adeq u a t e s amp le s i z es with low variance.
The r eader shou l d keep thes e qu a l i f i c a t i o n s in mind during
t h e fo l l o wi ng r e v iew of ~ vit r o expe r i me n t s r elating to the
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mediation of compensatory renal growth.
Shames et al. (1976 a and b) used isolated dog kidney pre-
parations to examine the effects of . 90 to 240 minute perfusion with
blood from dogs unoperated or uninephrectomized 24 hours previously.
They measured nucleic acid synthesis by labelled adenine uptake,
and the functional parameters of RBF, GFR, and sodium handling. The
kidneys used for the control and experimental groups were from animals
not handled similarly: the control kidneys were from dogs bled of one-
half to one-third of their blood volumes just before the kidneys were
removed, while the experimental (UNx group) kidneys were from
untouched animals. This large blood loss would have had profound
effects on the kidney. Functional parameters were reported in one
paper to be unaffected by UNx blood perfusion (197 6b), while in the
other paper GFR and sodium reabsorption are reported to be increased
(1976a). Tritiated adenine uptake by the UNx kidneys were sign-
ificantly greater than by controls (1976b). This may be an indication
of increased RNA or DNA synthesis, or both, Int~rpretation is
hampered by the difference in kidney-donor handling between the two
groups.
Kidney slices have been the most extensively-used preparation
for these investigations. The results of four groups of investigators
are given in Table 9. All groups used kidney slices and serum from
rats weighing 125 to 200 grams (except possibly Lowenstein and Lozner,
who did not give weight data). Kidney tissue was incubated with sham
Table 9 The use of in vitro rat kidney slice preparations i n investigations of
a pos t u lat ed c i r cul a t i ng kidney growth factor.
source of source of assay of r a t i o o f UNx/ reference
r a t s erum kidney slices isotope sham uptake
and l en gth o f uptake
i n c ub a tion
UNx and c o r t ex *thymidine 1.55 Lowenstein
sham 1 2 0 mins . and Lozner ,
1966
24 hrs . cortex *thymidine 1.29 Preus s et -a1 ~
post-UNx 120 mi ns. *uridine 1.30 1970
and sham
24 and 48 h r s . who Le kidney *thymi d i n e 1 Sou1 i l 1ou et al . ,
p o st-UNx and 120 mins . 1975 and 1 97 6
sham
12, 24 or 48 cortex *uridine 1 Coz't.e s et a1. ,
hrs. post UNx 60 mi.ns , 1976
and sham
* denotes labelling with an i sotope
1-'
1-'
1-'
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or UNx ser um a nd l abele d u r i d i ne or t h ymi d i ne f o r on e o r t wo hours,
and up t a ke i n t o RNA or DNA was assay ed and the ratio o f UNx/sham
calc u l a t e d . As c a n be s een i n the t a b l e , two groups o f i nv est-
igat o r s reported i ncreased nuc l eot i d e uptake ",ith UNx s erum, and t.wo
repor t ed find i ng no differential e f f ect . Since the authors give
littl e inf o r ma t i o n regarding the hand l ing o f s e r um and k idney t i ssue ,
the s amp le s i z e s and the variance o f res u l t s , it i s not possible to
specu l a t e on the r eason for the diffe rence in findings.
Fragme n t s of k idney tissue have been explanted in clotted
plasma by Og a wa and Nowinski (1958), o r incubated in medium by
Preus s an d Go l d i n (1975 , 1976). Th e exp l a n t s were of pieces of
rat medulla , about one rom. squ a r e, in clo t ted rooster plasma and
chicke n emb r yo n i c ex t r a c t . Three days after explantation, the
cultu r e s "g r owi ng mos t abundantly" were c ho s e n and divided into
group s of f o u r to seven each and treat ed with serum obtained from
ado l e s c e nt r ats whic h h ad b e e n unopera t ed, sham-operated or uni-
nephr e c t omi zed t wo d a y s previ ous l y . After thr e e days, the proportion
of div i d ing cel ls i n the expl ants wa s determ i n ed . About 2000
ep i t h e l i a l - lik e cells were observed in e a c h e xp lant. In t wo out o f
three comp a r i s on s , the UNx ser um g roup s had h igher mitotic indices
than cont r o l (unop erated o r sham) groups . The differences were not
large (the range of val ues l ay f r om 0.7 to 5.5 per cent), and there
is no ind i c a t i o n of variance o r the stat i s tical significanc e of the
diffe r e n c e s, although the authors s t a te t hat there i s a wi d e
Sca t t e r i ng i n the mi totic i ndices of control s. Criticisms of this
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ex p e r i ment includ e the u se o f medulla rathe r than cor tex frag me n t s ,
o f small numbe r s o f non-rep l i c ate c u l t u r e s , o f an unnecessarily
comp l e x an d v a r i able me d i um, and of s u c h a long interval b etwe en
i
ad d i tion o f serum and assay o f e ffect .
Some of t h e s e obj ections we r e overcome by Preuss and Goldin
(1 975 , 19 76 ) , who prepared adult r at r e na l cortex fragments by
fo r c i ng ti s s u e through a sieve wi t h holes 1.5 x 2 rom. Thirty to
six t y mg. of tissue fragments we r e i n c ub a t e d for 90 minutes in
oxyg e n a t ed Kr ebs-Ringer s o lut i o n with tritiated thymidine (3 HTd R)
an d pla s ma ultrafiltrates from rats either shame- operated or uni-
nep hr ectomi z ed 10 hours t o 14 days pre v i ou s l y . I.iquid scintillation
co unt ing was used t o determine 3HTdR uptake in gropps of three to
s i x s amp l e s . Both s ham a nd UNx g r oups were elevated between 10 and
36 hour s , with UNx consistently abov e sham but not significantly
d i f f e rent from i t (1976) ; or , UNx was reported to be elevated from
da y s one to 14 with a ma ximum at day five, and sham slightly elevated
on da ys three to eight (1 975). Th ere was wide ariation among
g r oup s . Autoradiography o f s amp les s howe d t .hat. half the thymidine
was being take n up by proxima l t ubul e cells, and the remainder by
o the r tubul e epithelial cells and g l ome r u l a r cells.
The authors ultrafiltered the p l asma used in these experiments
t o pre v e n t clo t t i ng during i n c ub at ion with tissue fragments.
Subst a nc e s of molecular we ight great e r t ha n 25,000 were removed by
the pro ced u re . (Th e authors mi staken l y considered that renin wa s
stimu l a t i ng DNA synthesis in t heir c u l t u r e s : since the molecula r
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we i gh t of renin is about 40,000, it could not have been present in
t he plas ma ultrafiltrates being tested.)
The only published r -epor t; (Lyo n s et al., 1974) of the use o f
primary cultures of kidney epithelium in the investigation of
comp ensatory renal growth used cells derived from the hamster .
I nco r poration of tritiated uridine into RNA was increased i.n five -
day- o l d cultures when plasma was a dde d from hamsters uninephrectomized
24 hour s previously. Plasma from sham-operat.ed animals was used as
a contro l . Two to four cultures per group were incubated with
hams t er plasma for periods varying between two and 24 hours. The
larges t increases of UNx vs. sham serum treatment were seen at two
and eigh t hours, with smaller increases between and after these
times .
Although there are criticisms t.o be made, the results of these
~ vit r o experiments lend support to the hypothesis that a circulating
growth factor plays a role in med iation of compensat.ory renal growth.
For the reasons outlined above, ~ v~tro techniques, and especially
primar y culture, offer advantages over ~ :d:.~ situations for the
investig a t i on of such growt h factor s; in fact, such theoretical
consider a t i ons and review of the liter a t u r e of the last 100 years on
this sub j e c t both indicate that ~ vitro methods offer one of the
most promi s i ng lines of research on this topic. Consequently, the
subjec t of this thesis is the development of a primary culture system
suitab le for use in confirmation of the existence of a humoral kidney
mi totic growth factor .
MATERIALS AND MET HODS
A. Ra t surgery
I. Animals
Male, albino , F i s c h e r strain rats were used for all
experi me n t s. Th ey were obtai ned either directly from Charles
Ri ver Laboratories v i a Ca nadi a n Breeding Laboratories (St.
Co ns t a n t , Quebec), or were bred at Memorial University of
Newf ou nd l a nd from s t o ck d e r i v ed from Charles River Lab-
o r a t o r i e s . Th ese inbred rats are reported to be able to
a c c ep t reciprocal skin graf t s. They were used when young
a du l t s of f ive t o e i ght we e k s, of body weight in the range
7 5 to 150 gm. (F i gu r e 4. ). The y had free access to Purina
r a t chow and tap water at al l times.
II. An a e s t h e s i a
Al l surgical procedures were c arr ied out under open
d i e t h y l e t h e r a n a e s t h esia . Th e minimum dose and length of
anaesthes ia required f or e ach procedure were used.
III . Nep h rec t omy a nd sha m opera t i o n
A rat wa s we i ghed and anaes t hetiz e d , and its abdomen
s hav ed. A midl ine inc ision was made, through which the kidney
was gent l y sep ara ted from surrou nd i ng f a t and the adrenal
gland, t he r e na l pedic le ligated with 00 sil k and the kidney
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Figur e 4. Gr owth rate of Fischer rats. The da ta we r e s uppl ied by
Charles River Br eeding Labo r atories, Inc., Wilmington, MAo
excised. Care was taken to ensure tha t the adrenal gland and
its blood supply remained intact. The anterior abdominal wall
was then sutured with silk and the skin closed with 9 nun.
Autoc1ips (Clay Adams, Parsippany, N.Y.). A maximum of five
minutes I anaesthesia was required for the procedure. The
right kidney is on the average heavier by about four per cent
than the left in the Fischer rat (unpublished observations;
Roberts, Hansen and Hyam), and by about 2.5 per cent in the
sprague-Dawley rat (Kaufman et al., 1974), but apparently not
in Lewis rats, whose kidneys are reported to be of equal
weight (Klein and Gittes, 1973). The right kidney was removed
at unilateral nephrectomy; thus it was always the left kidney
which underwent compensatory growth, and the bias caused by
disparity of kidney weights was made consistent.
Sham operation was performed using the same procedure,
except that the kidney was only palpated with the finger: it
was neither cleared of surrounding tissues nor ligated. The
sham procedure was made to last approximatel y the same length
of time as unilateral nephrectomy (UNx).
All operations were carried out between 10 a.m. and 12
noon in order to minimize variability due to the effects of
diurnal variation on mitotic rates (Saetren, 1972).
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IV. Bleeding
A rat wa s weighe~ and anaes t h e t i z e d . Bl ood was obtained
i
from the aorta t h r ough a mi d l i n e incision: the r egion o f the
i l i a c bifurcation was cleare d f a nd t he rat was exsanguinated
with a sterile 23-gauge need l e and syringe. Approximately
five ml. of blood were ob tai n ed from each rat. The blood was
pla c ed in a sterile screw-cap tube, allowed to clot on ice,
and c entrifuged at 1700 g t o obtain clear serum. Sera f r om
rats which had received the same ex p e r i me n t a l treatment were
po ole d and used without delay i n t he preparation of cell
cult ure medium as described b elow.
Whene v e r k i d ne y removal was requ i r e d at the time of death,
the nephrectomy was performe d before bleeding.
V. Kidney weights
I mmed i ately af t e r e x c isi o n , kidne y s we e cleared of any
adhering tissue, i nclud i ng the c apsule , g en tly blotted on a
gauze swa b, a nd weighed t o the nearest 0. 1. mg. on a tared
anal ytic b alance.
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B. Cell culture
A kidney removed from a rat under sterile conditions was
cleaned of fat and decapsulated in a laminar flow hood. It was
then minced into pieces approximately 0.2 rom. in size with an
automatic tissue sectioner (Sorvall, Allied Scientific, Scarborough,
ontario). The minced tissue was transferred to a 100 ml . bottle and
rinsed twice with 10 ml. calcium- and magnesium-free Hank I s basal salt
solution (BSS) containing 0.05 per cent trjpsin and 0.02 per cent EDTA
(Gibco Canada, Burlington, Ontario). The tissue was suspended in
40 ml. of this solution and incubated at 37 oC., using a magnetic
stirrer at slow speed. After 15 minutes, any undissociated tissue
was allowed to settle and the supernatant cell suspension was
decanted. The remaining tissue was once again incubated with an
additional 40 ml , of solution for 15 minutes, and the resulting
second cell suspension was added to the first harvest. The pooled
suspensions were centrifuged for ten minutes at 1000g. The super-
natant was thrown away and the sedimented cells ~uspended in 12 ml..
of RPMI 1640 culture medium containing 5 per cent fetal calf serum,
100 units/ml. of penicillin and 100 lJg .Iml. of streptomycin (all
obtained from Gibco Canada). Microscop ical examination revealed that
this suspension consisted primarily of rounded-up, single cells.
The trypan blue dye exclusion test indicated that a minimum of 95
per cent of these cells were viable.
CuItures were set up in either 24 cm2 plastic flasks (Falcon,
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Fishe r Scientific Co , , Dartmouth, N.S.) or in 2 cm2. plastic Leighton
t ube s (Nunc, Roskilde, Denmark). The cell suspension was added t o
the cul t u r e medium described above a t a concentration of 5 per cent
i
V/ V i i . e . , all the cells harvested a f t e r t r yp s i n i z a t i on from one
ki dn ey wo ul d be finally diluted in 240 ml. medium. Using a
di s p e nser (Repipe t , Fisher Scientific Co.), the final suspensi.on was
me a sured into the culture vessels, e i the r 10 ml. into each flask o r
2 ml , i n t o each tube. The dispenser was agitated from time to time
duri ng this procedure in order to minimize settling of cells. The
cul t u r e s were gassed with 5 per cent CO2 in air a nd then t i ghtl y
c l osed and incub a ted at 37oC. The medium was chan ge d t hree and fi ve
days l a t e r , and the cultures were h a r ve s t e d at six day s. Be fo r.e e.ac h
of the s e manipulations, any cul ture who se medium h ad an ab n ormal pH ,
as i n di c a t e d by phenol red colour change, wa s disc arde d . Figure 5 .
is a scheme of the culture procedure.
Th e use of pipettors and dispensers resulted in effic ient:
hand l i n g and good rep r o du c i b i l i ty in replicate .c u l tures . No
infe c t i o n s ever occurred in cultures , due t o the use o f antibiotics ,
of c l ose d ve s s e l s d ur ing incubation , an d o f a laminar flow hood for
all ma ni p ula t i o ns.
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C. Radioisotope techniques
When the cultures were six days old, tritiated thymidine
(3 HTd R, 6. 7 Ci/mmole, New England Nuclear, Dorval, Quebec) was
added four hours before harvest. The isotope was diluted for
use to 10}l Ci/ml. with sterile distilled water. An automatic
hand pipettor (Oxford Laboratories Sampler, Fisher Scientific
Co.) was used to add 2 ~i to each flask or 1 ).lCi to each tube.
At the time of harvest, the culture medium was poured off
and, for both flasks and tubes, replaced with 5 ml. of calcium-
and magnesium-free Hank's solution containing 0.05 per cent
trypsin and 0.02 per cent EDTA (Gibco). The cultures were
incubated 20 minutes at 37 oC., at which time all the cells had
become detached from the plastic surface of the culture vessels
and were in suspension.
If a cell count was to be made, a I ml. aliquot was
removed. The remaining volume (4 ml , ) of cell suspension was
processed for liquid scintillation counting. Using a filtering
manifold (Millipore, Mississallga, Ontario) with fibre-glass
filters (Reeve Angel, Fisher Scientific Co.), the cells were
washed once with 0.9 per cent saline, three times with cold
5 per cent trichloroacetic acid and twice with 95 per cent
ethanol. Each wash consisted of 10 ml. of solution delivered
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by a n automati c d i s p e n s e r (OXford Pipettor, Fis h er Sc ien t i f i c
cc . j . Each filter ; contain i ng the precipitated a nd wash ed DNA
from a single culture; was p l aced in a glass scintillation vial
i
and 1 ml.. of solubilizer CNCS, Arnersham Searle, Oakville I
Ont a r i o ) was added with an automa t i c hand pipettor (Clay Adams,
Fishe r Scientific Cov ) ; Afte r standing at room temperature
overn i gh t , 10 mI. of scinti l lation fluid (Spectrofluor I Amersham
Se a r l e ) was added to each via l with an all-glass au tomatic
dispe n s e r (Repipet , Fisher Scien t i f i c Co.). The samples weze
refr i g e r a t e d in the dark for 24 hours to minimize chemilumine-
sce n c e , and then c ou n t ed in a r e f r i g e r a t e d Beckman LS-35S
liqu i d scinti llation system . Eith e r counts per minute (C.P.M.)
a s obtained directly from t h e co un t e r were used as data I or
di s i n t eg r a t i o n s per minute (D.P .M.) were calculated using an
e x t e r na l standard .
II . ~ vivo
To e s timate t he rat e o f n ew DNA synth sis in the intact
ani ma l s, rats were inj ected i n t r a p e r i toneally with 25 l-ICi
3HTdR/I OO gm. body weight (6 .7 Ci / mmo l e , New England Nuclear)
four hours befor e killing . The e xci sed kidney was immediately
weigh ed and cut in two; one half was fixed for histological
exami n a t i on (mitotic inde x determin a t i o n ) , and the othe r wa s
we i gh ed and froz e n at -is>c. u n t i l further processing, which
wa s done within a week . A mot.or edr-Lved Potter homogenizer was
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used to prepare a homogenate of each k idney in 5 ml. cold 5
per cent trichloroacetic aci d (TCA) , and then extracted with
2.5 ml , hot 5 p e r cent TCA (9 0oC. f or 15 mins.) according
to the method o f Schneider (Les l i e , 19 55). After centrifugation
at 6000 g, 0.5 ml., of supernatant was mixed with 10 ml.
sci n t i l l a t i o n fluid (Aquasol , New Eng land Nuclear). After
ref r i g e r a t i on in the dark fo r 24 hours to minimize chem-
i l umi ne s c e nc e , the samples were counted in a Mark I Nuclear
Chica go counter. The data were ex p ress e d as C.P.M., or as
D. P . M. after correction for quenching. Since the quench
correction was f o und not to vary s i gnif i c a n t l y , the data were
u s ua l l y expres s ed as C.P.M .
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D. Ce l l counting
Whe n cell counts were to be made, as noted above one ml , of
trypsin i z e d cell suspensiOl~ was removed from each culture at harvest.
It was diluted with 9 ml. of suspending solution (Isoton, Coulter
Diagnos t i c s , Inc.), and the cell count was made wd.t.h an electronic
cell counter (model ZBI Coulter Counter). The amplification,
apertu r e current and threshold range were chosen in order to
elimina t e cell debris and undissociated clumps of cells. An
analyz e r and plotter (Coulter Channelyzer) were used to plot the
cell size distribution. Suspensions of pollen grains of known
size we r e used as standards - paper mulberry, 12 to 13pm, and ragweed,
19 to 20 pm (Coulter Diagnostics, Inc) .
E. Histology
I. Intact kidney
Histological sections of kidney were prepared for
determination of mitotic index. An excised kidney was
weighed, halved, fixed in Bouin' s fluid for 24 hours, and
imbedded in wax. Sections of 7 u m, were cut and stained with
haem atoxylin and eosin. The standard procedures as outlined
in Carleton's Histological Technique were followed (1967).
II. Cultured cells
Stained preparations of cultured cells were made as
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follows: cultures were set up (in plastic flasks) by the meth-
od described above. For fixation, the medium was poured off
and a microscope slide-sized piece was cut out of the flask's
growing surface with small bone snips. The cells were air-
dried, using an unheated blower, and fixed in absolute methanol
for 10 minutes. The preparation was dippeci in pH 6.8
phosphate buffer for 2 minutes, then stained in Giemsa diluted
1: 10 with the same buffer, and finally rinsed with the buffer.
Preparations for phase and electron microscopy were
trypsinized cultured cells fixed in suspension in Karnofsky 's
fixative, post-fixed with osmium tetroxide and imbedded in
resin according to the method described by Rowden and Lewis
(1974) .
III . Microphotography
All photography was done with a Zeiss Phomi II. Kodak
Pl u s X .p an film was uSed with a green fi.lter for phase micro-
scopy or a red for stained prep a r a t i.o n s . Colour photographs
were made with Kodak Ektacolor Professional Type S film.
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F . Prepar a t i o n of tis s u e homogenate fra ctions
So luble a nd microsome i f r a c t ions o f rat k idney and liver
homoge na t e s were p rep a r e d accord ing to t he method o f Dicker (1972).
Kidney or liver tissue was remove d from a r at using my standard
surg i c a l procedure. The k i dne y cortex was dissected away from the
medu l l a , which was d iscarded. Th e tiss ue was weighed and homogenized
with a motor-driven Potter homog eniz e r in cold 0.25 M. sucrose.
Sucro s e was added t o g ive a vo l ume of 10 ml , f or ev e ry gram o f
tiss u e . The homo genate was centrifuged i n the cold at 8000 g for 10
min u t e s to remove cell debris, nuclei, l y s osome s and mitochondria.
The supern a t a n t wa s t hen centri fuged a t 40,000 g for 30 minutes.
The sedime nt , containing mo s t of the mi c r o s ome s (free ribosomes and
fragme n t s of endoplasmic r e t i c u l um wi t h attached ribosomes) was
resu s p e nde d in 0 .25 M sucrose to give t he o r iginal volume - i..e.,
10 ml. of the final suspension contai ned microsomes derived from
1 gm. o f k i d ney corte x or l i ver. The s uperna t a n t from centrifugation
(the solub le frac t ion ) was a l s o made up to t he o i iginal volume (10
ml./gm. tis sue ) wi th 0.25 M sucros e . The homoge n a t e fractions
were kept cold throughout t he procedure , an d we r e used in e xper i me n t s
immed i a t e l y a f t er p r eparat ion .
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pr epa r a t i on of x a n t hop t e r i n so l uID....u t i o n s
The method desc ribed by Haddow e et aL (1972) was used to
pr epar e sol utions 0 :1; xanthopterin , a sa pigmen t i solated f rom insect
wings. Ten mg. o f t he compound CSi gm;pgrna / St . Louis, Mo.) was dissolved
in 1 mI , o f N/ 3 NaOH. An equal volum:o:urne of N/3 Hel was added , and
t he result i ng fine suspension of 5 mgJlIKllg. xa n t hop ter i n per ml. N/6
sa line wa s au t o c l a v e d . ,Fo r addition []I') t o cultures, this suspension
was diluted wi t h Hank I s balanced s a l tilIl t solution (Gibco ) to give
th e requi r e d concentr a tion i n a 0 ,,0 2 ~ 2 ml. volume.
H . Data presentation and statistical analysis
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The mean and s t a n d a r d error of the mean were calculated for
each group of cultures treated similarly and simultaneously .
Data from cultures grown at different times were never combined.
Since samples of 30 or less were used in this study, Student 1 s t
distribution was employed to test significance of differences
between any two groups of cultures being compared. The two-tailed
distribution was always used, since in many experiments it was
not known whether experimental treatment would increase or decrease
the parameter assayed when compared with a control group . All
differences with values.::.. 0.10 were considered significant.
Calculations were performed with a Hewlett-Packard instrument,
model 9810A .
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EXPERI MENTAL DESIGN AND RESULTS
A. Compensatory renal grqwth i n Fische r rats.
Some aspects o f comp e n s a tor y r e na l growth vary with age
(see discussion in review c h ap t er); and since rate of body growth
varies with strain of rat, it i s reasonable to assume that
co mpensatory r e na l g rowth may als o vary. Therefore, I have
established certain growth p aramet e r s f o r the Fischer rats
used i n the research fo r thi s thesi s . 1-1ost of the published
work in this area has been on t he more commonly-used rat strains ,
such as Sprague-Dawley and Wistar, which have a higher rate of
body growth than Fisch e r r.a t s .
I. Kidney weights
Animals we r e randomly d ivide d i nt o blO groups of thirty
e a c h : sham( S) and uninephrec tomy (UNx). On day 0, the rats
were weighe d and numbere d by e a r - c l i pp i ng , and the operations
wer e p e r f o rmed a lte r nately. The remove d kilineys were weighed.
Five rats f r om each group wer e killed on days 1, 2, <1, "I,
14 a nd 21; the r a ts and their remai n i ng k idneys were \'leighed.
The s urgery was a l wa y s done in the mo r ning , and for the
f irst four days particular a tte n ti.on was paid to killing the
rats at inte r vals o f prec i sely 24 hours after initial surgery.
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F igure 6 . illustrates the increase in contralateral (left)
kid n e y weight expressed as a per c e n t a g e o f body weight at
v a r i ou s periods after .s h am or UNx operation. Means and
stan d a r d e r r o r s of the mea n are shown . Th e two groups differed
s i g n i f i c a n t l y when compared by t test (p < 0.1) on days 2 to
21, but not on day 1 , 24 hours after supqexy , The two groups
of r a t s gained body weight at t h e same rate, as shown in Figure
7 .
I I . Hyperplasia
Two measures of kidney c e ll hyperplasia were studied:
mitotic index and uptake of tr i t i a t e d thymidine.
For determination of mitotic index, f o r t y rats were
randomly placed in two groups o f twenty: Sand UNx. The
appropriate surgery was performed during the morning, and
44 hours later, the animals r e c e ived an i n t:r a p e r i toneal injection
of the mitot i c inhibit o r colchicine ; the dose was 0.1 mg.
colchi c ine/lOa gm. bo dy weigh t . At 48 hours after surgery (4
h o urs a fter colchicine inj e c t i on), the l e f t kidneys of both
groups were e xci s ed and weigh e d . 'f he interval of 48 hours
wa s chose n b e cause we h a d found t h a t cells we r e dividing at a
maximal rate b etween 4 0 a nd 50 h ours (Roberts, Hansen and Hyam,
unpublished results) . Half o f e a c h excised left kidney was
used to p repare stained sections, which were coded and from
wh i ch c ounts were made of mito t i c f i gu r es in 25 fields at a
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Figure 6. Effect of uninephrectomy on contralateral kidney weight in Fischer rats. A significant increas e
in contralateral kidney weight is seen i n young adult , mal e Fischer rats 2 to 21 days after
uninephrectomy, when the kidney weights are compared to thos e of sham-operated animals. Each
data point represents the mean + S .E . M. for four rats , an d • designates a significant difference
between uninephrectomy and sham-values.
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Figur e 7. Effect of uninephrectomy o n Fischer rat b ody weight . ' 'fhe
r a te o f body weight ga in i n yo ung a dult , ma l e Fischer rats
do e s not differ signific antly when sham operation is
comp ared wi t h unilateral nephrectomy . Each data point
represents the mean :!:- S . E . M. for four l:ats.
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magnification of X500 . Most of these were recognizable as
colchicine-inhibited metaphases, with stubby chromosomes in
a pale, swollen cytopiasm. The scanning was done in a
i
castellation pattern over the cortex alone, since, with rare
exceptions, all mitoses were found in this area of the kidney.
The code was broken and the results averaged; there was close
agreement between the results of two bbservers. The means and
standard errors of the means were calculated for each group,
and Student's t test applied.
Figure 8. shows the results of 20 rats in each group by
scatter diagram, where each point represents the value for one
rat averaged from two observe r s making bl ind counts. Although
there is some overlap between the groups, the means differ
at a significant level (p < 0 .05) .
In an experiment designed to measure tritiated thymidine ( 3 HTdR)
uptake by kidney cells, sham and UNx operations were per-formed
on twenty rats e a c h; 44 hours l a t e r they were injected with
3HTd R (see Materials and Methods) and at 48 hours t:he left
kidneys were removed and weigh ed. Half of each kidney was
used for histological examination, and the other half was
weighed and processed _for liquid scintillation counting. The
3HTdR uptakes of the two qzoups were compared, and were
considered to be an index of their rates of DNA synthesis
during the 4 hours before death.
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Figu r e 8. Mitotic index of contralateral kidney after unf.nephr-ec tomy .
Mi totic index of renal tubular epithelium is significantly
increased 48 hours after uninephrectomy. Each data point
represents one male, young adult, Fischer r at. . Mean and S .E .H.
are designated for each group .
Figu r e 9. shows that there is variation i n each qr'oup , but
no ove rlap , and the mean uptake of UNx r a t s i s greater t:han
sha ms at a significant level (p < 0. 05 ) .
i
III . Adrenal gland weights
There was a danger that the manipulations required for
un i l a t e r a l nephrectomy wo uld inte rfere with the adrenal gland's
b l ood supply, resulting i n a t r ophy o f the gland and upset in
ho r mone production . I n o r der to in ve s t i ga t e this possibility,
twelv e rats were randomly divided i n t o two groups: one received
s h am operation and the other, un inephrectomy. Forty-eight hours
l a ter both adrenal glands were excised from each rat, cleaned
of a dh e r i n g f a t and we " ghed.
When tested b y Student 's t tes t , no difference was found
be twe e n the adrenal gland weigh t s f r om sham and UNx rats, or
be tw e e n the right and left glands f rom either group. These
we i gh t s , their mean value s a n d s tandard e r r o r s ~f the mean are
give n i n Table 10 .
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Fi gu r e 9. Uptake of tritiated thymidine by contralateral kidney after
uninephre ctomy . uptake o f tritiated t:hymidine by contralateral
kidney 48 hours after uninephrectomy. Each da t a poin t represents
o n e male, yo un g a du l t , F i scher r at. Mean and S .E .M . are
de s i g na t e d for each group .
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Ta b l e 10 . Absence of e f f ec' t of uninephrectomy on adrenal gland weight:
in Fischer rats ..
Typ e of surgery*
sid e of adrenal gland
a d r e n a l gland
we i gh t s (mg.):
mea n weights (mg. )
S .E. M.
Sham UNx
**Right Left **Right Left
23 . 5 17.5 24.8 21. 8
1 7 . 9 20.3 23.8 25.5
22.7 21.9 21. 7 19.8
24 .1 20.4 24.1 24.4
19.0 24.4 12.7 16.2
18 .4 22.6 23.6 19.6
21.1 25.1 21.8 21.1
21.0 21. 7 21. 8 21.2
1.0 1.0 1.6 1.2
Surgery was performed 48 hours previously .
The kidney from the r i gh t side was removed
at uninephrectomy .
B. Characteristics of primary rat kidney cultures
I. Morphology
The rrorphology of the cultures was of interest for two
(a) to characterize the growth of the cultures, and
(b) to confirm that the cells were epithelial, and not
fibroblast-like or endothelial, cells .
In the course of all experimental work, randomly-chosen
cul tures were routinely examined by phase microscopy to
confirm the health and growth status of the cells .
In one experiment, cultures were fixed .:!:!!. situ with
methanol on days 4 through 7, stained with Giernsa and photo-
graphed to show the change in appearance with age (Figure 10.) .
(Details of this and other methods described in this section
are given in the Materials and Methods aec t.Lon , ) The number
of cells increases until about day 5 and the size until day 6,
finally forming a nearly complete monolayer. The cells have
an epithelial appearance, which is further demonstrated in
Figure 11., which is a phase photomicrograph of a 0.5 um,
section of fixed cultured cells on day 5. Microvilli can
be seen in these photographs, and also in Figure 12., an
electron micrograph of cul, tured cells on day 5.
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Day 4 Day 5 Day 6 Day 7
Figure 10. Change of appeaz-ance of primary kidney cultures with time. Both size and number of these cells .....
increase with age of culture. The cells' epithelial appearance can be seen. ~
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Fi gure 11. Phase photomicrograph of cultured renal epithelial cells.
The epithelial nature of these cells is confirmed by their
palisade arrangement . Microvilli can be seen on their
unattached surfaces . A dividing cell is seen at the bottom.
Magnification X550
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Fig ur e 12. Electron micrograph of cultured renal epithelial cell. The
nuclei of two adjacent cells are seen . Microvilli fill the
intracellular space. Magnification XI8,OOO
Jtl4,
II. Quanti tati ve growth characteristi c s
Cell size and number and tritiated thymidine uptake of
cultures were determined daily in order to characterize
the growth of kidney epithelium i:E. vitro. A Coulter Counter
Channelyzer was used to plot the size distribution in a
trypsinized kidney epithelial cell suspension. Then, 36
cul tures were set up in flasks using this suspension. Six
cultures were harvested on each of days 2 through 7, and the
cell size distributions plotted. Since the six plots for each
harvest were similar, an "average" (by eye) distribution was
drawn for each day.
Both the range of and mean of cell volume increased during
. the period 2 - 7 days. The mean cell diameter of trypsinized
cell suspension measured with an electronic cell counter and
sizer increased from about 13 urn to about 17lJI11 as shown in
Figure 13. (The assumption is made that the cells are spherical,
and therefore the cell diameter is an accurate index of its
volume.) This measured cell hypertrophy co -r e Lat.ed with that
observed by microscopy.
Unit number of cells and C.P.M. per culture were determined
using cultures set up in Leighton tubes. Ten were harvested
on each of days 2 through 7. Since only the relative assay
values were needed to show the growth pattern, absolute number
of cells and D.P.M. were not calculated.
POllEN GRA INS OF
KNOWN DIAMETER
KIDNEY CELL·SUS PENS ION
USED FOR PRIMARY CULTURE
CULTURED CELLS:
2 DAYS
3 DAYS
4 DAYS
5 DAYS
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»:.»:
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:Fi g ur e 13. Change with time of cell size distribution in primary kidney
cultures. Increase in ce l l , size with age of c ulture is
demonstra ted using an electronic cell counter and sizer .
Pollen grains are used f o r comparison .
The mean values are p l o tted in Fi.gure 14. The highest
rate of DNA synthesis occurs on day 4, one day before that of
the greatest number of cells .
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Figure 14 . Change with time o f cell numbers and uptake of tritiated
thymidine in primary kidney cultures . The maximum rate
of DNA synthesis precedes the maximum of cell numb ers b y
one day . Mean and S .E .M . for each group of cultures is
shown .
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C. ~ vitro radioisotope assay
I. Effect of dose
Sixty cultures were set up in Leighton tubes. On day 6,
four hours before harvest, they were randomly divided into
six groups of ten cultures each, receiving the following doses
o f 3HTdR in 0.1 ml. volumes: 0.125, 0.25, 0.50, 1.00, 2.00 or
4 . P011Ci. Counts per minute per culture were determined, and
the means calculated and plotted. A linear increase in uptake
is shown in Figure 15.
II. Effect of cold thymidine chase and proportion uptake of
Sixty cultures were set· up in Leighton tubes and divided
into three groups of 20 each, receiving 0.50, 1.00 or 2.00 Ci
3HTdR on day 6 . Four hours later, 0.2 mg. of cold thymidine
was added to 10 cultures from each group. This thymidine was
combined i n solution with the trypsin and ~DTA used for har-
ves t i n g .
The same doses of 3HTd R a dd e d to the cultures (0.50,
1.00 and 2 .00 11 ci) were dispensed into ten liquid scintillation
vials per group, a total of 30 vials. These samples, containing
no cells or medium, were then treated exactly as the remainder
of those in the experiment: solubilizer and scintillation
cocktail were added , and the C. P. M. determined. The means
0=
:::l
~
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x
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2
gCi THYMIDINE I CULTURE
Figure 15. Dose-effect of tritiated thymidine on its uptake by primary rat kidney cultures. The mean and
S.E .M. are shown for each group of ten cultures.
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were calculated for each do s e: (a) u sing the normal procedure,
(b ) followed by a cold chase, and (c) when added directly to
the scintillation vials without any cell suspension.
Only at the highest dose did the cold chase effect a
decrease in 3HTd R uptake : c o l d chase cultures were 138 per
c e n t of controls at 0 .511Ci, 1 04 per cent at Lu C'i, and 88 per
cent at 211Ci.
Th e percentage uptak e o f t he total dose was consistently
small: 0.49 per cent at 0 .5llCi, 0.43 per cent at lllCi, 0.53
per cent at 211Ci.
The blank control values r an g e d from 6 to 27 (mean 14)
C. P .M., with no correlation with dose. It is usually the aim
for the experimental sample t o have a radioactivity at least
t en times that of t h e backg rou nd (Wol f, 1964), so the dose of
l llCi was chosen as optimal: the mean experimental C.P.H. at
t h is dose is a bout 1 500 C.P .M. , wh ich is about 100 times the
bla nk contr o l mean of 14 C. P.M. 'fhe cold chase effect was
a lso t ake n into consid e r a t i on i n making thi s choice.
III. Ef f e c t of length of exposur e
F i f t y culture s were s et up in Leighton tubes. Beginning
on day five, 3HTd R was added t o groups of ten cultures at 20,
16, 12 , 8 and 4 hours before harv e s t on day six. The mean
C.P.M. p er c ultur e f or each g r oup was determined and plotted.
1 50
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There was a non-linear increase in uptake with time, with
the smallest variance at four hours (see Figure 16). This four-
hour length of exposure was considered optimal since the mean
counts per minute value is sufficiently high (about 1800
C.P.M./culture), and because the biological "natural " variation
among the cultures makes it imperative to reduce variation
wherever possble.
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D. Se a r:-c h for a positive control : x a n thopter i n
I. _ Optimal length of exposure
Sixty cultures were set up i n Leighton tubes. 'l'hirty were
ch o s e e n at random on day four , an d 0 .01 mg. xanthopterin (xn)
i n 0 .02 ml., HBSS added to each. The dose was determined by
c a l c :::u l a t i n g the relationship o f t h e culture medium volume to
the ::: blood volume of rats used by Haddow et ale (1972 ) and
sca l _ i n g down the dose given ~ v ivo proportionally. The
remaai n i n g thirty were control c u l t ur e s , and .0.02 ml , HBSS was
add e s d to them. Ten each of control and experimental cultures
we r e ~ h a r ve s ted 4, 28 a n d 52 hours later. The cultures were
expo _ s e d to 3HTdR for the four ho u r s prior to harvest , and
C.P. 1 M. and number of cells p e r c u l t u re were determined .
Figure 17 . is a plot of 3HTdR uptake vs. unit number of
cel l :.... s per culture . At four h ours, the Xn-treated cultures show
highra e r mean C. P.M . and c e ll n umbe r value s than the control
groU}np i i t is obvious f r o m the p l o t , ho weve , that the high
C. P • . M. value s are associated wi t h high cell numbers. Since cell
divi sio n cou l d not be stimul a t e d an d co mpl e t e d within such a brie f
time ~ , i t must be b y chance that f o ur c ul t u r e s with high numb ers
of c ;:=e l l s and a h igh rate of DNA s y n the s i s associated with this,
were ~ p l a c e d in the Xn group .
At 24 hours, we see the same correlation between number
of cc::: e l l s and 3HTdR uptak e . Al thou gh t he distribution of Xn-
20 I 4-HOUR EXPOSURE I 24-HOUR EXPOSURE I 48 ...HOUR EXPOSURE
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Figure 17. Effect of various lengths of exposure of primary kidney cultures to xanthopterin. Uptake
of tritiated thymidine correlates with number of cells per culture . Treatment with
xanthopterin has no effect on either parameter with exposure times of 4 - 48 hours .
treated cultures is bimodal, the mean values for 3HTdR uptake
and number of cells do not d i f f e r significantly from the
control means . At 48 hours, the two groups are the same and
show the same distributions.
II. Dose response curve
Fifty-six c u l t u r e s were set up in Leighton tubes, and
eight assigned to each of s even groups: on day 4 each culture
received 0.001, 0.010 , 0.025, 0 .050, 0.075 or 0.100 mg. Xn in
0.02 ml. (See Materials and Methods section for technical
details. ) The cultures were harvested 28 hours later , and
C.P.M . and number of cells per culture were determined . The
results are shown in Figure 18 . ,where each point represents
one culture. There is large variation among cultures in each
group. No stimulation occur s a t any dose, and the lowest and
highest doses may be inhibi tory .
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Figure 18. Effect of various doses of xant hopterin on upta ke of tri t iate d thymidine in primary kidney
c ul ture s. Only cultures receiving the smallest do se tested differ significantly from those
.....i th no addition (p = 0 .02). A sti mu l a t o ry effe c t 'o f xa nt ho pteri n is not seen at any dose . f-'V1
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E. Effect of tissue homogenate fractions on cultures
Reports in the literature indicate that intraperitoneal
injection of the soluble fraction of kidney, but not liver, inhibits
the compensatory renal growth that should follow UNx in rats
(Dicker, 1972). The following experiments were designed to determine
whether the soluble fraction of kidney homogenate would inhibit
cultured kidney cell division. Liver soluble fraction was also
tested.
The soluble fraction was prepared, as described in the Materials
and Methods chapter, from homogenate of rat kidney cortex or liver
tissue in 0.25M sucrose. Various doses of these preparations, derived
from tissue ranging in weight from 0.1 to 100 mg., were added to
five-day-old cultures with an automatic pipet (Selectapette, Clay
Adams, Parsippany, N. J • ). Control cultures had 0.25 M sucrose added.
All doses -we r e diluted so that the same volume was added to every
culture, which was ten per cent of the medium volume. After twenty
hours, 3HTd R was added to the cultures according ~o the usual pro-
cedure, and harvesting was done at 24 hours. The uptake of 3HTd R
for each group is shown in Figure 19. The addition of sucrose
decreased 3HTd R to 83 per cent of that of untreated controls. The
largest dose of both kidney and liver fraction, that from 100 mg. of
tissue, gave lower than sucrose control uptakes; all other doses of
kidney, and 10 mg. liver, resulted in uptakes not significantly
different from controls; and the two smallest doses of liver
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Figu r e 19. Dose-effects of soluble fractions of kidney and liver homo-
genates on uptake of tritia ted thymidine by primary kidney
cultures. Cultures were treated with soluble fraction of
homogenate s o f the de s i g na t ed type and weight of tissue.
Th e mean a nd S. E . M. i s shown for each group of ten c ultures.
fra c t i o n , land O. 1 mg., were stimulatory. Both tissues produced
do s e response curves.
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F . Rat se r um expe riments
I. Comparison of rat and calf sera
Sixty cultures were s e t up in flasks. On day three,
twenty rats were sham-operated . They were bled 48 hours later,
and their pooled serum added to t h i r t y o f the cultures,
replacing fetal calf serum. Twenty-four hours later, on day
six, the c ul t u r es were harvest ed, C. P. M. determined and the
g roups compared. Fig ur e 20 . s hows a scheme of the procedure.
Cultures tre a t e d f o r 24 hours with serum from sham-
operated r ats h a d a s i gnificantly higher 311Td R uptake than
paral l el c u l t ures ma intained cont i nuous l y in fetal -calf serum.
Each point represe nts one cul t u r e in Figure 21., and the means
differ at a l evel of P < 0.01 .
II. Absence of non-specific e f f e c t of surgery .
I n orde r to i nv e s t i g a te t he po ssibilitJ}' that physiological
d i s turb a nces d u e to t he str e s s of s u r ger y or the anaesthesia
mi ght have a stimulatory or inhibitory effect , fif ty cultur es
were s e t up in f lasks. On day t hree , t en rats were sham-
operated. On day five, f or t y-ei g h t hours later, these rats
and ten unoperated rats we re bled, a nd the sera added to tw enty
cultures for e ach g roup. Twenty-four hours later, the cultures
were harvested , C. P . M. determi ne d a nd the groups compared.
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Figure 20. Scheme of treatme nt of p rima ry kidney cultures with rat serum.
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Fig ur e 21. Comparison of effects of rat and fetal calf sera on primary
kidney cultures. Serum from rats sham-operated 48 hours
previously causes greater uptake of tritiated thymidine in
cul tures than does fetal c a l f serum. Each data point
represents on e culture , a n d the mean and S.E.M. of each group
is shown .
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The results are given in Figure 22" where each point
represents one culture. The groups do not differ (p > 0.4),
indicating that there is no growth stimulation or inhibition
due to surgery .
III . Effect of uninephrectomy
Eight experiments were done in which pooled sham and UNx
sera obtained 48 hours after surgery from at least three rats were
added to groups of 12 to 30 cultures on day five. Twenty-
four hours later the cultures were harvested and C. P . M.
determined . The ratio of mean 3HTd R uptake - UNx/sham -
was calculated fo r each experiment .
Table ll.summarizes the data from these experiments, and
the 48-hour portion of Figure 23. shows the results, where
each point represents the mean ratio for one experiment. The
range of means ratios is from 1.03 to 1.40, all of which
except one differ s ignificantly f r om 1. 00 . •
IV . Time course of UNx serum effect
Experiments were carried out a s in the preceding section
using serum pools obtained 18, 24 o r 36 hours post-operatively.
Two, six and one experiments were done, respectively. The
ratios, C.P.M. of UNx/sham, for these three time intervals
plus those for 48 hours are shown graphically in Figure 23.; the
data are given in Table 11 . Ea ch p o i n t represents the ratio
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Figure 22. Absence of effect o f surgery on primary kidney c u l t u r e s
treated with rat serum. There i.s no significant difference
between uptake of tritiated thymidine i n cultures treated
with serum from unoperated rats or from rats sham-operated
48 hours previously. Each data point represents one culture,
and the mean and S .E.M. of each group is shown .
uninephrectomized rat serum.
Sham serum UNx serum C.P.M. ratio
---- ----
Experi- # hrs. post-op. # of mean C.P.M./ # of mean C.P.M./ UNx/S Significance
ment # serum collected cultures culture cultures culture P Value
1 18 12 760 12 750 0.99 0.45
2 18 15 840 15 810 0.96 0.90
3 24 1 5 630 15 680 l.08 0.10*
4 24 15 618 15 626 1.01 0 .80
5 24 10 750 10 750 l.00 0.90
6 24 40 700 40 660 0.94 0.20
7 24 1 5 390 15 330 0 . 85 0.30
8 24 15 760 15 600 0.79 0.20
9 36 30 7140 30 7140 1.00 0.45
10 48 12 109 12 153 1.40 0.10*
11 48 30 303 30 389 1.28 0.01*
12 48 2:5 440 15 550 1.25 0.01*
13 48 12 154 12 191 1. 24 0.10*
14 48 30 4600 30 5520 l.20 0.005*
15 48 30 259 30 299 1.15 0.05*
16 48 20 6610 25 7260 1.10 0.10*
17 48 30 1750 30 1800 1.03 0.45
* denotes a significant diffe=ence between sham and UNx g=oups
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Fi g u r e 23 . Differential effect on p r Lmary kidney cu ltures of treatment
with sham-operat.ed or uninephrectomized rat serum at v a r i o u s
times after surgery . • de no t e s a ratio d e r i ve d from means of
two groups which differ s i.qn i.f LcerrtLy , 0 denotes a ratio of
means not significantly different.
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from one experiment. There is no consistent growth stimulation
until 48 hours.
v. Efforts to optimize UNx effect '
Most of the kidney cells which divide ~ vivo following
UNx are proximal tubule epithelial cells which lie entirely
in the cortex. It is possible that the stimulatory effect of
UNx serum on cultures could be increased by raising the
proportion of these cells in the cell suspension used to set up
cuLtures. Preparation of cultures from the cortex alone,
instead of from the whole kidney, would achieve this end.
Sixty cultures were set up in Leighton tubes, thirty with
cell suspensions derived from whole kidney and thirty from
cortex alone. The dissected tissue was weighed and the
appropriate dilution made so that the cells in each preparation
were derived from the same weight of tissue. Each of these
groups was divided into two, and 48-hour am or UNx serum
was added. The same two serum pools were used for both groups.
Tritiated thymidine uptake was determined and the group
means compared. Figure 24.shows the results, with each
point representing one culture. Comparison by t test of the
two sham groups, and of the two UNx groups, reveals no
significant difference; and in both cortex and whole kidney
cultures, the stimulatory effect of UNx serum compared with
~ t8 ~
f 0~ j ~ Ir~ 8~ 4 , 8!
:E 3 0
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CORTEX CULTURE
SHAM UNX
SERUM SERUM
WHOLE KIDNEY CULTURE
Figure 24. Comparison of effects of sham and uninephrectomy sera on primary cultures derived from whole
kidney or from cortex alone. There is no significant difference between the two types of
cul, tures ·....hen treated with the same serum pool. In both cases, uninephrectomy serum causes a
significantly higher uptake of tritiated thymidine than does sham serum. Sera were obtained
48 hours after surgery. Each data point represents one culture; group means and S.E .M. are shown.
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sham i s significant (p< 0.01 in both cases ) .
The differential effects o f cont rol and UNx sera might
also be increased by l engthening the t im e of exposure of
cuitures to serum f r om the usua l 24 ho urs . An experiment was
done in which cultures were maintained in the various serum
types for s ix days. This type of experiment might also give
information r e ga r d i ng the nature of the serum factor: is it
stimulatory and in UNx serum, o r is it inhibitory and in
control s e r a ? In the latt er case , t h e diff e r e n t i a l effect
would be seen in young cul tures before the growth maximum
is reached at four da ys; and in the former case , after the
growth peak.
One hundred sixty cultures were set up in Leighton t ubes ;
forty cultures e a ch were set up i n fe t al c a l f serum , or rat
unope rated, sham or UNx serum. Th e rat serum was obtained
forty-eight hour s a fter s urgery. The me d ium was changed as
u s ua l o n da y s three a nd f i v e , ke ep ing e a ch fj-r o up of cultures in
its particular type o f serum. Te n cul tur es from each group
were harveste d at 24-hou r i nterv a l s on days three, four, five
and six . C.P .M. were determined a nd t he r esu l t s plotted ,
shown in Figure 25.
No signi ficant differe nc e s exist b e tween any two culture
groups on days t hree and fou r . On days four, five and six ,
UNx ser um cultur e s had h igher 3HTd R up t a ke t:han controls: the
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Figure 25. Differential effects o f incUbating cultures wi t h v a r i ous sera
f or three to six days, Serum obta ined from rats uni n e ph r e c t -
omized 48 hours previously causes s i gnificantly higher uptake
o f tri tiated thymidine than controls on d ays five a nd six .
Mea n a nd S.E .M. are shown.
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differenc e wa s not significa nt on day f o ur , but the levels of
significance we r e p< O. Ol o n day five and p = 0.02 on day six.
Sham and unoperated rat serum c u l t u res did not differ s igni-
ficantly on a ny day . Cul t u r e s with fetal calf serum had the
lowest uptake on days four t h rough six.
VI. Effect of bilateral neph r ectomy
It is possibl e that the po s t u l a t e d serum factor mediating
comp ensatory r e n a l g rowth i s produ c e d by the remaining kidney
tissue. If so, bilateral n ephrectomy would abolish the serum
stimulatory effect on culture s. However, if the factor is
derived f r om anoth er source, remov a l of both kidneys should
increase the stim ulatory effe ct.
Two batches of ninety cultures were set up in tubes.
On day three or four, group s of rats received either sham
operation, UNx o r b i l a t e ral neph r e c t omy (BiNx). The animals
we re a llowe d wat e r but no food i n the Lnt.e r ve.L between operation
a nd death since prel i mi n a ry experime n ts had shown that fed BiNx
r a t s d ied before 48 ho u r s, p robab l y du e to uremia increased by
i ng e s ted pro t e i n c a t abo lism. Hats were bled 9n day five
(some 24 and othe r s 48 ho u rs af t e r surgery), and the various
serum p oo l s were a dd ed to groups of thirty cultures each.
C. P . M. were determined, and t he results compared and plotted
(Figure 26.).
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Figure 26. Effect of bilaterally- n e ph r ectomized r at serum on primary
kidney cultures . The e f f e c t o f 48-ho ur BiNx serum on up t ake
of tri t iate d thymidin e in cultures is an inhibi tory one .
Serum from rats 48 ho u r s a fte r UNx s i gn i f i c a n t l y stimulated
uptake. The groups do not differ si"gnifican t l y a t 2 4 hour s.
'"'-- -~ ~~ ,,~rl ~ "R.M_ is s h o wn f o r each gro up o f 30 c ul t ures.
At 24 hours, there is no significant difference between
either sham or UNx, or UNx and BiNx cultures. At 018 hours ,
UNx serum cultures have a s i gnificantly (p < 0.01) higher
3HTd R uptake than shams. Bi Nx serum has halted 3HTd R uptake
in cultures; C.P.M. in these cultures is no higher t.han back-
ground. Serum urea nitrogen content was determined for each
48 hour pool by a hospital c l i n i c a l laboratory lmtoanalyzer
method. Sham serum contained 20 mg ./100 ml. serum , UNx-21 mg.
per cent, and BiNx - 272 mg. per cent.
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G. Human serum e xp eriments
Human data is understandabl y s c arce i n the area of investigation
of c omp e n s a t o r y renal growth. Limi ted i n f o r ma t i o n has recently
bec ome available from kidney transplant donors, e. g., radiological
rena l measurements and function estimations. Any information is of
int e r e s t since the long-term goal o f t h is r esearch is to understand
co mp e n s a t o ry mechanisms in renal diseas e and in loss of renal tissue.
Human serum wa s ma de available for this investigation through
Dr . H. Gault, Director of Dialysis Unit, General Hospital, St . John's .
Blood was obtained from two h e a l thy, adult, human kidney
tra n s p l a n t d o nor s. Patie n t A wa s bled prior t o surgery (time 0) ,
and 24, 48 and 72 hours later. Patient B was bled 6 , 30 and 72 hours
p o s t-op e r a t i v e l y . A heal thy adu l t huma n control was bled four times
a t 24 hour i n t e rval s. The sera were f r ozen at -700 e . , and added to
t h i r t y c u l t u res per serum s amp le within on e week. Three separate
exp e rimen ts were done - o ne f o r e a c h of the seri es of serum samples -
and thirty cultures with fe t a l ca l f s e r um were used as controls e a c h
time. The me a n e. P . M. wa s d e t e rm i n ed for e a c h group, and the r e s u l t s
we r e exp ressed a s a per c e nt a ge o f the i nitial s a mp l e in each s e ries.
The results are shown in Figure 27. There is variation among
the normal human serum-treated cul tur e s, but no significant differ-
e n c e between the f i rst samp le (time 0 ) and any of those following it.
Both patients ' sera p r od u c ed i n c rea sing 3HTd R uptake in cultures
wit h time . Levels o f signi f ican ce f or p a t i e n t A were p < 0 .01 when
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- Figure 27. Effects o f control and unilaterally~nephrectomized h uma n sera
on primary kidney cultur es. Uptake of tritiated thymidine is
stimulated significantly in cultures treated wi th serum from
hu ma n kidney transplant donors . Comparison was made between
the first serum sample o f. each individual and those wh i ch
succeed it . There is no significant difference i n the co n t r o l
series. The mean ratio is shown f or each group o f 20 - 30
cultures treated with a single serum sample .
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24 , 48 and 72 hour sera were cornpared with time 0 serum; for patient
13, the levels were p < 0.01 at 30 and 72 hours, when compared to six
l1ou r s.
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
A. Compensatory renal growth in Fischer rats
The inbred albino rats used in the research for this thesis were
Charles River CDF strain animals, derived in 1960 from sixty-eighth
generation Fischer 344 rats. Immunogenetic homogeneity of the
strain is assured by the supplier, who uses reciprocal skin grafting
as a check.
A characteristic of the Fischer ·strain is its low rate of body
weight gain compared with other strains, e.g. , with Sprague-Dawley
rats. Figures 1. and 4. show body weight data obtained from the
literature for male Sprague-Dawley rats (Potter et al. , 1969), and
for Fischer rats (data supplied by Charles River Breeding Lab-
oratories, Inc., Wilmington, MA).
In spite of the difference in rate of body weight gain between
these two strains, there is no difference between the regressions
of dry kidney weight (for two kidneys) upon body we i.qht; (Po t t e r
et al., 1969). Therefore, comparisons may be made of kidney weights
expressed as a proportion of body weight.
There are age-related changes in compensatory renal gro....·th ,
discussed in the Review chapter. Since the rate of both body and
kidney growth vary with strain, it is important to relate the various
parameters of compensatory renal growth not only to body weight, but
also to age.
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The knowledge of growth rates is also v ital fo r interpretation
o f t h e exaggeration of k i dn e y growth which fo llows uninephrectomy;
a l l owa n c e must be made for the "backgro un d " up on which compensatory
gr owt h i s overlaid. Compensatory growt h in young animals can not
b e c omp a r e d d irectly wi t h that in o l der ones, for example.
Kidney we i gh t s expressed as a perc e n t a ge of body weight for
F i s c h e r rats undergoing sham operation or UNx are shown in Figure 6.
(Re s u l t s c h a p t e r ). All r ats lost b ody weight from the effects of
sur ge ry; sham-operated r a t s showed a n increased kidney weight a s
per c e n t a g e of body we ight on days 1 and 2. I interpret this to mean
tha t although t h e rats lost b o dy we i gh t , their kidneys did not
d e c r e a s e in weight , or dec r eased t o a l e s s e r extent. There is a
s l i gh t decrease i n kidne y weight a s p e r c en t a ge of body weight over
the next 21 days . This agr ee s with rep o r t s that the rate of kidney
we i gh t gain does no t keep pace with that of body weight (Review
chap ter) .
Th e left k i d ne y , remain ing a f t e r uninephre c"tomy, increased
from about 0 .44 per cent of b od y weight to about 0.59 per cent by
f our days; this is an increase of about one-third. Others have
r epo r t e d i ncr e ases of' b etwee n 30 a nd 40 p er c ent in rats (see Review
c h a p t e r ). A slight de crease is seen betwe en two and three weeks,
wh i c h may b e int e r preted to mean that comp ensatory growth has
cea s e d by two weeks .
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The mitotic index in the kidney corte x of rat s 48 hour s a fter
sham or UNx surgery is shown in Figure 8. Th e UNx group mean is
about 3.3 times the sham mean. There is overlap between the two
groups, and a large scatter, especially among UNx rats. One is mad e
aware of the wide biological variation in normal animals, including in
this compensatory growth response.
Sources of variation have been recognized and controlled when-
ever possible as follows: (a) operations and sampling were done
consistently at the same time of day to allow for diurnal variation;
(b) particular attention was paid to the time interval between
operation and sampling - it was 48 hours ~ 15 mins. These rats do
not show a steep peak of mitotic activity after UNx; the index
begins to increase between 36 and 40 hours, is four times sham
at 44 hours, and five times sham at its maximum at 52 hours
(unpublished observations: Roberts, Hansen and Hyam).
Could some of the variation be due to clustering of mitoses?
The counts were done over the area of 25 fields at 40x. D. Hyam
(unpublished results) prepared a composite photograph of an entire
longitudinal section of a kidney treated in the same way as the
experimental ones. When the dividing cells in the cortex were
marked, observers detected no indication of clustering; so this may
be discounted as a source of error.
The correlation of proximal tubule cell hyperplasia with age
was discussed in the Review chapter: in the growing unoperated rat,
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t h e relative contribution o f hyperpl a sia t o kidney growth decreases
at a bou t six or seven wee ks o f age, wi t h the onset of puberty. 'fhe
r a t s u s e d in t h e ex per i men t s r epo rted he r e ranged in age from five
t o e i gh t weeks, and in weigh t f rom 8 0 t o 1 50 gm. Sexual maturity
i s a t t a i ne d sometime b etween eigh t a nd e l e ven weeks in these rats.
Figure 9.illustrates the up take of t ritiated thy~idine (3 HTd R)
by kidney cells in rats having had sham operation or UNx 48 hours
befo r e. As i n the measurement of mi t o t i c index I there is a large
range of values among the UNx group, but the UNx mean value is about
2. 6 times the sham - slightly less than the 3.3 difference seen with
mi totic ind i c e s , but with less o ve r lap between groups. The difference
in increase ov e r sham values betwe en t he two methods of assaying
ce l l d ivision is due to differe nc es b etween the cell cycle times
req u i r e d for M and S phases , a nd the u s e of colchicine to accumulate
c e l l s in M over a fou r ho ur period . Both results are consistent
wi th those reported fo r other rat strains o f s i mi l a r age (Bucher and
Ma l t , 1971 ) .
Uninephr ectomy mus t b e do ne with s ome car e in order not to
interfere wi t h t h e adrenal gland lyi ng in the fat surrounding the
r e mov e d kidney . I n t he Fi scher rat , t he adr enal gland's blood supply
usually derives from the ao rta above t he r enal artery I but sometimes
there i s a small branch leading f rom the rena l artery to the gland.
In these cases, the rena l vessels were l i ga t ur e d distal to the gland
b ranch in order no t to inter f e re with i t s b lood s upp l y . The care
t a ke n was e v i de nce d by the s im i l a rity i n weigh t of the adrenal gland
from the op erated s ide and its part ne r opposite (Table 10) . Al s o ,
the r e was no differe nce b etween UNx a nd s ham-op e r ate d rat adrenal
g l a nd weights. The danger of compromising adrenal function du ring
un i ne ph r e c t omy must be guarded a gainst since mineralocorticoids are
ne c e s s a r y for the normal mi t o t ic respo nse to UNx (Goss , 1965) I at
l e a s t in rats drinking tap water, as in the experiments reported in
thi s thesis, rather than saline.
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B. Characteristics of prima r y rat k idney cultures
Most of the published work on compensatory renal growth h a s
b e e n done on adult rats . I f expe rimental data using i:E. vitro me t h od s
i s to be of value, it must be abl e t o be related to the i:E. vivo
s i t u a t i o n . I have taken this into consideration in designing my
cul t u r e system. I have used kidn ey tissue from the same age and
s t r a i n of rat that p rovide d expe rimental sera - even though primary
cul t u r e o f adult tissues is usual l y l ess successful than culture of
fet a l or neonatal tissues. I hav e assu r e d myself that the cells
whi c h are growing in culture are tubular epithelium, including
prob abl y a high propo r tion of proxima l tubular cells. I have
select e d bleed i ng and i n c ubati on t i me s with consideration of the
c e l l divis ion phenome n a observed i:E. vivo.
The kidney is composed of a lar g e number of different kinds of
cells, including epithelial types (p odo c y t e ; parietal Bowman' s
capsule ; p rox imal , descend i ng a nd a s c e nd i n g limb and distal tubule;
ma c ul a d ensa ; co l l e cti ng d uct dark a nd light cells; basal and surface "
t r a n s i t i on a l epit h e l ia of p a p i l l ae I c a l y c e s and pelvis; endothelium
o f t he l ymph a tics and the g l ome rul a r and other blood vessels),
c o nn e c t i v e tissue c e l l s (fib r ob l asts i n the kidney and composing
i t s capsule; macrophages ; mast cells; lymphocytes), smooth Muscle
c e l l s around blood vessels -includ i ng juxta-glomerular renin-
p r odu c i n g cells , ne rve cells , p o l k issen and mesangial cells and
peri c y t e s . The use o f whole kidne y t.o initiate primary culture might
be p r e d i c ted t o r esul t in mixed c u l ture of many of these cell types.
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Howe v e r , when this t echnique is lised , as i n this thesis, the res u l t
i s a nearly homogeneous culture of c e l l s of ep i t h e l i a l appearance.
Re l a t i v e l y few (muc h less tha n o ne per c e n t) fibroblast-like and
l ymp h o c y t e - l i ke cells a r e seen, and only a n o ccasional macroph a ge is
ob s e r v e d .
The two cell t ypes mo s t fr e q ue nt i n k idney are blood vessel
endo t h e l i um and tubule epithelium, and i t is these latter cells which
are growing under the c u l t u r e conditions u sed; vascular endothelium
has a distinctly different appearance ~ vitro (Willmer, 1965).
Electron mi c r o g r a p h s (Figure l2 ~ ) rev e a l long microvilli on
mo s t of the cells in these cultures; this is consistent with their
deri v a t i o n from proxi mal tubule , f o r the luminal surface of proximal
c o nv o l u t e d epithelium is covered with abundant, long microvilli
~ vivo, while distal tubule c ells have no brush border and only
sparse, stubby microvilli.
Carle y a nd colleag ue s (1976) r e p o r t t h at an. untransformed r a t
k i dney epit h eloid c e l l line d i s pla y s a direct: correlation between
r a te of cell div ision a nd presen c e of microvi] Ld., and an inverse
correla t ion betwe e n i n t r ace llular c y c l i c AMP level and microvilli.
These authors postulate that cycli c nu cleotides are controlling the
cell surface morphology , as well as t h e rate of cell division. Since
the observation of t h e ultrastructure of my cultured cells was done
on day five , near attainme nt of con f Lue n c y , . the cells' were not
rapidly divi d ing a nd cyclic AMP levels were probably high; one would
not expect to ' s ee abundant microvilli.
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Other morphological characteri st:ics observed in the cultured
cel l s which are consistent with tub u l a r cells ~ situ are apparent
i n Figure 11.: the cells are seen t o align themselves as an
e p i t h e l i a l sheet, with an orientation so that the microvilli project
f r om the free surfaces, while the b a s e s of the cells are adherent
to culture debris. A dividing cell seen in this photograph still
r e ma i n s within the epithelial sheet; this appearance may also be
seen in tubules from kidneys undergoing compensatory renal growth.
Cultured fibroblasts, on the other hand, detach themselves from their
neighbors and round up during cell division.
Visual observation of cultures led to the conclusion that after
five or six days there we r e fewer, but larger, cells present than on
day four. Final achievement of confluency appeared to be a result of
cell size increase on days six and seven. This was confirmed by
use of an electronic cell counter and sizer. The mean cell size on
each day shown in Figure 13 (Results chapter), increased from about
13 umd i arne t e r (assuming a spherical shape) to about 17 llmat seven days.
The mean number of cells per cultu r e was maximal on day five (see
Figure 14 , Re sults chapter), the decrea s e thereafter due to attrition
of cells combi ned with a d e c r e a s i ng r a t e of cell division. '1'he
maximal rate of tritiated thymidine uptake was seen on day four,
preceding the cell number maximum by one day and thus correlating
well with it. Changing the medium, including serum, on day five
precluded the possibility that the cultures' rate of cell division
was decreasing due to lack of e s senti a l medium components. '1'he growth
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d e c r e a s e was due to contact inhibition (Stoker, 1973; Carley et al.,
1 976 ) , since the cultures were confLuerrt , over ' much of their areas
b y that time.
Establishment of these growth characteristics was necessary
i n order to select the appropriate time to treat cultures with
experimental sera: (a) if the UNx serum contained a mitotic
stimulator, its effect might be masked if it were tested in cultures
in which the rate of cell division was increasing, i. e., during
days one to four; (b) if sham or unoperated rat serum contained a
mitotic inhibitor, its effect could be best expressed on day four
or five, when cell division was maximal. Since treatment on day five
would be appropriate for testing serum for the presence of either a
s t i mu l a t o r or inhibitor, this day was chosen.
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c . ~ vitro radioisotope assay
Uptake of tritiated thymid i n e was chosen as the assay fo r c e l l
div i s i o n in cul tures b ecause of (a ) its good correlation with o the r
c r i t e r i a for cell d i vision , e .g . , mito t i c i.nde x and cell numbe rs,
both ~ vivo and ~ vitro (see data i n Results section); (b) its
f r e quen t use as an assay for r a t e of DNA synthesis (and cell division)
i n published work relating to compensatory renal growth; (c) the
e f f i c i e n c y and accuracy of this method, compared with direct
measu r eme n t of cell division or cel l numbers in cultures, as deter-
mi n e d in this laboratory.
A critic ism of the use of tri tiated thymidine uptake as an
i nd e x o f DNA synthesis i s that pool size changes in unlabelled (cold)
thymidine will be i nv ers e l y ref l e cted by rates of uptake of the
labelled compound . Th at i s , i f the t hymi d i ne concentration in serum
f r om UNx rats is decreased compared wi th sham serum, the 3HTd R uptake
of cultures treated wi th UNx ser um wi ll be higher than those with
sham serum, an effect un r e l a t e d to t he rates of ·c e l l division in the
cultures . Thym i dine c oncen t r a t i on i n blood of rats having had sham
op e r a t i o n o r UNx has not b e en dir ectly measured (see discussion o f
this i n Review cha p t e r ), but the good c o r r e l a t i o n ~ vivo of mitotic
index and labelled thymidine uptake after the first 24 hours post-UNx
g ives some reassuranc e that thymidine pool s i ze changes are not
producing a false i ndication of DNA s yn t h e s i s . Further r eassur a nce
was deriv e d from exper iments in our l abora t o r y in which I counted
the t o t al numb er of cells a t harvest of cultures treated with sham
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and UNx sera: the UNx cultures contained more cells than sham
cultures after 24-hour serum treatment (Figure 28·). The range of
values was wider than that for 3HTd R uptake, and the ratio of UNx/
sham mean values was less high - but the correlation did exist .
Selection of the optimal dose of, and exposure time of cultures
to, tritiated thymidine was done on the basis of straightforward
dose-effect experiments . First, an exposure time of four hours was
used to study the effect of dose: 3HTdR uptake increased linearly
with dose between 0.1 and 4 ]..lCi/culture. This probably reflects
increased rate of transport into cells as concentration in the medium
increases since the amount added to the cultures is very small: 1.5
x 10-1 0 moles of thymidine provide Jp Ci of tritium, and only about
0.5 per cent of the dose is taken up in the range tested. A" chase"
with 0 .2 mg. (9.3 x 10-7 moles or about 5000 times the dose of
labelled thymidine) of cold thymidine causes a decrease in uptake of
tritiated thymidine at a dose of 2 l-lCi but not at 1 ]..lCi, probably due
to non-specific binding of thymidine to DNA at 1;he higher dose. (An
increase in uptake with chase treatment occurred at 0.5 ]..lCi, and is
inexplicable. ) All things considered, the 1 uct dose was chosen for
use in these culture conditions.
Variation of time of exposure to 3HTd R from four to twenty hours
resul ted in increased uptake with increased time but with the slope
of the curve decreasing and the variance increasing as time increased.
Consideration of these findings resulted in the selection of a four
hour exposure time to 3HTdR.
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Figure 28. Differential effect of treatment with aham-eope.ra t.ed and
uninephrectomized rat serum on number of cells per culture
at harvest. Serum obtained 48 hours after UNx has a
significant stimulatory effect compared with sham serum.
Each data point represents one culture I and the group means
and S.E.M. are shown.
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D . Search f o r a positive control: xan t h op te r i n
Xanthopterin was first identified as a butterfly wing pigment,
a nd subsequently as a component of mammal i a n urine. Its structure
i s shown in Figure 29. It and s ome other structurally-related
compounds were found to stimulate mitoses in the rat kidney tubular
ep i t h e l i um (Haddow et al., 1972). Pr eliminary experiments showed
t h a t the effect of p e r i toneal i n jec tion i n t o r ats of xanthopterin
was similar to that o f un i nephrectomy in time course and cell
specificity, with an even greater rate o f cell division. Xanthopterin
is structurally related to folic acid, another compound which has
been found to stimulate mitosis of t he renal tubular epithelium
(Ba s e r g a e t a l. , 1968; Threl f a ll, 1 968 ) . Both folic acid (Taylor
et al., 1966) and xanthopterin are known to crystallize in the tubule s
and cause blockage and damage, bu t carefully-designed experiments
seem to have ruled this out as the p rima r y cause for cell proliferation
after folic acid administration (Hirsch a nd Hook, 1969; Paul et a l.,
1 9 69 ) ; compounds r ela t e d t o xan t hopter i n which do not crystallize
i n the k i d n e y r e t a in t h e mitosis- s t im u lating property (Haddow e t aL ,
1 9 72) .
The mechanism o f action o f t h e se c omp ou nd s , a l t h o ugh not
n e c e s s a r i l y the same, may b e a di r ect mitotic stimulus to the tubular
epithelium. Haddow e t al. (197 2) have proposed that xanthopterin
may act by v ir t:u e of i ts ability t o inhibit xanthine oxidase, an
e n zyme wh ich conve rts adenine der ivatives to hypoxanthine and x ant h ine
in the catabolic pathway leading to uric acid. The enzyme inhibition
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Figure 29. The structur e of xanthopt erin. This compound, a butterfly
wing pigment and a normal component of human urine, stimulates
ce"ll division in renal tubules "~ vivo.
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would presumably result in decreas ed concentrations of these products.
Xanthines inhibit the action of phosphod i e s t e r a s e , an enzyme which
degrades cyclic AMP, resulting i n i nc rea s e d intracellular cyclic
AMP. A decrease in x a n t h i ne conc entration s hou l d result in a
decrease in cyclic AMP, which h a s b een correlated with an increase
in cell division (see Review chapte r). The diuretic property of
xanthines (such as caffeine and theo phylline) may be relevant; they
are thought to act by aff ecting sodium reabsorption or GFR or both.
These ideas concerning the possib l e rel a t i onsh i p of xanthine concen-
tration and compensatory renal growt h a r e not founded on any
experimental data ; their elaborat ion and testing constitute an
i n t e r e s t i ng direction for future r esea r ch .
My interest in x a n t hopter i n no t only concerned the compound
itself, but also lay i n the possibiJ ity that it is a direct-acting
mitotic stimul ator, in which case i t could be used as a positive
control in my culture s y s t em. The poss i b i l ity of non-specific
inhibit ion o f growt h o f cu l tures is great, so that a positive
control is d e sirable t o s eparate false- n eg a tiv e results from "real"
nega t ive ones. To t his en d, I a ttempted t o fi nd conditions under
which x a n t hop t eri n would stimu l a te kidne y epithelial cell division
~ vitro. The attempt, a lbeit a prelimi n a r y one, showed no indication
of stimulation of 3HTd R uptake of t.hc cultures by various doses o f
(Figure 18.) and lengths o f exposur e (Figure 17.) to xanthopterin.
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E • Effect of tissue homogenate fractions on cultures
Experiments in which intraperitoneal injection of kidney
homogenate resulted in inhibition of compensatory renal growth were
discussed in the Review chapter. The possibility was raised that
the growth inhibition was non-specific, and arose from poor
nutrition consequent to peritonitis, or from s~de-effects of an
auto-innnune response in the kidney elicited by immunization with
isologous kidney homogenate.
In an effort to circumvent these possible side-effects of
~ vivo treatment with kidney homogenates, Dicker and Morris (1974 )
tested soluble fraction of kidney homogenate on the growth of
explants of renal cortex from neonatal rats and mice. They found
inhibition of growth with cortex homogenate fraction from all
species tested, but not with preparations of renal medulla , liver,
spleen, duodenum or heart muscle. The amount of inhibition correlated
with the protein content of the homog e na t e . The explants used in
the assay were characteristic of those derived from adult tissues:
their growth consisted primarily o f an outgrowth of fibroblasts.
The authors state that the cultures also contained some epitheloid
cells, but relatively few. It is therefore difficult to relate
these findings to the situation ~ vivo, where it is tubular epithelium
and not fibroblasts which exhibit hyperplasia after UNx. 'l'his system
is detecting a fibroblast inhibitory factor. My culture system
contains only epithelial cells , and so constitutes a better system
with which to test for a tubular ceLl.e-spec i.f i.c mitotic inhibitor
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postulated to effect kidney morphostasis ~ vivo.
When various doses of soluble fractions of kidney cortex and
liver homogenates were added to cultures, an inhibition, which was
not tissue specific, of 3HTd R uptake resulted from the largest dose
tested, and a stimulation of uptake resulted from the two smallest
doses of liver fraction only (Figure 19.). No other dose of kidney
or liver resulted in uptake differing significantly from control
values when each value was compared with the control by t test.
However, if the results of treatment with either kidney or liver
fraction is inspected in the figure, a dose-response effect is
apparent.
There is no indication of tissue-specific growth inhibition in
this experiment. The stimulatory effect of small doses of liver
homogenate fraction is intriguing, and apparently not reported in
the literature. Non-specific inhibition of growth of cultured cells
is common but not well-understood. Further work is indicated in
order to elucidate this non-specific growth inhibition as well as
the low-dose stimulation by liver ex t r a c t.
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F. Rat serum experiments
Cultures incubated with control rat serum ordinarily showed
greater uptake of tritiated thymidine than those growing. in fetal
calf serum. Figure 21-. shows this effect in five-day-old cultures
treated for 24 hours with serum from rats sham-operated 48 hours
previously. Figure 25. shows the same effect ,...hen cultures were
set up and incubated continuously for three to six days in either
fetal calf or rat sham serum. It is not surprising that these
cultured cells grow better in homologous serum: it is a common
finding that such serum offers advantages in the culture of cells
derived from adult tissues (Paul, 1965).
Significant differences between the effects of serum from
unoperated and sham-operated rats on cultures were never seen.
Figures 22. and 25. demonstrate this consistency in the two serum
types both when cultures were exposed to them for only 24 hours,
and when cultures were set up and ma i nt a i n e d in them. The conclusion
from these data is that the surgical techniques themselves, as ,...ell
as the resulting disruption of the operated animals' feeding habits,
have neither an inhibitory nor sti mulatory effect: on uptake of
tritiated thymidine in cultures treated with serum from operated
rats.
The chief finding of the work reported in this thesis is a
consistent, significant stimulation of uptake of tritiated thymidine
effected by treatment of cultures wi t h serum from rats uninephrectomized
48 hours previously, but not from those operated on 18, 24 or 36 hours
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previously. Figure 23. summarizes t he s e r esults. The stimulation by
48- hou r UNx s e r um is consistent at a signif i cant level when the 363
cultures are considered in groups of; 12 to 30 cultures, as they
were arranged in the e i g h t separa t e e xp e r i me n t s reported. Some of
the necessity for doing these numb ers of cultures derives from
biological and technical variation: the range of values within
groups is wide, and there is the r efore always overlap between groups.
Every effort was made to decrease technical variation among replicate
cultures , for example by using the most accurate volume dispensing
equipmen t available, an improvemen t over the pipettes and hypodermic
syringes commonly used for volume me a s u r eme n t in tissue culture work.
Awareness of the biological vari a t i on , evident in the effect of
UNx on uptake of tritiated thymid ine iE. vivo, led to the use of a
minimum of three donors for each ser um pool. In spite of this
precaution, the ratios of 48-hour UNx/ s h am 3HTd R uptake in cultures
range from 1.03 to 1 .40.
Exp e rime nts do ne i n our l abor a tory (Roberts, Hyam and Hansen,
unpublished results) show that t h e k i dney c o r t e x mit:otic index in
Fi s ch e r rats is s till i ncrea sing at 48 hours; a maximum is reached
b etween 5 2 and 56 hours. The S phase of the cell cycle in rat
kidney epith elium is about seven hours (Pilgrim and Haurer, 1965)
which indica tes that max i mum s t imulation for cell division in Fischer
rats occurs sometime ar~und 48 hours at the latest. The scatter seen
in these r e sults might obscure the s t i mu l a t or y effect of UNx serum
when less than max i ma l , i. e., at 18 t o 36 hours after UNx. There
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~re other possible explanations for the absence of effect at these
times: (a) relative to 48 hours, few cultures were assayed at each
preceding time, thus increasing the likelihood that small differences
would be undetected; (b) the effect of UNx on cell division may have
been decreased at 18 and 36 hours due to diurnal variation (see
Review chapter) since these rats were operated on between 10 p.m.
and 12 midnight, rather than in the morning hours as were 24- and
48-hour rats. This would probably have affected an increase only in
the 36 hour experiment, since an increase in mitotic index ~ vivo
is not seen until much later than 18 hours.
Absence of stimulation before 48 hours may be interpreted on
other bases than postulating a mitosis-stimulating factor in UNx serum.
As discussed above, a decrease in the thymidine concentration of serum
at 48 hours after UNx would result in increased uptake of added
labelled nucleotide cultures treated with this serum. Such an increased
uptake would be falsely interpreted as an increase in DNA synthesis
of the cultured cells . Endogenous thymidine deplc;tion in serum
might be due to its increased transport into kidney cells of the
donor rat where it will be incorporated into newly-synthesized DNA.
Al though endogenous thymidine is not the primary precursor for
deoxythymidine triphosphate (see also Review chapter), it does
become incorporated in DNA as evidenced by the incorporation of
exogenous labelled thymidine. However, circumstantial evidence from
~ vivo comparisons of isotope uptake and mitotic index is against
the possibility that thymidine pool s i z e changes account for changes
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in its uptake ~ vitro. This can not be entirely ruled out until
serum thymidine levels are determined after UNx or until mitotic
indices of cultured cells are determined.
A phenomenon may be postulated in which there would be stimulation
of DNA synthesis in cultured cells as a side-effect of the high rate
of synthesis of DNA in the kidney of the serum donor. This idea,
which has not been well-defined in the literature, involves secretion
of a substance by dividing cells which will stimulate mitosis in
other cells of the same type. Tumanishvili (1960) and Cain et al.,
(1976) have discussed the idea and reported experiments purportedly
designed to test the hypothesis by determining the effect of tissue
homogenate inj ection on homologous tissue, the same design as used
by investigators searching for evidence of chalones. These authors
report stimulation of homologous tissue by homogenates, but their
hypothesis would have been better-tested by comparing the effects of
homogenates of tissue with low and with high rates of mitosis, e.g.,
of normal compared with contralateral kidney after UNx or of normal
with regenerating liver after partial hepatectomy. A stimulatory
effect under these circumstances has not been reported, but an
inhibitory effect has (Saitren, 1956).
A mechanism such as this would serve to amplify a mitotic
response, and therefore must be tissue-specific if the stimulatory
factor is humoral. Since it is a positive-feedback situation it
is necessary to propose an additional mechanism for turning off cell
division at the appropriate time.
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If this assay were to be used for further characterization of
the humoral growth factor which has been postulated, and which has
been indicated by these experimental results, then optimization of
the culture conditions would be desirable. Besides the efforts to
minimize biological and technical variation already described, two
other means were investigated: (a) raising the proportion of cells
susceptible to the factor (Le., proximal tubule epithelium) in
the cultures; and (b) increasing the exposure of the cultures to the
serum factor.
The first of these methods was unsuccessful in increasing the
differential effect of sham and UNx serae cultures derived from
whole kidney or from cortex alone had similar uptakes of t.ritiated
thymidine when treated with sham or UNx serum. Previous experience
had shown that medullary cells did not grow well in these culture
conditions. Many of the cells in the medulla have a hyperosmotic
environment ~ situ, and may require similar conditions i!2. vitro.
So, the two types of cultures probably cont.a.i.nedf p'ri.mar i.Ly cortical
cells, whether or not medullary cells were init.ially present.
The second attempt at optimizing cult:ure conditions did result
in an increased differential effect of UNx and control sera.
Cultures set up and maintained in the various serum types .. fetal
calf and unoperated, sham-operated and UNx rat serum ~. .we r e harvested
on days three to six; UNx serum produced higher tritiated thymidine
uptakes on days four to six than did controls, the differences
being significant on days five (p < 0.01) and six (p = 0.02) (see
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Figure 25.) .
This experiment also sheds some light on t:he question of the
mode of action of the serum factor. The effect of a mitotic inhibitor,
present in control sera, would be apparent on day three, and possibly
on day four, when cultures are growing at an increasing rate; i. e. ,
cultures treated with control sera would show a lower uptake of
isotope than would UNx cultures. This is not the case; instead the
differential effect of the sera is certainly seen on days five and
six, and possibly on day four. Mitotic stimulation by UNx serum,
rather than inhibition by control sera, is being detected in cultures
which are in the phase of declining rate of cell division.
Another attempt to increase the differential effects of control
and UNx· sera consisted of treating cu Ltures with increased concentrations
of sham or UNx sera for 24 hours on day five. Concentrations of serum
in the medium which were tested are two, five, ten and fifteen per cent;
all other experiments in this thesis used five per cent serum. Pools
of serum from sham and UNx rats operated on 48 hours previously were
combined with medium in the desired concentrations, and the same total
volume was added to cultures of each group. Uptake of tritiated
thymidine was assayed and a t test was performed to compare sham with
UNx C.P.M. for each serum concentration. The results are plotted in
Figure 30.
Increasing the serum concentration from five to fifteen per cent
appears to inhibit thymidine uptake in the sham cult:ures but not in
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UNx. If comparisons are made between sham and UNx groups at each
serum concentration, it may be argued that the UNx sera contain a
stimulatory factor that overcomes a possible general inhibitory
effect of high serum concentration (Lozzio et a l , , 1975). An
alternative explanation is that there is a kidney-specific inhibitor
(a chalone) present in the sham serum and not in the UNx serum. These
two possibilities are not distinguishable in the present experiment.
These results, however, are equivocal, and their interpretation
uncertain, because the number of cultures used per group is smalL
(Where there are less than t.en data points in a group c ultures had
been discarded due to pH changes in the medium - a standard practice
in all experiments reported in this thesis'> Ideally , there should
be about 30 cultures per group, giving a total of 240 cultures.
The time required for manipulations of cultures (s u ch as
changing medium, gassing, adding isotope, harvesting) , and therefore
the variation among replicates, increase with the total number of
cultures. It has been my experience that handling more than about
100 cultures may resul t in unacceptable variation. On the o t h e r hand,
too few cultures give unreliable data. 'fhe plotting of means or
variances of increasing numbers of replicate cultures (Finney , 1964 i
Morley, 1974) indicates that the minimum number of replicate
cultures necessary for a reliable estimate of the mean is about
15 cultures, which means setting up somewhat more than 150 cultures
in order to be certain of having 120 cultures in good condition on
day five. This experiment can not be done in two parts , since there
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i s v a r i a t i on among the batch e s of c u l t ures s e t up at different times,
and comparisons can not b e mad e f r om experiment t :o experiment. This
necessity to i nc l ude a ll groups i n on e experiment and t h e limit ation
o n total number of cultures whic h can b e handled in on e experiment
means t h a t the larges t feasi ble numbe r of qzoup's of 15 cultures e a ch
is five or six, allowing for discarding of cultures not in good
condition .
It i s i mp o r t a nt to carry o u t these dose-response experiments
properly : however , t h i s must awa it improvement in the culture
methodology which reduces variation among replicates or allows
larger numbers of c ultur e s to be hand l e d in an experiment.
The s o ur ce of t h e mi totic s t imulator found in serum is unknown.
Ross et al. (1974) de mon s t r a t e d that eviscerated rats maintained by
parenteral alimentati o n were capab l e of compensatory renal growth
comparable to that of non-eviscer a t ed UNx controls. They measured
kidney we i gh t, and total RNA/DNA r a t i o s two days after uninephrectomy.
One can t he ref ore conclude that the s t oma ch , Lnt.os t.Lnes , pancrea s
and s p l e e n a re not necessary for t h i s growt h , and none can be the
source of the serum f actor .
Th e growing c on t r a late r a l kidn ey i tself mus t b e considered a
potential source of the factor . I nv e s t i g a t o r s have used serum from
bilaterally nephrectomized donors i n various experimental designs in
order to tes t thi s hypo t he s i s . Lytt.on e t a L, (1.969) produced
p a r a b i o t i c pai r s of rats by j oin ing t.h e i .r s k i n . Th ey reported that
UNx in one r a t r e s ult ed in increas ed uptake of tritiated thymidine
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by the kidneys of its partner, while BiNx did not. Th e authors
concluded that kidney tissue is necessary for the stimulation of DNA
synthesis, but there a re a number 0:1; r easons why this conclusion
is unwarranted; (a) if the assumption i s made that humoral factors
are exchanged between parabiotic p a i r s (and the authors obviously do),
then kidney tissue ~ present in the system; (b) the parabiosis
technique used is insufficient for maintenance of homeostasis in
the bilaterally nephrectomized animal, as stated by these authors
and as shown by Sibley . and Huggins (1946); (c) uremia developing in
one animal may have deleterious effects on its partner, including
inhibition of compensatory renal growth; (d) small numbers of animals
were used, and no data concerning body weight changes were give n.
There is therefore a possibility that the lack of response to bilateral
nephrectomy is spurious.
Vichi and Earle (1970) found e qu a l stimulation of tritiated
thymidine uptake by kidneys of intact rats injected with serum from
rats who had received UNx 48 ho urs o r BiNx 36 hO\lrs previously. 'fhe
urea nitrogen l evel of the BiNx serum was elevated: 117 mg/IOO ml.
Preuss et al. (197 0 ) , Goldin and Preu s s (1974) and Preuss and
Goldin (1975) used an iE. vitro technique, measuring labelled uridine
and thymidine uptake by rat kidney slices incubated \"ith sham, UNx
or BiNx serum from rats operated 24 hours previously. Uptake of
both precursors was stimulated b y UNx serum, but not by BiNx serum,
which resulted in the sam e uptake a s sham of uridine and in a Lowe r
uptake of thymidine . These a u t hors conclude that the presence of
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kidney tissue is necessary to generate the postulated serum growth
factor. The possible inhibitory effect of uremic serum from BiNx
donors was not investigated.
No conclusion on the necessity of kidney tissue for the
production of kidney-specific growth may be drawn from a survey of
these reports. Data are sparse and conflicting. The influence of
uremia on the assay methods used has not been investigated.
The results of my experiments indicate that 48-hour BiNx serum
is highly inhibitory to tritiated thymidine uptake, since uptake
was decreased to background levels in cultures so treated, as shown
in Figure 26. Urea nitrogen in this serum was over ten times the
normal value. No stimulation or inhibition of uptake by any type of
serum is seen 24 hours after surgery. Thus, the inhibition of uremia
obscures whatever effect BiNx serum might have by virtue of its
containing a kidney-specific growth factor. Stimulation by BiNx
serum injected into intact rats (Vichi and Earle, 1970) may have
occurred in their system, and not in the others reviewed, because the
recipient's renal function was able to cope with the relatively small
amount of uremic serum inj ected, and the kidneys were thus able to
respond to the inj ected growth factor.
The origin of the humoral growth factor involved in compensatory
renal growth remains obscure. Its elucidation will not be easy,
since the s Lde e-e f f ect.s of removal of tissues and organs are difficult
to control.
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It is recognized that a wide variety of cell growth stimulators
(Holley, 1975) and inhibitors (Lozzio et al., 1975) are present in the
sera used in these culture experiments: many of these are non-specific
(insulin, for example), while others, such as the somatomedins, may
be tissue-specific, and might therefore be implicated in the mediation
of compensatory renal growth. Experimental observations and theoretical
considerations both indicate that the factor in question is kidney
tissue-specific, and confirmation of this should be possible using my
cul ture sys tern.
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G. Human serum experiments
The Lonq-e t.e rm goal of much basic biological research lies in
its eventual application to the human. When humans can not be used
for the research, various- la.boratory animals are employed as models.
As long as the results obtained in this way are relevant to human
biology, the use of animals offers some advantages, among them
availability of replicate (homologous) animals and of strains with
specialized genetic traits. When non-invasive techniques are
insufficient for the research at hand, as in the study of compensatory
renal growth, the use of laboratory animals is an ethical necessity.
In this situation, it is desirable to corroborate animal findings in
humans whenever there is a situation which allows it. Such an
opportunity is found in human kidney donors for transplantation.
That the phenomenon of compensatory renal growth occurs in humans has
been established, using functional studies and radiological measurement
of kidney size after uninephrectomy in healthy individuals (see Review
chapter) . The only report of the testing of human serum in an assay
system for kidney-specific growth factor is one by Vi.chi, and Earle
(1970), who injected intact rats with serum from rats and humans and
measured uptake of tritiated thymidine by the recipients' kidneys.
While UNx rat serum stimulated uptake, that from humans did not. The
authors tested serum from humans two and seven days after UNx in a
patient with renal vascular hypertension; before and two days after
a patient with chronic renal insufficiency, being treated by
hemodialysis, received bilateral -ne p h r e c t omy ; and from a patient
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with chronic renal insufficiency, with a high blood urea nitrogen
level. The authors interpreted t h e s e results to mean that the growth
factor ·i s specLas-cspecf.f i;c , 'Ot.he z authors, using a serum injection
experimental design (Silk et al . , 19671 or an ~vitro method
(Ogawa and Nowinski, 1958) have f ound that the factor is not species-
specific . These investigators u sed mice, rats and dogs. (Further
discussion and criticisms of these experiments have been presented
in the Review chapter) .
Human serum from healthy, uninephrectomized donors stimulates
tritiated thymidine uptake in my culture system. Figure 27. shows
an increase in uptake correlating with time after surgery for two
patients . Serum from a normal, unop e r a t e d control produced no
change in uptake over the time studied.
Only two human experiments were done when the kidney transplan-
tation program was temporarily discontinued. Its resumption will
allow further iE.. vitro studies. The dearth of information about
compensatory renal growth in humans makes this line of investigation
worthwhile, and the obtaining of s e r i a l serum samples from one
individual, each large enough to t rea t a group of replicate cult.ures,
is a good experimental design alte rnative to the use of many small
animals to provide serum pools.
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SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTAL WORK AND CONCLU SIONS
This thesis describes a method for primary culture of kidney
epi thelium derived from young adult Fischer rats. The growth
characteristics of the cultures are de s c r i.k -ed r the maximum uptake of
tritiated thymidine by cultures occurred on day four, and confluency
was reached on day six or seven. The morphology of the cells was
compatible with their derivation from proximal tubular epithelium.
Trea tment of cultures with xanthopterin, known to stimulate mitosis
of renal epi thelium ~ viYO, did not result in increased isotope uptake
~ vitro. It has been suggested by others that injection of kidney,
but not liver, homogenate fractions iilhibits compensatory renal
growth ~ vivo. Treatment of cultures with soluble fraction of either
kidney or liver homogenate showed dose-response effects, with the
higher doses tested inhibiting isotope uptake. An unexpected finding
was that the smallest dose tested of liver homogenate fraction was
stimulatory .
Five-day-old cultures of kidney epithelium·were treated with
various rat sera for 24 hours. The chief finding reported in this
thesis is that treatment with serum from rats uninephrectomized 48
hours previously resulted in a consistent, significant increase in
uptake of tritiated thymidine by cultures, when compared with control
sera. Serum from rats uninephrectomized 18 - 36 hours p r e v i o us l y wa s
not consistently stimulatory. Serum of unopera t ed rats did not diff er
from that of sham-operated ones, and both of these co ntrol sera
resul t ed in a higher uptake of tritiated thymidi n e than did fe t a l c a l f
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When tritiated thymidine uptake was assayed daily in cul tures
set up and maintained in the various serum types, the differential effect
of UNx and control sera was expressed after day four, while the rate
of DNA synthesis was decreasing. This may be interpreted to mean that
the UNx serum contained a stimulatory factor, rather than sham serum
an inhibitory one (a chalone). Serum from bilaterally nephrectomized
rats was no different from controls when obtained 24 hours after
surgery, and was inhibitory to isotope uptake in cultures when
obtained at 48 hours, an effect which may have been correlated with a
high urea nitrogen content. In preliminary work, serum obtained from
human kidney transplant donors resulted in isotope uptake increasing
with time after uninephrectomy, while serial samples o f human control
serum did not differ among themselves.
This culture system, especially if it can be modified to reduce
cul ture-handling times and variation among replicates, will lend
itself to characterization of the serum factor, using either laboratory
animals or healthy human kidney donors as a source of serum .
Experiments could then be done to investigate th stability , dialyz-
abili ty, and species- and tissue- specificity of the factor . It would
be worthwhile to continue investigation of the inhibitory effects of
kidney and liver homogenates, and of t he unexpe e t.ed finding that low
concentrations of liver homogenate are stimulatory.
Review of the Li. terature on compensatory renal growth indicates
the p.robabl e existence of a circulating, kidney-specific growth factor.
It was seen that ~ vitro methods could be profitably used for
confirmation and characterization of the factor, since they allow
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dissociation of its effects from the complex physiological changes
~ vivo which follow uninephrectomy and which may also playa role in
mediation of the compensatory growth . The culture system described
in this thesis is a sui table tool for such investigation in laboratory
animals or humans.
A differential effect of seara from sham-operated and unineph-
rectomized rats on uptake of labelled thymidine by cultures has been
demonstrated . The temporal characteristics of the factor being
detected by this culture system make it unlikely to be the primary
stimulus for compensatory renal growth, a conclusion corroborated by
theoretical considerations . The complexity of the compensatory renal
growth response makes its elucidation by anyone experimental design
unlikely : information will come from, and give insight to, many and
diverse areas of investigation. An understanding of the control of
kidney growth in particular, and of cellular growth in general, will
not be reached in the near future. Some think that definitive
elucidation of the mechanism and control of rni tos"is can not be
expected until sometime in the twenty-first century (Crick, 1970).
I hope that the work begun with this thesis will contribute to this
understanding.
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